Agreements, cont’d.

Agriculture, College of, cont’d.
advisory committees, 128, 396
budget, estimated distribution, 41
resources for, 40, 319, 524
salary, 42, 321, 525
second semester, 177
summary, 40, 319, 523
Chicago Board of Trade, scholarships, 93, 565
degrees conferred, lists, 137, 196, 247, 403.
457, 612
expansible gift funds, 41, 320, 524
graduation requirements, changed, 103
needs, 210
revolving funds, 40
sales and services, estimated income, 489
scholarships, Chicago Board of Trade, 93, 565

Agriculture, College of, cont’d.

Agricultural and Scientific Bureau, restricted

Agricultural and Scientific Bureau, restricted

Agricultural College Extension, budget, expense,

Agricultural Education, budget, expense,

Agricultural Economics, advisory committee!

Agricultural adjustment study, budget,

Agricultural Experiment Station, advisory

Agricultural Engineering, advisory com-

Agricultural Extension Service, budget,

Agricultural Industrial Research. balance

Agriculture, sales and services, estimated in-

Agriculture, College of, admission, subjects

Agriculture, College of, admission, subjects

Agreements, cont’d.

scale studies, 207, 573

sealing joints in iron pipe, negotiations, 425

serum proteins, 427

sewage aeration, additional grant, 230

solubility of boiler waters, extended, 202

sound absorption, 131, 166, 367, 374

extension, 431

stack gases, 422

extension, 202

steel frames, welded joints, 422

steel rails, 373

strawberry experiments, 420

sulfur dioxide in flue gases, publication

authorized, 471

summer cooling, additional grant, 230

sweet corn, 131, 148

terminated, 297

ultra-violet and x-ray, 189

ventilating, 481

change in terms, 228

warm air furnace heating, 228, 573

welded joints for steel frames, 422

x-ray study of insulating oils, 397, 421

request for modification, 414

yeast in digestive tract, 413

See also Contracts and Leases.

Agricultural adjustment study, budget, 524

Agricultural and Scientific Bureau, restricted
gift fund, 44

Agricultural College Extension, budget, expense,

40, 319, 523

salary, 43, 323

Agricultural Economics, advisory committees,

128, 396

budget, expense, 40, 319, 523

salary, 42, 321, 329, 526, 533, 535

Mumford, H. W., appointed acting head, 94

Agricultural Education, budget, expense, 30,

310, 513

salary, 31, 311, 515

Agricultural Engineering, advisory commit-

tees, 128, 396

budget, expense, 40, 319, 523

salary, 43, 323, 527, 536

laboratory fees, 88, 89, 352

Agricultural Experiment Station, advisory

committees, 128, 396

appropriation, industrial research, 81

budget, estimated distribution, 41

printing of annual report, approved, 372

resources, 40, 320, 524

salary, 42, 43, 329, 525, 533

second semester, 177

summary, 40, 319, 523

Cook County, budget, expense, 40, 319, 523

salary, 40, 329, 533

fund, depository, 92

reappropriation of, 478

State appropriation, 274

transfer of receipts, proposal, 470

copperative investigation, insecticides, 452

Director authorized to sign corn-bog reduc-
tion contracts, 452

expansible gift funds, 41, 320, 524

requests, 210

paper purchased for publications, 595

study of milk supply and demand, agree-

ment, 573

Agricultural Extension Service, budget, 523

paper purchased for publications, 229

Agricultural Industrial Research, balance re-

appropriated, 586

special appropriation, unexpended balance,

276

Agriculture, sales and services, estimated in-

come, 286, 489

standing committees, 201, 469

Agriculture, College of, admission, subjects

recommended, 157

subjects required, 156

Agriculture, College of, cont’d.

advisory committees, 128, 396

budget, estimated distribution, 41

resources for, 40, 319, 524

salary, 42, 321, 525

second semester, 177

summary, 40, 319, 523

Chicago Board of Trade, scholarships, 93, 565
degrees conferred, lists, 137, 196, 247, 403.
457, 612

expansible gift funds, 41, 320, 524

gift for research, 106

laboratory fees, 89, 352

publications, special appropriation, unex-

pended balance, 270

restricted gift funds, 44

Ahlin, Constance K., degree, 614

Ahrens, E. A., appointments, 25, 176, 305, 509

Ahrens, E. M., degree, 385

Ahrens, H. C., degree, 459

Aiken, C. H., degree, 621

Ailes, A. J., degree, 603

Aimeone, C. G., degree, 243

Aimeone, P. J., Jr., degree, 608

Ainsworth, R. B., degree, 614

Air leakage through mine stoppings, C.W.A.

project, 434

Akemann, T. H., degree, 608

Akeroyd, Margaret S., degree, 614

Akin, K., degree, 617

Akita, H., degree, 95

Alban, A. L., degree, 137

Albers, E. A., certificate, 620

degree, 106

Albert, C. T., degree, 612

Albets, J. D., degree, 457

Albig, J. W., appointments, 25, 186, 305, 509

Albrecht, C. F., degree, 621

Albumen, blood, patent, rejected, 425

Alcohol, bond covering purchase, 160

Alcoholic beverages, use by students, 424, 436

Alcorn, M. W., appointments, 69, 414

Alcorn, O. D., degree, 256

Alderson, L. B., degree, 621

Aldrich, D. E., degree, 402

Aldrich, R. J., degree, 619

Alexander, Almira E., appointments, 59, 337,

542

Alexander, J., appointments, 24, 176, 304,

448, 509

Alexander, L. L., appointments, 463, 502

degree, 383

Alexander, M. L., degree, 611

Alexander, Margaret B., degree, 237

Alexopoulos, C. J., appointments, 13, 172,

183, 329, 446, 501

Alic, T. G., certificate, 100

Alimentary tract, diseases, research fund, 64,

341

Alinsky, S. D., appointment, 120

Alkali vapor research, expansible gift fund, 33

Allabough, D. H., degree, 185

Allemen, N. J., appointments, 38, 318, 522

Allen, C. L., appointments, 26, 186, 306, 450,

510

Allen, Cornellia H., appointments, 120, 588

Allen, Darleen A., degree, 457

Allen, E. G., degree, 615

Allen, E. H., degree, 599

Allen, G. A., degree, 457
Allen, H. K., appointments, 28, 176, 308, 440, 459, 513
Allen, J. D., degree, 254
Allen, J. T., degree, 456
Allen, Katharine G., degree, 603
Allen, Kathryn L., appointments, 24, 176, 305, 599
Allen, R. E., appointments, 386, 594
Allen, Ralph, Jr., member of advisory committee, 128, 306
Allerton, R., gifts, 230, 422
Allerton American traveling scholarships, 42
Allsopp, L. E., appointments, 396, 539, 561
Aldrich, H. K., degree, 249
Allen, H. W., member of advisory committees, 128, 396
Almquist, C. O. G., appointments, 87, 128, 396
Almy, G. M., appointments, 36, 316, 448, 519
Alp, H. H., appointments, 45, 52, 325, 331, 359, 361
Alessi, Hilda J., appointments, 76, 355, 561
Alder, J. F., degree, 603
Aiztream, W. O., degree, 615
Alter, D. K., degree, 599
Altera, R. C., degree, 243
Aitkensberger, L. C., degree, 616
Altier, Katherine C., degree, 243
Aluminum, scale studies, 207
Alumni, standing committees, 201, 456
Alumni Association, bridge tournament, gift of proceeds, 93
change of headquarters, 103
Dentistry, scholarship fund proposed, 471
Medicine, memorial of E. L. Heintz, 595
senior membership, appropriation, 70
Alumni Foundation, committee, discharged, 401
Alumni News, appropriation, 79
Alumni Records, budget, expense, 7, 289, 493
salary, 5, 294, 498
office, appropriation, special, 567
rental, 532
Alumni University Fund Board’s Student Emergency Loan Fund, addition to, 93
Alvey, H. W., Jr., degree, 264
 Alvord, Burdick, and Howson, recommendations, 580
Alyea, P. E., appointments, 28, 177, 308, 440
degree, 599
Ambrose, S. H., degree, 95
Ambrosius, E. E., appointments, 35, 315, 518
Amendments, By-Laws, 272, 437
American Dry Milk Institute, agreements, 230, 375
American Historical Association, annual meeting, 399
American Medical Association, gifts, 106, 189, 202, 435
American Otological Society, gifts, 93, 367
American Railway Association, funds for rail investigations, 373
American Railway Engineering Association, funds for rail investigations, 373
American Royal Live Stock Show Scholarship, fund, 566
American Society of Civil Engineers, gift, 422
American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, agreement, extended, 481
modification, 288
paper to be presented, 414
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, gift, 230
American Society for Testing Materials, gifts, 268, 327, 442, 455
American Welding Society, Research Committee, agreement, 422
Ames, Adela, appointment, 129
Amiel, J. H., appointments, 24, 176, 185, 304, 599
degree, 257
Amino acids, research, expendable gift fund, 32
Ammann, J. F., member of advisory committee, 276
Amsler, W. A., degree, 243
Ammann, E., appointments, 84, 589
Anesthesiology apparatus, appropriation, 411
budget, expense, 546
salary, 548
Anatomy, budget, expense, 63, 341, 546
salary, 64, 342, 548
second semester, 178
clinical faculty, 83, 277, 588
gift for research, 202
laboratory fees, 91
Andermann, Dorothy S., degree, 617
Anderson, T., appointments, 14, 296, 502
Anderson, and Company, employed as auditors, 141
preliminary survey of University accounts, 118
report, 202, 231, 381, 579
Athletic Association, 399
Anderson, G. C., degree, 196
Anderson, P., degree, 390
Anderson, A. G., appointments, 27, 186, 307, 511
Anderson, A. Marie, appointments, 58, 335, 541
Anderson, C. F., degree, 621
Anderson, C. G., appointments, 18, 300, 504
Anderson, C. W., degree, 190
Anderson, D. H., degree, 457
Anderson, D. G., degree, 253
Anderson, E., contract for instruction of, 413
Anderson, E. M., contract for instruction of, 413
degrees, 258, 457
Anderson, E. R., certificate, 620
Anderson, Edna M., appointments, 121, 351, 557
Anderson, Edward Emil, appointment, 78
Anderson, Edward Eric, appointments, 23, 175, 304
degree, 600
Anderson, G. L., degree, 621
Anderson, G. L. V., degree, 262
Anderson, G. W., degrees, 121, 460
Anderson, H. K., degree, 242
Anderson, Harry W., appointments, 49, 328, 532
Anderson, Harvey W., degree, 612
Anderson, Helen L., degree, 456
Anderson, J. A., appointments, 28, 176, 186
Anderson, J. A. S., degree, 243
Anderson, J. C., appointments, 44, 324, 528
Anderson, J. W., degree, 250
Anderson, Katherine, degree, 613
Anderson, L. W., degree, 119
Anderson, M. A., degree, 244
Anderson, N. E., degree, 600
Anderson, N. J., degree, 402
Anderson, R. H., degree, 247
Anderson, S. C., degree, 237
Anderson, S. S., degree, 611
Anderson, Vivian M., degree, 250
Anderson, W. B., degree, 603
Anderson, W. H., degree, 615
Anderson, W. K., degree, 250
Anderson, W. W., degree, 253
Appropriations, cont’d.  
comparative, 5, 287, 491  
Business Office, administering loan funds, 435  
special, 567  
Century of Progress exhibit, 568  
Cook County Experiment Station, 478  
death benefits, 101, 102, 182, 202  
budget item, 275  
Dentistry, special equipment, 79  
Draper biography, 418  
Education, special, 567  
Engineering, special, 567  
Engineering Experiment Station, sewage treatment research, 454  
fire protection, survey, 472  
freshmen psychological tests, 79  
grantee fellowships, 430  
hospital equipment, 102  
Illinois research, 79  
Illinois Union rentals, 79  
injuries to employees, 234  
Law, special, 102, 567  
Library, foreign publications, 419  
special, 567  
locks, 431  
McKinley Hospital, deficit, 275, 276  
referred to Executive Committee, 234  
equipment, 79, 102, 411  
Music, special, 567  
non-recurring, budget, 79, 567  
Pharmacy, special equipment, 79  
Physical Education for Men, special, 477  
Physical Plant, Civil Works projects, 430  
special, 567  
Physiology, kymographs, 418  
Radio Station, 168  
equipment, 411  
sewage treatment research, 454  
State, 273  
budget request for biennium, 214  
proposed, 142  
Senate resolutions, 272  
unexpended balances, reappropriated, 82, 276
University Counsel, 477  
University High School, summer session, 182, 431  
water supply, 580  
water supply and fire protection, 596  
water system, survey, 472  
See also Budget.  
Arborotum, President’s House, cost, 221  
Archdeacon, Maude, appointments, 10, 293, 467  
Archery, L. B., appointments, 34, 314, 517  
Architectural Engineering, Plym scholarship awards, 227  
Architectural services, President’s House, cost, 221  
State Department of Public Works and Buildings, 375  
Architecture, Allerton American traveling
scholarships, awards, 593  
fund, 50, 359, 556  
gifts for continuation, 230, 422  
books, gift, 412  
budget, expense, 56, 334, 540  
salary, 57, 335, 540  
second semester, 178  
curriculum, admission, 156, 158  
library, budget, expense, 74, 353  
Plym fellowships, awards, 227, 574  
fund, 80, 359, 565  
scholarships, awards, 593  
Architecture Building, rental fee, 423  
Ardisol, degree, 611  
Arendt, Sister Mary M., degree, 250  
Arjes, L. J., appointment, 386  
Arison, A. G., degree, 603
Aristofane, -budget expense,
Armstrong, B., appointments, 21, 302, 507
Armstrong, E., degree, 237
Armstrong, F. M., degree, 610
Armstrong, Grace B., appointments, 58, 331, 537
Armstrong, J. H., degree, 133
Arrechea, C. C., degree, 457
Asp, H., degree, 248
Asher, H. H., appointment, 399, 414
Ashley Genevieve S., degree, 619
Ashlin; G. H degree, 619
Askin L. B. degree, 243
Atwood, J. C., appointments, 457, 462
Armstrong, B., appointments, 21, 302, 507
Arvey, Ruth A., degree, 385
Arvig, M. J., degree, 599
Armstrong, Grace B., appointments, 58, 331, 537
Arvis, H., degree, 248
Arzy, L., appointments, 24, 176, 305, 335, 541
Ash, degree, 121
Arntz, P. W., degree, 404
Arneson, Mah appointmnet, 64
Arnold, R. T., scholarship, 479
Arnold, L., appointments, 68, 346, 551
Arvin, M. J., degree, 404
Arneson, Mabel, appointment, 64
Arting, L. H., degree, 246
Aronson, L. E., degree, 264
Arnold, R. T., scholarship, 479
Arvitz, P. W., degree, 404
Arneson, Mabel, appointment, 64
Arting, L. H., degree, 246
Aronson, L. E., degree, 264
Aronson, A., certificate, 620
Aronson, A., degree, 241
Aron E., degree, 438
Aronson, A., certificate, 620
Armstrong, Grace B., appointments, 52, 331, 500
Armstrong, B., appointments, 21, 302, 507
Armstrong, J. H., degree, 133
Arrechea, C. C., degree, 457
Asp, H., degree, 248
Asher, H. H., appointment, 150
Asher, R. M., appointments, 27, 176, 308
Ashley, Genevieve S., degree, 250
Ashline, G. H., degree, 619
Atkin, L. R., degree, 243
Asp, H. W., degree, 264
Aspern, Dorothy, appointments, 426, 503
Association of Commerce, Urbana, represent-
ative heard, 117
Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car
Wheels, agreements, 482
contract, 576
Astronomy, budget, expense, 12, 296, 500
salary, 13, 297, 501
Atkin, C. E., appointments, 27, 358, 564
Atkinson, C. E., appointments, 27, 358, 564
Atkinson, E. W., degree, 460
Attaway, Ruth A., degree, 385
Attwill, degree, 384
Atwood, V., degree, 428
Auble, W. R., degree, 254
Auditor, budget, 8, 290, 494
signature of President of Board, 201
Auditorium, rental fee, 423
Audits, Andersen, A., and Co., authority to
make survey, 218
employed, 141
appropriation, 208
Athletic Association, reports, 399, 414
budget, 7, 289, 493
change from quarterly to semi-annual, 381
reports, 114, 202, 231, 381, 579
Audrieth, L. F., appointments, 14, 184, 298,
466, 500
Auerbach, R. R., degree, 401
Auget, H. W., degree, 245
Auld, Alberta A., degree, 249
Auld, Dorothy, appointment, 563
Austin, E. C., appointment to Board of Ex-
aminers in Accounting, 228
Austin, J. O., degree, 134
Austin, Paine patent, licenses, 236
Auten, R. W., degree, 241
Automatic control systems of heating plants,
investigation, publicity, 414
Automobile accident, Morrow, J. A., and
Griffith, S. E., 100
settlement, 58
Automobile traffic, Green Street, report, 400
Automobiles, Chevrolets, purchase, 307
insurance, 308, 478
permits, fee, 102
reduced, 373
purchase, 576
See also Trucks.
Auxiliary enterprises, budget, 79, 359, 489,
585
Avery, W. M., degree, 245
Aviles, L., Jr., appointments, 24, 175, 305,
500, 624
Axelrod, D., degrees, 194, 264
Axelrod, Miriam, degree, 621
Asbell, E., degree, 601
Azdre, C. B., degree, 384
Azukas, J., degree, 621
Babbitt, H. E., appointments, 34, 313, 517
patent, abandoned, 425
applied, 413
Balcock, G. E., degree, 193
Balcock, R. C., endowment fund, invest-
ment, report, 170
securities, 95, 454
fellowships, fund, 80, 360, 566
trust, Shelton notes, settlement, 426
Balcock, S. H., appointments, 15, 173, 298,
502, 582
degree, 508
Bach, Emma L., degree, 600
Bach, W. T., degree, 196
Bachelors' degrees, See Degrees.
Bachman, A., appointments, 69, 347, 552
leave of absence, 419
ultra violet research, gift, 180, 435
Bachmann, Evelyn E., degree, 619
Bakoff, W. J., degree, 607
Bacon, A. R., appointments, 85, 280, 590
Bacon, C. S., lectureship fund, 63, 341, 547
Bacon, W. H., degree, 402
Bacteriology, budget, expense, 12, 296, 500
salary, 13, 297, 501
second semester, 172, 178
summer session, 184, 446
Division of Biological Sciences, 432
expendable gift funds, 12, 296, 500
laboratory fees, 80, 393
See also Pathology.
Bader, G. E., degree, 618
Badger, A. E., appointments, 38, 318, 521
Badger, C. J., appointments, 44, 324, 528
Badger, W. H., degree, 237
Baeder, Marjorie J., degree, 603
Baer, Emily M., degree, 460
Baer, June A., degree, 423
Bair, W. H., appointments, 179, 279
degree, 95
Baginski, A. J., degree, 264
Bagley, Alta, appointments, 10, 292, 295,
496, 492
Bailar, J. C., appointments, 14, 184, 298,
446, 502
Bailey, C. F., degree, 603
Bailey, Helen M., degree, 250
Bailey, L. F., appointments, 57, 335, 541
Bailey, Mary H., degree, 603
Bailey, W. F., appointments, 121, 173, 184,
degree, 192
Bailie, C., degree, 243
Bailly, H. H., appointments, 27, 307, 512
Bair, Brice W., degrees, 135, 255
Bain, Byford W., degree, 612
Baird, Mrs. Katherine L., appointments, 64, 463
Baird, L. W., degree, 438
Bairstow, Virginia, degree, 603
Baize, Dorse R., appointments, 16, 38, 299,
318, 386, 405
Baker, A. B., degree, 250
Baker, Agnes A., degree, 250
Baker, D. A., degree, 253
Baker, E. F., certificate, 620
Baker, E. H., Jr., degree, 237
Baker, F. C., appointments, 26, 306, 510
Baker, Harriet J., degree, 243
Baker, Helen T., degree, 603
Baker, H. H., degree, 245
Baker, I. O., degree, 256
Baker, J., appointments, 30, 80, 360, 566
bonds, 360
Baker, Jane E., degree, 254
Baker, Lorena, degree, 249
Baker, Mary L., degree, 603
Baker, N. L., certificate, 620
degree, 460
Baker, R. E., degree, 95
Baker, R. E., degree, 608
Baker, R. H., appointments, 13, 297, 507
Baker, R. L., degree, 608
Baker, W. G., degree, 456
Baker, W. W., Jr., degree, 423
Balaban, B. H., degree, 254
Balances, reappropriated, 82, 156,
Balcher, R., degree, 607
Balchunas, S. G., degree, 621
Ball, J. T., appointments, 20, 175, 185, 302,
447, 506
degree, 132
Balding, B. N., certificate, 263
Baldinger, W. R., degree, 245
Baldwin, W. V., appointments, 19, 301, 505
Baldwin, D. M., degrees, 245, 602
Baldwin, E. C., appointments, 17, 299, 503
Baldwin, L. C., degree, 243
Baldwin, J. D., degree, 253
Baldwin, Jeanette, degree, 194
Baldwin, E. S., appointments, 407
Baldwin, T. W., appointments, 17, 299, 503
Baltsa, Dorothy K., degree, 243
Bale, C. C., appointments, 16, 173
Bald, Bessie M., appointments, 122, 332,
degree, 121
Ballett, M. L., degree, 618
Ballin, M., certificate, 263
Ballinger, R. E., degree, 243
Baliserio, J. A., appointments, 24, 304, 508
leave of absence, 227
Balthis, J. H., appointments, 15, 173, 184
degree, 598
fellowship, 266
Balthis, Luella E., degree, 237
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company,
agreement, 373
extended, 143
insurance, 377
Bamberger, A., appointments, 69, 347, 553
Bands, military, appropriation, expense and
equipment, 431
Bradley bequest, 401
payment deferred, 420
budget, expense, 5, 287, 491
salary, 63, 340, 545
recipient of Souza Memorial Library, 138
uniforms, deposit fund, 81, 361, 567
Banoff, A., degree, 264
Baratz, J. J., appointments, 281, 591
Barber, Gertrude F., degree, 237
Barrett, H. A., degree, 246
Barber, Mrs. Mildred C., appointments, 57,
335, 541
Barber, S. F., appointment, 185
degree, 262
Barber, W., compensation, 146
Barclay, W. F., degree, 608
Bar-E, certificate, 620
Bard, G. W. I., certificate, 620
Bard, M., degree, 107
Barden, L. C., degree, 456
Bardwell, Florence G., degree, 118
Barenfanger, L. E., degree, 253
Bartheuer, E. E., degree, 242
Barger, J. L., degree, 136
Barger, T. M., degree, 259
Barker, V., degree, 253
Barkow, R. R., appointments, 26, 186, 360,
510
Barnard, N. H., degree, 600
Barnard, O. S., degree, 384
Barnes, Coral W., degree, 131
Barnes, Irene M., appointments, 48, 327
Barnes, M. W., degree, 602
Barnett, A. E., degree, 95
Barnett, Esther F., fellowship, 266
Barnett, Mary N., degree, 401
Barnett, Phyllis M., degree, 193
Barnett, R. E., degree, 458
Barnhart, Lyle, degree, 133
Barnum, V. D., degree, 245
Barr, A. H., degree, 102
Barr, D. L., degree, 259
Barr, F. T., appointments, 15, 173, 298
degree, 438
Barr, G. A., member of committees, 200, 201,
468
Barr, G. A., budget, Chicago departments, 203
form of contract of staff members, 469
Hospital Association, 275
liability of University in accidents, 101
relations with Athletic Association, 414
selection of President, 203
Barr, J. H., degree, 264
Barr, E., member of committees, 468
Hospital Association, 275
relations with Athletic Association, 414
Barr, J., degree, 264
Barrett, Martha B., bequest, 438
Barrick, R. G., appointments, 83, 129, 278,
588
Barron, O. D., degree, 615
Barroso, L. R., degree, 621
Barrow, E. R., degree, 611
Barr, Alice B., degree, 256
Barr, Josephine L., degree, 614
Bart, A. M., degree, 265
Bartels, Anna C., degree, 457
BARTELMESS, K. T., degree, 247
Bartels, V., degree
Bartelson, K., degree, 245
Bartelme, H., appointments, 58, 336, 541
Bartlett, J. H., Jr., appointments, 36, 316, 510
Bartlett, R. W., appointments, 43, 50, 322, 370, 526, 533
Bartow, Virginia, appointments, 245
Barton, G., degree
Bartlett, R. W., appointments, 36, 414
Bartlett, J., degree
Bassett, J., degree
Bateman, H., degree
Bast, E., degree
Datkehch, Sally, degree
Rauer, degree
Batty, W., degree
Bates, Nellie F., degree
Bauer and Black, gifts, 121
Bauer, S., degree
Bauer, E., degree
Bawden, W. T., appointment
Bay, E., degree
Bayley, W. S., appointments
Beach, M., degree
Beazley, F. N., appointments
Beach, degree
Beall, R. P., appointments
Beall, Jak, degree
Bear, H., degree
Beall, J. R., appointments
Bear, A., degree, 217
Bear, Edna H., degree, 615
Bear, E. K., degree, 195
Beard, Elizabeth H., degree, 606
Beard, H., appointments, 68, 345, 551
Beard, J. H., appointments, 62, 330, 544
member of McKinley Hospital executive staff, 128
Bearden, J. L., degree, 241

BEARDSLEE, Marie R., degree, 383
Beare, L. E., degree, 241
Beasley, Gail H., degree, 615
Beatty, A. F., degree, 403
Beatty, Julia L., degree, 237
Beauman, G., member of advisory committee, 128, 396
Beaumont, W., memorial endowment fund, 64, 341, 547
Beaver, P. C., appointments, 25, 176, 186, 305, 582
Beazley, C. W., contract for instruction of, 421
Beatty, Georgina, degree, 601
Beck, J. C., appointment, 81 retirement, 83
Beck, Miriam O., degree, 256
Becker, Dorothy L., degree, 248
Becker, E. H., degree, 603
Becker, E. J., degree, 196
Becker, F., degree
Becker, H. G., degree, 438
Becker, I., appointments, 84, 279
Becker, M. L., certificate, 263
Becker, M. M., degree, 264
Beckham, A. S., appointment, 129
Beckman, Margaret L., degree, 615
Beckwith, M. M., degrees, 247, 602
Bedard, Gertrude M., degree, 603
Bedard, Jeanne R., degree, 606
Bedard, R., certificate, 263
degree, 262
Bedinger, P. L., certificate, 620
degree, 460
Bednacek, R. J., C.P.A. certificate, 361
Beeby, J. A., degree, 264
Beeker, Viola M., degree, 603
Beedle, M. L., certificate, 121
Beedle, E. M., degree, 615
Bell, Alice E., degree, 615
Bell, Beatrice E., degree, 255
Bell, E. M., degree, 615
Bell, W. E., degree, 247
Bellows, K. K., degree, 247
Bellows, J. K., degree, 247
Bennis, S. J., degree, 327
Benbensohn, S. J., degree, 96
Berg, E. degree, 621
Benoit, M. C., certificate, 620
degree, 406
Bensinger, R. O., degree, 245
Benjamin, J. H., degree, 137
Benjamin, Lila, degree, 607
Benjamin, Lillian, appointment, 120
Benner, T. K., appointments, 39, 197, 310, 449, 514
Bennett, A. J. T., degree, 245
Bennett, C. K., degree, 243
Bennett, D. A., degree, 438
Bennett, E. F., degree, 237
Bennett, G. E., degrees, 135, 405
Bennett, H. L., degree, 290
Bennett, Mary, appointments, 48
Bennett, Verla R., degree, 619
Bennett, W. F., degree, 608
Bennett, W. L., appointments, 291, 495
Bennington, F. H., degree, 608
Bennett, C. H., degree, 245
Bent, Mildred H., degree, 623
Benson, R. O., degree, 389
Bentley, Wilma M., degree, 603
Benton, Eva F., degree, 600
Benton, Mary, appointment, 69
Bepko, Marjorie C., appointment, 65, 178, 343, 441
certificate, 620
Bequest, Barrett, Martha B., 438
Morava, W., degree, 619
accepted, 160
Berbaum, E. R., appointments, 357, 562, 624
Berda, C. A., appointments, 23, 185, 304, 508
Beresford, A., appointments, 58, 336, 541
Berk, G. M., degree, 118
Berg, H. J., van den, appointments, 58, 336, 449, 541
Berg, Josephine P., degree, 118
Berg, M., certificate, 620
degree, 623
Berg, R. K., degree, 608
Berg, R. K., degree, 608
Berg, S. A., degrees, 247, 603
Berger, O., appointments, 68, 347, 552
for research, 413
Bergdals, D., degree, 247
Berger, Frances A., degree, 608
Berger, A., degree, 620
Berger, L., degree, 172
Berger, Mabel R., degree, 237
Bergman, B., degree, 248
Berger, R. W., C.P.A. certificate, 430
Berger, A. C., C.P.A. certificate, 430
Berkelhamer, L. H., degree, 245
Berlin, L., degree, 605
Berlin City Bonds, converted to German
Government Bonds, 437
Bernard, D., degree, 537
Berman, D., degree, 621
Berman, D. E., degree, 264
Berman, E., appointments, 28, 368, 512
Berman, E., appointment, 438
Berman, J., degree, 621
Bernard, F. D., degree, 621
Bernard, H. E., appointments, 17, 299, 503
Bernell, E. C., appointments, 473, 590
degree, 438
Bernier, J. L., appointments, 71, 351, 556
Bernstein, certificate, 261
Bernstein, H. C., certificate, 263
Bernstein, M. C., degree, 264
Bernstein, M. R., certificate, 620
Bernstein, S. C., degree, 248
Bernstein, S. L., certificate, 263
Berry, G. L., degree, 250
Berry, J. K., degree, 248
Berry, L. H., degree, 265
Berry, Winfred F., degree, 243
Berry Asphalt Company, contract, 471
negotiations, scaling joints in iron pipe, 425
Bert, Loraine J., degrees, 618
Bertagnelli, L. M., degree, 247
Bertinelli, Ellen M., degree, 237
Berg, E. W., degree, 607
Bensacon, R. M., degree, 405
Bescher, Margaret L., degree, 237
Besic, F. C., degree, 621
Besore, Bernice L., degree, 134
Best, A. A., appointments, 162, 282
Best, F. W., degree, 617
Best, Virginia, degree, 603
Besta, Mrs. A., gift, 189
Betta, Frances E., degree, 613
Betty, B. H., appointments, 39, 318, 522
Bevier, Isabel, appointments, 47, 327, 531
Bevis, R. E., degrees, 245, 602
Bezman, H. S., certificate, 263
Bickelbach, R. S., degree, 245
Bielema, M. M., Jr., degree, 404
Bielinski, Janina, degree, 250
Biennial inspection, appropriation, 167
Bierfeldt, Mrs. Marie, appointments, 7,
260, 404
Bieritz, H. W., degree, 245
Bierma, R. H., degree, 603
Biggerstaff, Lena L., degree, 457
Biglham, J. A., degree, 405
Blake, W. J., degree, 621
Billings, C. A., certificate, 620
Billings, M. H., appointment, 391
degree, 590
Bilsborrow, J. D., appointments, 51, 330, 535
Bingham, R. G., degree, 247
Binkley, Opal L., degree, 613
Binkley, S. Y., scholarship, 479
Bina, C. L., degree, 250
Biological Division of, chairman
appointed, 450
organized, 432
Birch, C. L., appointments, 67, 244, 550
study of hemophilia, gift for, 433
Bird, Elizabeth, degree, 256
Bird, M. T., appointments, 21, 175, 185,
degree, 590
Birger, M. H., degree, 253
Birgersson, A. O., certificate, 263
Birkett, Dorothy F., degree, 608
Birkett, F. E., degree, 241
Birkich, E. R., degree, 611
Birks, C. R., degree, 247
Birky, C. W., degree, 385
Bisbee, Francis B., degree, 104
Bisbee, Fred B., degree, 250
Bischoff, W. C., degree, 667
Bisi, S. L., appointments, 38, 318, 522
degree, 608
Bishop, Y. K., degree, 243
Bishop, S. J., degree, 241
Bissey, R. L., degree, 245
Bitting, H. W., degree, 247
Bixler, M. E., appointments, 299, 503
Black, A. B., degree, 241
Black, Dorothy M., appointments, 76, 355, 561, 624
Black, Eleanor L., degree, 603
Black, H. H., appointment, 34
degree, 258
Black, Lulu S., appointments, 54, 332, 538
Black, Mary O., degree, 619
Black, P. R., appointments, 35, 315, 518
Black, W. Z., degree, 243
Blackard, Clara, degree, 120
Blackstone, G. R., appointments, 62, 330,
545
Blain, C. E., degree, 244
Bogdansky, V. J., degree, 104
Bogue, W. J., certificate, 620
Bohlin, Beth M., degree, 615
Bobrod, M. G., appointments, 86, 280
Boice, L. A., appointments, 9, 202, 406
Boikin, W., appointments, 85, 86, 279, 280, 480, 591
Boiler furnace refractories, research, expendable gift fund, 32
Boiler tubes, purchase, 576
Boiler water, patent, license, Permutit Co., 582
research, expendable gift fund, 32, 372
solubility of, agreement, extended, 202
special cooperative fund, 39, 318, 522
Bolchert, H., degree, 607
Bolin, E. J., degree, 431
Bolin, H. B., degree, 612
Boiler, Irene, appointment, 129
Boletin, M. T., appointment, 84
Bomba, J. L., Jr., degree, 245
Bomze, K. J., certificate, 620
Bonar, Alice, appointment, 450
degree, 131
Bond, E. F., degree, 603
Bond, Ethel, appointments, 55, 187, 333, 539
Bond, Janet, degree, 604
Bond, Martha S., appointment, 624
degree, 614
Bond, Helen J., degree, 603
Bond, Berlin City, converted to German Government bonds, 437
British Columbia Pulp and Paper Company, acceptance of income script, 369
Chicago and West Towns Railway, 95
received, 190
Commonwealth Edison Company, 400, 412
Continental National Bank and Trust Company, Chicago, 366
Cudahy Packing Company, 141
deposit, 412
Duquesne Light Company, 400, 412
employees who handle money, renewal, 382
German securities, 454
Illinois Bell Telephone Co., 400, 412
Illinois Orchard Company, deposit, 146
indemnity for securities lost in transit, 365
LaSalle-Wacker Building Corporation, 171
purchase of alcohol, 160
Purchasing Agent's office staff, 369
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, 425, 435
Treasurers, 200
By-Law, amendment, 272
premium, budget, 7
reduced, 328, 398
required, 819
United States Government, available trust funds invested, 162
United States Treasury, purchase, 367
sale, 356, 381
Vancouver Lumber Company, deposited with Secretary, 146
Bone, Mrs. Dorothy D., appointments, 162, 345
See also Dickson, Dorothy.
Bone, J. H., appointments, 64, 342, 547
Bonges, Kathryn M., degree, 382
Bonin, G. von, appointments, 65, 343, 548
Bonnell, A. T., fellowship, 479
Bonnell, E., certificate, 623
degree, 262
Bonner, Clara A., degree, 249
Bonnett, O. T., appointments, 44, 324, 528
degree, 260
Bonneval, Marie B., degree, 254
Booker, A. J., appointments, 38, 357, 563
Books, gift to, 147, 190, 362, 412, 470
told, 106, 189, 208
Library, list, C.W.A. project, 434
Books and periodicals, binding, appropriation, special, 567
Bookwalter, J. M., degree, 134
Boon, Alice, degree, 241
Boone, Eugenia D., degree, 606
Boord, P. M., degree, 237
Boorkman, C. J., degree, 237
Booth A, Dental Building, lease, 399
Booth B, Dental Building, lease, 399
Borchardt, E. P., degree, 457
Borchardt, G. T., degree, 607
Borchers, Helen M., degree, 237
Borek, L. E., appointments, 84
Borovsky, M. P., appointment, 86
Bower J. A., degree, 241
Bower, L. E., appointment, 86
Bower, L. H., appointment, 86
Bower, Mildred H., appointments, 76, 267, 500
Bower, Kathryn E., degree, 194
Bowman, P. H., degree, 250
Boye, Anne M., appointments, 55, 267, 333, 448, 507
Boyd, Bonnie, degree, 385
Boyd, Dorothy L., degree, 607
Boyd, Mrs. Ella F., appointments, 78, 267, 320, 565
Boyd, Marian T., appointment, 129
Boyd, R. L., C.P.A. certificate, 361
Boyer, Lois M., degree, 615
Boyer, P. F., degree, 613
Boyer, W. R., degree, 608
Boyle, F. O., degree, 264
Boyle, R. G., degree, 612
Boyle, W. D., degree, 603
Boysen, Marie J., appointments, 31, 311, 517
Booz, Christa M., degree, 600
Brackebush, Frieda M., degree, 260
Bradbury, C. E., appointments, 58, 183, 335
Bradbury, L. A., degree, 241
Bradford, J., Jr., degree, 456
Bradford, J. R., degree, 253
Bradley, C. G., appointments, 35, 315
Bradley, D. N., Jr., degree, 264
Bradley, S. O., degree, 119
Bradley, W., appointment, 407
Bradley, W. F., appointments, 16, 173
Bradley, W. R., bequest, Military Bands, 401
payment deferred, 420
Brana, H. R., appointments, 21, 302, 507
Brail, B. H., C.P.A. certificate, 430
Brannan, M. G., appointments, 28, 177, 308, 441, 450, 513
Brainard, H. O., degree, 106
Brake shoe friction tests, expendable funds, 33
Branch, C. E., certificate, 463
Branch, J. E., appointments, 57, 335, 541
Brandia, Evelyn, degree, 250
Brandon, L. H., appointments, 441, 588
Brandt, W. L., appointments, 36, 177, 316, 448, 520
degree, 260
Brandtgen and Kluge, Inc., printing press, purchased, 594
Branham, J. M., appointments, 46, 326, 530
Branta, J. W., degree, 617
Brasfield, Anne B., degree, 119
Brashaw, E. W., degree, 249
Braucher, H. H., appointments, 32, 312, 515
Brade, B., appointments, 87, 284, 502
Braun, W. H., appointment, 252
Brausa, F. V., degree, 253
Brawner, J. P., appointments, 18, 174, 300, 504
Bray, R. H., appointments, 44, 324, 528
Bray, W. J., appointments, 72, 351, 556
Breton, L. W., degree, 134
Bredelhorn, J. A., degree, 238
Bredel, Sister Mary E., degree, 614
Bredlauf, E. A., appointments, 84, 278, 589
Breeding, G. A., appointments, 64, 342
Brench, A. C., degree, 243
Brennan, Mary E., appointments, 78, 357, 562
Brenner, Josephine, degree, 250
Brenner, LaVerne C. M., degree, 238
Brenner, N. P., degree, 608
Brenner, Shirley D., appointments, 66, 343, 549
Brentlinger, E. P., appointments, 349, 533
retirement, 283
Brett, F. E., degree, 194
Bretz, W. E., degree, 438
Brewer, J. H., degree, 383
Brezina, Helen C., degree, 96
Brick masonry investigation, 189, 202
expendable gift fund, 516
Bridge tournament, proceeds, 93
Briegle, Jean, degree, 603
Briggs, Blanche V., degree, 614
Briggs, Frances A., appointments, 69, 162, 347, 552
Briggs, M. M., degree, 248
Briggs, R. J., degree, 404
Briggs, W. A., degree, 445
Bright, Grace M., appointment, 130
Briney, Elmo M., appointments, 33, 313, 517
Briscoe, Rowena G., degree, 615
Brintow, L., appointments, 21, 303, 507
Budget, cont'd.
expendable trust funds, 6, 288, 492
expense, January, 7, 286, 493
explanatory notes, 2, 284, 288, 489, 492
income, estimated, 3, 285, 489
memorandum, 284
new items, deal benefits, 275
extension work, 283
McKinley Hospital, 275
second semester, 283
summer session, 183, 446, 546
symbols, meaning, 6, 288, 492
salaried, 510
Buechler, Grace M., degree, 250
Buchler, H., C.P.A. certificate, 188
Buell, Irma A., degree, 403
Bulcahting, Marguerite M., degree, 238
Buffa, E. A., degree, 136
Building maintenance and operation, budget, experts, 356, 382
salary, 341, 354
Buildings, Armory Annex proposed, 462
Department of Fine Arts, appropriation, 565
Illinois Union, proposal concerning, 438,
461
Journalism, resolutions concerning, 148
special committee discharged, 182
rental fees, 423
rules for use of, 423
Building and Grounds Committee, 201, 468
Campus entrances, markers, 369
fire protection, 455
Medical Building, 366, 381
Power Plant, 583, 438
traffic on Green Street, 490, 437, 463
Buildings and Grounds Operations, acting
director appointed, 183
Bukovey, Marie E., degree, 264
Buky, Florence R., degree, 336
Bult, F. A., appointments, 15, 173, 298
degree, 598
Bull, Jean, degree, 603
Bull, Mary L., appointments, 75, 353, 559
Bullen, appointments, 45, 29, 325, 330,
529, 534
Bullock, R. F., degree, 241
Burke, D. M., appointments, 61, 178, 338,
544
Budden, J. L., appointment, 142
Burms, C. H., degree, 257
fellowship, 266
Bunge, W. A., degree, 243
Bunn, Carmen E., degree, 250
Burlap, Mary L., appointments, 150, 296,
500
Bunting, S. E., compensation, 154
Bur, E. degree, 610
Burde, A. C., appointments, 22, 175, 303,
507
Burlieak, Mary, degree, 603
Bursar, budget, salary, 366, 382
Burroughs, Ruth B., degree, 250
Burrows, Dorothy, degree, 461
Burrows, S. J., appointments, 83, 277, 588
Bursar, budget, salary, 8, 291, 495
petty cash fund, certificate, 171
signatures, President of Board, 577
Secretary of Board, 201
Burstein, E. M., degree, 603
Burstein, Jr., degree, 96
Burt, F. T., appointments, 61, 178
degree, 404
Burton, A. M., appointments, 15, 173, 184, 209
degree, 598
Burton, H. B. Jr., degree, 195
Burns, Mary G., appointments, 76, 355, 561
Bury, C. R., degree, 264
Busby, J. A. C., appointments, 85, 280, 590
Buscher, Mary E., degree, 248
Bushey, Carreta H., appointments, 18, 300, 504
Bushart, R. K., appointment, 624
degree, 603
Business Law, budget, summer session, 186,
450
Business Office, appropriations, administering
loan funds, 430
special, 567
budget, adjustment, 568
expense, 7, 286, 493
salary, 8, 290, 291, 494
extra help, 568
petty cash fund, certificate, 171
Business organization, University committees,
183
report, 201, 426
Business Organization and Operation, budget,
expense, 26, 306, 511
salary, 27, 307, 511
second semester, 176
summer session, 186, 450
scholar, 266
Business Research, Bureau of, budget,
expense, 26, 306, 511
salary, 27, 307, 511
second semester, 177
unexpended balance, 82
Busker, W. E., degree, 244
Buss, B. A., degree, 193
Bussard, L. H., appointments, 24, 176, 305,
509
Buswell, A. M., appointments, 14, 297, 501
patent, assignment, 131
royalties, 581
Butcher, Martha H., degree, 456
Butler, C. L., degree, 611
Butler, L. S., degree, 195, 603
Butterfield, D. degree, 242
Burk, L. W., degree, 192
Buyer, M., certificate, 263
Buyer, Y. R., appointments, 31, 311, 515
Byland, Helen J., appointments, 53, 340, 545
By-Laws amendment, 272, 437
Byrns, E. W., degree, 238
Cables, high voltage testing, expendable gift fund, 33
gift for research, 377
patent, 436
Cablk M., degree, 238
Cadle R. W., degree, 241
Cadillac motor
Byerle R. appointments, 31, 311
Cain appointments, 62, 339, 545
Cafetka
Caldwell, A.
Caldwell, N.
Caldwell, Mary J., degree, 456
Caldwell, Frances degree, 456
Callen A. C. appointments, 35, 315, 519
Callen, Katharine E. degree, 606
certificates, 670
director of Athletic Association, 82, 367
Calle, Katharine E., degree, 606
Caleoio, R.
Callows, W. B., fellowship in chemistry, fund, 605
Carpenter: P.
Carpenter G. W., degree, 190
carpet purchase, 577
Carpets, purchase, 577
Carr, M. R., appointments, 68, 250, 591
carotene investigation, expendable gift fund, 36
Carr, H. E., appointments, 143, 298
Carr, T., degree, 196
Carr and Moore, bids, 594
Carr fellowship in chemistry, fund, 80, 359, 565
Carr tree planting fund, 77, 356, 562
Carrigan, Honora T., appointments, 66, 426, 549
see leave, 227
Carrington, J. W., degree, 383
Carroll, R. C., degree, 615
Carroll, Pauline E., degree, 254
Case, J. H., degree, 460
certificate
Carter, B. F., appointment, 45, 325, 529
Carter, G. D., degree, 247
Carter, T., degree, 456
Carr, W. E., appointments, 45, 325, 529
Carruthers, R., degree, 247
honorary fellowship, 267
Carr, Mrs. Ethylene O., appointments, 45, 252, 520
Campbell, H., degree, 603
Campbell, Harriet L., degree, 132.
Campbell, Helen L., degree, 193
Campbell, Janet M., degree, 617
Campbell, M., degree, 247
Campbell, R. D., degree, 194
Campbell, R. M., degree, 137
Campbell, Thelma M., degree, 256
Campus drainage, relief project, 375
entrance markers, 369
Canned, W., degree, 521
Cannon, J. H., degree, 517
Canter, H. V., appointments, 17, 299, 503
Capp, W., L., degree, 256
Capodanno, R. T., degree, 602
Capper-Ketcham Act, income, estimated, 285.
Capper-Ketcham Extension budget, 54, 332, 538
Capper-Ketcham Fund, budget, 40, 319, 523
Capron, H. S., balance in First National Bank, 219
bond, 219
payment received, 209
referred to Finance Committee, 380
Car wheels, investigations, 482
budget, 516
contracts, 576
Carbon dioxide outfit, appropriation, 421
Card, L. E., appointments, 45, 325, 549
Cardiodynamics, gift for research, 202
research fund, 341
Cardwell, E. F., degree, 615
Carek, J. C., degree, 615
Carrell, P. V., appointment, 424
Carey, C. M., appointments, 426, 590
Carey, G. L., appointments, 453, 557
Carleton, R. L., appointments, 23, 143, 175
degree, 460
Carlin, R. C., degree, 603
Cars, see Automobiles and Trucks.
Carson, Alma H., degree, 235
Carson, F. T., hearing on Lincoln Avenue storm drain, 117
Carson, Lucille J., degree, 385
Carson, P., H., degree, 615
Carter, B. F., appointment, 122
Carter, B. G., appointments, 24, 176, 304, 448, 509
degree, 257
Carter, C. L., degree, 96
Carter, Carrie P., degree, 601
Carter, G. D., degree, 247
Carter, G. R., degree, 245
Carter, H. E., appointments, 14, 173, 298, 447, 502
degree, 460
Carter, J. H., degree, 405
Carter, C. L., appointments, 66, 144, 553
Carter-Pennell farm, annual reports, 220, 575
corn-hog reduction contract, 452
north, chattel mortgage released, 469
rental, 412
operation, fund, 80, 360, 566
transfer 19, 436
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Carter-Pennell farms, cont'd.
settlement with tenants, 469
south, lease extended, 399
taxes, 436
Cartwright, P. J., degree, 621
Carver, Irene E., degree, 255
Carver, R. J., degree, 611
Cary, Edith E. G., degree, 603
Casberg, R. H., degree, 35, 314, 518
Cascino, J. P., degree, 619
Case, H. C. M., appointments, 47, 321, 526
leave of absence, 396
Case, L. B., degree, 247
Casey, E. M., degree, 230
Casey, R. B., degree, 120
Cash, J. G., appointments, 46, 52, 326, 337, 441, 530, 536
casey, W. F., degree, 258
Cash, E., degree, 461
Cass, M. J., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Cassarella, W. A., certificate, 265
degree, 451
Cassel, C. G., degree, 194
casselli, C., degree, 539
Cass, W. Jr., degree, 406
Cassidy, E. M., degree, 456
Cassity, L. H., degree, 403
Cas iron pipe, investigation, 422
gift for research, 208, 377, 455
Castle, A. M., and Co., boiler tubes purchased, 575
Casto, Mary M., degree, 241
Caswell, Emma R., degree, 120
Cathaquin, J. E., degree, 645
Catuccott, R. C., degree, 385
Cattin, O. P., degree, 615
Caton, W. C., degree, 134
Catt, H. V., degree, 264
Cavanaugh, Marie E., appointments, 27, 307, 511
Cawthorne, H. J., certificate, 263
Cazell, E. E., degree, 612
Cecil, J. G., degree, 619
Cacel, J. W., appointments, 303, 507
Cellobiose digestion, patents, 131
Cemetery, Roselawn, exchange of lots, 209
Central Illinois Tractor and Equipment Co., tractor purchased, 576
Central Scientific Co., chemicals purchased from, 94
laboratory supplies purchased from, 160
Century of Progress Exposition, exhibits, appropriation, 568
chemistry, loan, 397
dairy cattle, 579
Ceramic Engineering, budget, expense, 32, 312, 516
salary, 33, 313, 517
expendable gift funds, 32
Ceramics, laboratory fees, 89, 363
publication of Morgan paper, 425
short course fee, 373
Cermex Building, elevator, appropriation, 567
Cerny, A. J., degree, 96, 386
Cerny, J., appointment, 29
Certificates. See Certified Public Accountant, Medicine, and Pharmacy.
Certified Public Accountant, certificates, awarded, 100, 188, 361, 430, 572
validity, litigation, 453
examinations, fund, 80, 289, 205, 493, 499
balance, referred to Finance Commit-tee, 203, 361
regulations, amended, 574
See also Accountancy, Board of Examiners.
Cervak, G. N., degree, 621
Cervin, R. D., degree, 617
Chas, L. H., degree, 262
Chadwick, Harriet C., degree, 255
Chaffin, Nona M., degree, 403
Chal, F. Y., degree, 124
Chain-grate stokers, purchase, 480
Chalice, Noreen R., degree, 249
Challacombe, C. N., appointments, 36, 177, 316, 519
Chamberlain, Helen I., degree, 618
Chamberlain, I. M., appointments, 86, 280, 591
Chambers, R. H., degree, 457
Chambers, R., degree, 260
Champagne, Anastasia, degree, 621
Champaign City of, contract, 455, 470
Champaign County Emergency Relief Committee, campus drainage, 375
University land, use, 207
Champaign County Live Stock Marketing Association, heifers purchased, 577
Champaign County Surveyor, hearing, 117
Champion, C. V. Jr., degree, 610
Chang, C., degree, 261
Changnon, Pauline E., appointments, 31, 311, 515
degree, 257
Chanler, Josephine H., appointments, 22, 175, 303, 448
degree, 258
Chapin, Mildred R., degree, 606
Chapin, Ruth M., degree, 248
Chapman, Besie E., degree, 386
Chapman, H. E., appointments, 497, 441
degree, 259
Chapman, Grace E., degree, 459
Chapman, H. L., degree, 96
Chapman, L. C., degree, 247
Chapman, W. L., degree, 610
Chapman, Thelma F., degree, 238
Charles, J. E., appointments, 18, 174, 300
Charlton, J. S., degree, 403
Chase, D. E., degree, 253
Chase, H. W., appointment, 7
letter concerning Illinois Press Association, 149
relinquishes office, 169
resignation, 166
resolution of appreciation, 167
statement, University financial requirements, 214
Chase, Mary L., appointments, 52, 331, 537
Chase, R. E., appropriations, 25, 176, 303
Chase Brass and Copper Company, laboratory supplies purchased from, 160
Chauvet, F., appointments, 84, 278, 589
Chekauckas, J., degree, 264
Chemer, M., degree, 253
Chemical Engineer, degree, established, 150
Chemical Engineering, curriculum, admission, 156
expendable gift fund, 32, 312, 516
Chemical Stores, acids, purchase, 367
Chemical supplies, contract, 421
Chemical treatment of water, patent, rejected, 390
Chemicals, purchase, 94
Chemistry, appropriation, industrial-agricultural research, 81
budget, expense, 12, 296, 500
Pharmacy, 73, 354, 557
second semester, 176
salary, 14, 207, 501
second semester, 173
summer session, 184, 446
Cottrell fellowship, fund, 80, 359, 565
curriculum, admission, 156
DuPont fellowship, fund, 80, 359
exhibit loaned to Rosenwald Museum, 397
expendable gift funds, 12, 295, 500
fellows, honorary, 267
lists, 266, 582
laboratory fees, 89, 102, 147, 363
changes, 168
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Chemistry, cont'd.
physiological effects of cuprous cyanide, 377
pyrex laboratory glassware, purchase, 105,
147, 189, 220, 378, 435, 480
research, unexpended balance, 82
research assistantships, gift for, 106, 377
restricted gift funds for cooperative re-
search, 17
supplies, purchase, 160, 169
x-ray equipment, gift, 422
Cheney, H. M., degree, 608
Chenoweth, R. W., degree, 135
Chern, B. V., certificate, 263
Chernoff, A. R., degree, 621
Cherry-Burrell Corporation, viscolizer pur-
Chernoff, A.
Chernoff, B.
Chenoweth, R. W. degree
Chemistry, cont'd.
Chicago, University of, partnership with, dis-
Chesire, Esther
Chenette, H.
Chervinko, P., degree,
Chicago and West Town Railway, bonds,
Chilcott, Fanice
Chien, M.
Chicago Tuberculosis Institute, Sachs resi-
dence, 170
Chicago Title and Trust Company, Pennsyl-
vania Avenue, title guarantee policy,
Chicago Laboratories Building, painting, con-
Chicag0 Departments, budget, committee for
Chevrolet cars' purchase,
Chute, M. A., degree
Chupp, Velma
Chu, T. T. degree
Chicago, University of, partnership with, dis-
Chupp, Velma F., degree, 256
Churan, J. A., degree, 195
Churchill, M. A., degree, 245
Chynoweth, W. Jr., degree, 245
Chihon, J. J., degree, 204
Citriani, J. B., appointments, 57, 344, 550
Chiricosta, F., certificate, 263
Cisne, R. G., degree, 402
Citizens State Bank, Champaign, depository,
Citron, Jr., degree,
Citizens State Bank, Champaign, depository.
Cirrincione
Cipriani
Chicago, University of, partnership with, dis-
solved, 399
Chicago and West Town Railway, bonds, 95, 170
Chicago Board of Trade, scholarship in agri-
culture, established, 93
fund, 350, 505
Chicago Bridge and Iron Works, gift, 93,
105, 482
Chicago Departments, budget, committee for study of, 203
coil purchased, 378
committee, 201, 469
degrees, 95, 134, 137, 172, 192, 196, 262,
380, 406
funds, depository, 92
emergency loan, 250
offices, rearrangement, appropriation, 567
physical plant, budget, expense, 77, 336, 504,
salary, 28, 358, 564
See also Dentistry, Medicine, and Pharmacy.
Chicago Illini Club, gift, loan fund, 230,
596
Chicago Laboratories Building, painting, con-
tract, 398
Chicago Title and Trust Company, Pennsylvania Avenue, title guarantee policy, 226
report on ownership of land, 147
Christo Tuberculosis Institute, Sachs resi-
dency, modification of plan, 168
Chien, S. L., degree, 598
honorary fellowship, 267
Chicott, Janice M., degree, 250
Childers, R. F., degree, 384
Children's Clinic, budget, expense, 70, 348,
554
salary, 71, 349, 554
Childs, Ruth E., degree, 238
Childress, G. V., degree, 264
Chisewer, J., degree, 245
Chmielewski, C. J., degree, 247
Choty, I., certificate, 199
Chorus balance reappropriated, 586
fee reduced, 228
unexpended balance, 82, 276
Chott, Irene M., appointments, 65, 343, 548
Christensen, A. C. E., degree, 621
Christensen, C. C., degree, 243
Chicago, University of, partnership with, discontinuation, 377
research assistantships, gift for, 106, 377
restricted gift funds for cooperative research, 17
supplies, purchase, 160, 169
x-ray equipment, gift, 422
Cheney, H. M., degree, 608
Chenoweth, R. W., degree, 135
Chern, B. V., certificate, 263
Chernoff, A. R., degree, 621
Cherry-Burrell Corporation, viscolizer purchase, 377
Chervinko, P., degree,
Chicago and West Town Railway, bonds, 95, 170
Chicago Board of Trade, scholarship in agriculture, established, 93
fund, 350, 505
Chicago Bridge and Iron Works, gift, 93, 105, 482
Chicago Departments, budget, committee for study of, 203
coil purchased, 378
committee, 201, 469
degrees, 95, 134, 137, 172, 192, 196, 262, 380, 406
funds, depository, 92
emergency loan, 250
offices, rearrangement, appropriation, 567
physical plant, budget, expense, 77, 336, 504,
salary, 28, 358, 564
See also Dentistry, Medicine, and Pharmacy.
Chicago Illini Club, gift, loan fund, 230, 596
Chicago Laboratories Building, painting, contract, 398
Chicago Title and Trust Company, Pennsylvania Avenue, title guarantee policy, 226
report on ownership of land, 147
Christo Tuberculosis Institute, Sachs residency, modification of plan, 168
Chien, S. L., degree, 598
honorary fellowship, 267
Chicott, Janice M., degree, 250
Childers, R. F., degree, 384
Children's Clinic, budget, expense, 70, 348, 554
salary, 71, 349, 554
Childs, Ruth E., degree, 238
Childress, G. V., degree, 264
Chisewer, J., degree, 245
Chmielewski, C. J., degree, 247
Choty, I., certificate, 199
Chorus balance reappropriated, 586
fee reduced, 228
unexpended balance, 82, 276
Chott, Irene M., appointments, 65, 343, 548
Christensen, A. C. E., degree, 621
Christensen, C. C., degree, 243
Chicago, University of, partnership with, discontinuation, 377
research assistantships, gift for, 106, 377
restricted gift funds for cooperative research, 17
supplies, purchase, 160, 169
x-ray equipment, gift, 422
Christian, W. A., appointment, 550
certificate, 263
Christiansen, H. A., degree, 606
Christiansen, R. E., degree, 264
Christie, G. T., degree, 243
Christman, F. W., degree, 250
Christman, V. P., degree, 258
fellowship, 210
Christopher, D. E., degree, 246
Christopher, W. C., degree, 604
Chrzanowski, T. J., degree, 621
Chu, T. T., degree, 192
Chung, C., degree, 259
Chupp, Velma F., degree, 256
Citron, Jr., degree,
Citizens State Bank, Champaign, depository, 359
Citron, R. R., certificate, 620
degree, 460
Civil Engineering, acting head of department, 457
anonymous scholarships, fund, 80, 359
Baker prize, funds, 80, 360, 566
budget, expense, 34, 312, 516
salary, 33, 313, 517
expendable gift funds, 33, 516
graduate, gift, 435
laboratory fees, 90, 363
Civil Service, terms of appointments in
budget, 268
Civil Works, Administration, physical plant extensions, appropriation, 430
projects, 433
cooperation, 422
delay, 462
service of W. C. Huntington, 451
Claggett, W. M., degree, 404
Clark, L. H., degree, 250
Clarkman, J., certificate, 265
degree, 461
Clanton, Eula, appointments, 76, 354, 560
Clark, A. H., appointments, 73, 352, 557
Clark, A. J., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Clark, Alice M., degree, 618
Clark, B. G., appointment, 303
Clark, Dorothy, appointments, 13, 296, 500
Clark, Elizabeth L., degree, 238
Clark, F. A., degree, 617
Clark, F. M., appointments, 13, 172, 184,
297, 449, 501
degree, 250
Clark, G. L., appointments, 14, 298, 447, 501
resignation, 627
Clark, J. W., appointments, 68, 345, 551
Clark, L. J., degree, 604
Clark, L. E., degree, 617
Clark, O. H., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Clark, R. F. degree, 604
Clark, T. A., appointments, 10, 17
death benefit, 101
Clark, W. C., appointments, 35, 375, 519
Clark, W. F. degree, 611
Clark-Dorrell, Mrs. Rebecca L., appointments,
66, 165, 344, 549
Clarke, C. W., appointments, 73, 352, 557
Clarke, Eve K., degree, 249
Clarke, W. A., certificate, 620
Clark-McNary fund, budget, 55, 333, 538
Class of 1907, loan fund, rules, 104
Class of 1932, gift, 596
Classical Museum, budget, 12
expense, 296, 500
salary, 306, 510
Classics, budget, expense, 12, 296, 500
Classics, cont'd.
salary, 17, 209, 503
second semester, 174
summer session, 184, 447
fellows and scholars, lists, 266, 582
honorary, 267
Clausen, R. G., appointments, 25, 176, 186
degree, 262
Claussen, M., degree, 604
scholarship, 479
Clay sewer pipe, 40
Clay Products Association, cooperative re-
search agreement, paper on, 425
gift, 576
Clay sewer pipe, gift for research, 576
research, expendable gift fund, 33
Clay working, short course, fee, 373
Claypool, C. B., degree, 261
Clendenin, H., degree, 613
Clendinen, Helen A., degree, 250
Cliford, Hazel D., degree, 604
Cliford, R., degree, 247
Clifford, W. E., director of Athletic Associa-
tion, 82, 367
Cline, Blanche, degree, 404
Cline, T. K., degree, 193
Clinical faculty, Medicine, 83, 277, 588
Clinical, Ruth, appointments, 9, 202, 406
Clinton, Eugenia M., degree, 255
Clorfor, J. D., degree, 96
Clother, Hazel D., degree, 504
Clow, Louise C., degree, 250
Cluts, E. A., degree, 405
Coal, Load lots, methods for sampling, C.W.A. project, 433
contract, 589
method of cleaning, investigation, 207, 229
purchase, 377
Coal Mines Investigation, budget, 32, 312, 516
Coale, L. W., degree, 238
Coble, A. B., appointments, 21, 302, 448, 506
Coburn, A. R., degree, 607
Cochran, N. C., appointments, 62, 340, 545
Cochrane, Regina H., degree, 193
Cochron, O. D., degree, 194
Cockrell, C. F., degree, 193
Coddington, H. W., degrees, 119, 258
Coe, Lucy, appointments, 42, 321, 525
Coe, W. S., appointments, 387, 502
Coelli, O. H., Jr., degree, 119
Cofer, Leonora A., degree, 257
Coffin, E. C., degree, 193
Collyer, G. V., appointments, 387, 505
degree, 493
Cohen, A. E., appointments, 11, 58, 294, 336, 408, 542
Cohen, A. S., degree, 253
Cohen, Anne M., See Newmark, Mrs. Anne
C.
Cohen, B. M., degree, 172
Cohen, B. S., degree, 610
Cohen, C. L., appointments, 86, 281, 591
Cohen, Daniel, degree, 245
Cohen, David, degree, 96
Cohen, Dorothy J., degree, 193
Cohen, E. E., degree, 403
Cohen, Esther L., degree, 608
Cohen, Faye, degree, 134
Cohen, H. N., degree, 197
Cohen, Jacob, appointment, 387
degree, 621
Cohen, Jacob, certificate, 263
Cohen, Jeannette L., appointment, 624
degree, 613
Cohen, M. L., certificate, 620
Cohen, M. R., certificate, 263
degree, 265
Cohen, S. S., certificate, 620
Cohernour, E. C., degree, 241
Cohn, A. M., degree, 621
Cohn, M. H., degree, 245
Cohn, R. G. D., degree, 613
Coile, Gracey P., degree, 615
Coile, V. L., degrees, 250, 602
Colby, A. H., appointments, 37, 216, 520
Colby, A. S., appointments, 49, 328, 532
Colby, Georgia G., degree, 249
Colby, L. E., degree, 610
Colby, W. C., F.A. certificate, 100
Colby, W. W., degree, 385
Cold Metal Process Company, gift, 422
Cole, A. G., appointments, 68, 347, 552
Cole, Agnes L., degree, 251
Cole, C. K., degree, 135
Cole, H. C. E., degree, 218
Cole, Thorp P., degree, 256
Colegrove, E. B., appointment, 624
degree, 612
Coleman, A., degree, 243
Coleman, C. C., degree, 264
Coleman, E. C., appointments, 19, 174, 183
Coleman, H. E., degree, 614
Coleman, Mary E., degree, 238
Coleman and Bell, chemicals purchased from, 94
Collard, C. N., degree, 607
Colleges, admission, requirements, 154
Collins, A. C., degree, 264
Collins, Elizabeth, degree, 135
Collins, Eunice, appointments, 426, 473, 561
degree, 249
Collyer, R. B., certificate, 263
Collins, S. J., degree, 617
Collins, W. E., degree, 257
Collins, W. G., degree, 192
Collins, W. L., appointments, 37, 317, 520
Collins, W. R., appointments, 66, 74, 344, 532, 558
Colloidal materials, investigation, 412, 479
Colloides, H. G., degree, 251
Collora, N. A., degree, 246
Colton, E. J., scholarship, 266
Colvin, C., degree, 460
Colyer, G. E., degree, 461
Colman, E. A., degree, 133
Combs, J. D., appointments, 25, 176, 305, 448
degree, 608
Coner, P. R., degree, 406
Comess, O. B., certificate, 263
Comings, R. C., degrees, 241, 602
Commencement budget, 7, 280, 493
Comment, Rosalie C., degree, 403
Commerce and Business Administration, Col-
lege of, admission, subjects, recommended, 157
required, 156
budget, 26, 307, 511
second semester, 176
summaries, 26, 306, 511
degrees conferred, lists, 118, 135, 194, 242, 385, 402, 456, 607
expendable endowment income fund, 29, 307, 511
Comptroller, cont'd.
reports, contracts and purchase orders, 94,
115, 138, 148, 156, 189, 202, 208, 225,
378, 398, 413, 425, 435, 455, 470, 480,
576, 593
fees, 579
Gourdier farm house, 105
interest on federal funds, 227, 376
quarterly, 108, 150, 160, 229, 380, 400,
414, 435, 575, 579
signature of President or Secretary of
Board, 201
statement on financial operations, 95
study of salaries, 2
Comstock, F. H., degree, 243
Comstock, K. P., degree, 247
Conant, H. E., degree, 238
Conard, Janice E., degree, 618
Conard, Vera A., degree, 508
Conaway, Helen E., degree, 253
Concerts, symphony, subsidy authorized, 586
Concrete, rigid frame structures, investiga-
tion, 397
Concrete arches, investigation, 106, 422
expendable gift fund, 33
gifts for research, 230
special cooperative fund, 39
Concrete frames, investigation, gift for, 377
Concrete walls, monolithic, investigation,
572
Condee, E. H., degree, 238
Conder, E., degree, 260
Condo, F. E., appointment, 529
degree, 258
Conklin, A. B., Jr., degree, 193
Conklin, J. O., certificate, 263
Conklin, Mary T., contract for instruction
of, 168
Conley, L. E., degree, 456
Conley, Marjorie L., degree, 238
Conley, H. J., Jr., degree, 438
Conlin, J. V., degree, 238, 248
Conover, C. F., contract for instruction of,
432
Conn, W., Jr., degree, 254
Connally, Elizabeth A., degree, 458
Conn, Violet A., degree, 238
Conn, J. M., degrees, 193, 248
Connor, G. W., degree, 238
Connor, Dorsey, degree, 238
Conover, E. A., appointment, 129
Conrad, J. V., degree, 604
Conrad, Mrs. Lydia, appointments, 66, 343,
549
Constant, E. S., degree, 245
Continental National Bank and Trust
Company, Chicago, bond, 366
Continental Oil Company of Ponca City,
Oklahoma, gift, 277
Contingency fund, special, proposal regard-
ing, 258
Contract, staff members, committee to study
form, 459
Contracts, American Dairy Milk Institute, 230,
378
American Otological Society, 93
American Society of Heating and Venti-
lating Engineers, 481
modifications, 228
Association of Manufacturers of Chilled
Car Wheels, 576
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company, 373
extended, 452
Berry Asphalt Company, 471
Champaign, City of, 455, 470
Chicago Board of Trade, 93
Chicago Bridge and Iron Works, 93
Dairy and Ice Cream Machinery and Sup-
plies Association, 93, 116
extended, 230
Contracts, cont’d.

DeMoulin Bros. and Co., 116
Dufort, E. L., de Nemours and Co., 478, 576
Frame, C. L., Dental Supply Co., lease, 576
Franklin County Coal Company, Inc., 207, 220
Francisco Decorators, 504
Goodwill Industries, 575
Grasselli Chemical Company, 421, 576
Illinois Bell Telephone Company, 470
Illinois Canning Company, 131, 148
terminated, 207
Illinois Power and Light Corporation, 579
negotiations for renewal, 308
Irvin H. P. lease,
Johnson-Randolph Co., 595
Lilly-Ames Company, 224, 378
Montgomery Elevator Company, 435
Moore, E. A., lease, 139, 390
National Aluminate Corporation, 573
National Research Council, 93
National Warm Air Heating Association, 528, 573
Penwell Coal Company, 368
Percival, C. A., 94
Percival, Mrs. Etta L., lease, 230, 595
Portland Cement Association, 397, 572
change, 412
Reinforced Brick Masonry Research Board, 180, 202
extended, 452
Reliable Plumbing and Heating Company, 180
Scholl, Peter, lease, 117, 208
Shipley, F. L., 573, 595
Society of American Florists and Ornamental Horticulturists, 93
Speakman, C. D., lease, 379
Tabulating Machine Co., 378
United States Department of Agriculture, 452
wheat allotment, 420
United States Gypsum Company, 131, 160, 374
renewal, 433
Utilities Research Commission, 397, 421
request for modification, 414
Vance, J. C., 420
Van Koten, C. E., 396
White, S. S., Dental Manufacturing Co., lease, 399
Wienken, John, lease, 412
Williams, C. F., Company, 117
Wilson, C. A., lease, 117
Wood, R. M., 378
See also Comptroller, reports, and Pur-374

Converse, Mildred, degree, 604
Converse, P. D., appointments, 27, 307, 511
Conway, Mrs. Janet T., appointments, 143, 280, 590
Conyngham, J., degree, 194
Cook, D. F., degree, 608
Cook, Eleanor F., degree, 238
Cook, G. A., degree, 131
Cook, G. E., degree, 613
Cook, J. R., degree, 610
Cook, R. K., appointments, 36, 177, 316, 520
Cook, W. W., degree, 604
Cook, W. W., degree, 238
Cook County Experiment Station, budget, expense, 40, 319, 523
salary, 49, 349, 533

Cook County Experiment Station, cont’d.
fund, depository, 92
reappropriation of, 478
State appropriation, 274
transfer of receipts, proposal, 470
Cooke, T. G., appointments, 299, 502
Cooke, Bertha H., degree, 614
Cookey, J. A., appointments, 22, 175, 303, 507
Coolidge, L. J., degree, 247
Coome, J. V., degree, 238
Coombes, A. J., appointments, 84, 278, 589
Coonrad, J. W., degree, 621
Cooper, A. E., certificate, 620
Cooper, A. V., appointments, 65, 342, 548
Cooper, F. D., fellowship, 479
Cooper, F. V., degree, 611
Cooper, F. S., appointments, 36, 177, 186, 316
Cooper, H., certificate, 263
degree, 196
Cooper, H. A., degree, 608
Cooper, R. A., degree, 136
Cooperative funds, agriculture, 41, 320, 523
Engineering Experiment Station, 38, 318, 522
Cooperative house, 1210 Springfield Ave., remodeling, 92
Cooperative Mines Investigation, budget, 39, 318, 522
Cooperative research, agreements, patent clause, adoption, 281
employees, accident compensation, 234
investigations, See Agreements.
Copeland, W. J., degree, 438
Copenhaver. F. W., appointments, 15, 173, 208
Copley, M. J., appointments, 14, 184, 298, 502
Dopper, Lucille M., degree, 385
Dopper, purchase, 504
Dopper deposits, expendable gift fund, 12
Doppersmith, J. L., degree, 257
Doppersmith, M. D., degree, 243
Dorimm, J. R., degree, 238
Corbett, J. H., degree, 456
Corbett, W. W., degree, 618
Corbet, W. J., degree, 612
Corbin, E. B., appointments, 35, 315, 519
Corey, C. S., degree, 261
Corney, J. R., contract for instruction of, 117
Corney, L. V., degree, 403
Corm, sweet, investigation, 41, 131, 148
terminated, 207
Cornbliet, appointments, 65, 343, 548
Connelius, R. P., degree, 121
Corrav Brothers, straw purchased from, 94
Correspondence courses, fees, 399
organisation, 374
regulations, 410
Corsa, W. S., member of advisory committee, 128, 303
Corson, H. R., degree, 264
Corzine, Augusta L., degree, 615
Coppelia, R. F., certificate, 620
degree, 137
Cosneck, B., degree, 615
Costello, J. J., degree, 246
Costigan, C. S., certificate, 263
Costington, Ema, appointments, 54, 333, 441, 538
Cougill, K. R., degree, 254
Council of Physical Therapy, gift, 189
Counsel, University, appropriation, additional, 277
authority, draft contract with berry Asphalt Company, 425
institute, proceedings in automobile accident, 101
budget, expense, 7, 289, 493
salary, 8, 290, 494
interest on federal funds, 376
investigation concerning contracts on Medical Building, 382
Counsel, University, cont'd.
letter on accident compensation, 577
Medical Building roof referred to, 382
opinion, extension of former agreements, 433
recommendation on automobile accident
report, accident compensation, 383
Burks patent, 399
duty-free imports, 32
Countryman, G., degree, 96
Courtright C., degree, 612
Cover, V. D., appointments, 29, 177, 186, 309,
Countriman, G.
Courier, S. H., degree, 238
Covey, Neva M., appointments, 32, 312, 515
Cox, C.
Craig, Frances V., appointments, 65, 343, 549
Cowan, R. S., degree, 604
Cox B. B., degree, 243
Crews, Mrs. Girtrude
C.P.A., See Certified Public Accountant.
Covington, R., degree, 609
Courtright, J. D., degree, 608
Crews H.
Creighton C.
Craig, Margaret, degree, 119
Crawford, C. C., appointments, 45, 325, 529
Cranford, J. A., degree, 241
Crawford, J. D., appointment, 21
Crawford, Mary, degree, 119
Creamery, See Dairy Creamery.
Cresser, C. H., degree, 258
Credit, correspondence courses, rules, 419
Creditors' agreement, First National Bank,
Champaign, 95
Creighton, C. R., degree, 604
Cross, H. N., certificate, 137
Cressy, Charlotte C., appointment, 14
Creutz, Janet L., degree, 604
Crews, Mrs. Gertrude S., appointments, 11,
204
resignation, 627
Crews, H. O., Jr., degree, 613
Crickmay, H., appointment, 20
Cripe, D. R. W., appointment, 86
Criminology, clinical faculty, 83, 278, 588
Crisler, H. L., degree, 243
Crist, Mary V. M., degrees, 251, 603
Crocker, M. I., degree, 194
Crome, R., member of advisory committee, 128
Cromwell, Dorothy A., contract for instruc-
tion-settlement, 226
Cromwell, Janet A., degree, 601
Cronan, G. F., degree, 247
Crock, Margaret E., degree, 238
Crock, R. P., degree, 238
Crop Protection Institute, restricted gift fund, 49
Cross, Adeline A., degree, 194
Cross, H., appointments, 33, 313, 517
Crossman, R. S., appointments, 34, 314, 518
Crow, R. N., appointment, 83
Crowder, P. E., appointments, 45, 458
Crowley, C. P., degree, 246
Croxall, Katherine L., degree, 249
Crutshank, J. S., degree, 609
Cruise, Dorothy M., degree, 619
Crull, H. E., degree, 262
Crum, E. A., degree, 247
Crum, Ruth, appointments, 65, 343, 548
sick leave, 571
Crump, F. H., death benefit, 373
Crystal, H. H., degree, 621
Crystal H. M., certificate, 260
Cudahy Packing Company, bonds, 141
Culbertson, Beatulah, degree, 249
Culbertson, Irma L., degree, 238
Culbertson, J. A., appointment, 20, 174
Culler, E. A., appointments, 23, 185, 304, 508
research, gift for, 234, 367
Culp, M. M., degree, 133
Curtis, W. C., degree, 241
Curtis, W. R., appointments, 28, 290, 293, 454, 497
certified to execute indemnity bond, 366
elected Secretary of Board, 200, 468
Cunningham, Althea M., appointments, 387, 553
Cunningham, C. D., degree, 607
Cunningham, E. H., appointments, 8, 10, 290, 293, 454, 497
authorized to execute indemnity bond, 366
Curtis, W. C., degrees, 27, 307, 450, 512
Curtis, C. W., appointments, 27, 307, 450, 512
Curtis, R., degree, 621
Curnell, Myrtle E., appointments, 129
Cunningham, Martha, appointments, 60, 347, 552
Cunningham, Zelma V., degree, 615
Curley, C., degree, 246
Curran, V. J., degree, 615
Current, J. F., degree, 615
Current, S. M., degree, 404
Curriculum, optics, discontinued, 231
undergraduate, admission requirements, 154
special, 157
Currie, S. D., degree, 385
Curry, Irma L., degree, 259
Curry, N., degree, 621
Curtis, C. C., appointments, 27, 307, 450, 512
Curtis, C. W., degree, 119
Curtis, R. D., degree, 621
Curtis, Ruth, degree, 246
Curtis, Ruth J., degree, 615
Curtis, W. C., degree, 611
Curtis, W. R., appointments, 28, 177, 309, 441, 450, 631
Curzon, Mrs. Elizabeth C., appointments, 48, 177, 327, 441
degree, 603
Curzon, G. J., degree, 135
Cutaneous pathology, research fund, 64
U.W.A., See Civil Works Administration.
Cyanide, physiological effects, gift for
research, 377
Cylindrical shells, investigation, 93, 106
Czechoslovak National Council, proposal, 454
request, 574
Dairy Creamery, balance reappropriated, 586
Dahlenburg, degree, 238
Dairv cattle, exhibit at A &n & of Pro-
Daigger, degree, 238
Dairv and ice Ere& Machinery and
Dagnhrs.
DaCosta, degree, 648
Dairy bushandry, advisoj committees, 128,
Dalitsct, W.
Dalbur
Dallera.
Dalton. H.
Dalrymple, Daly,
Damschroeder R. E appointment,
Daniels: H. E., Corn any, truck purchased, 576
Dammers, R., degree, 194
Danda, Helen N. degree, 615
Danner, E.
Dar&: F.'J.,.)r., de$;ee, 246
Darling, R. P., degree, 257
Darnall, F. L., certificate, 263
Dart, T. P., degree, 611
Dashier, F. degree, 606
Dasso, Virginia C., degree, 238
dau, M. J., Jr, degree, 262
Daves, Placide, degree, 238
Daughty, A. C., degree, 121
Dautel, C., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Davenport, B. H., degree, 243
Davenport, E., appointments, 42, 311, 525
Davenport, G. L., appointments, 86, 281, 592
Davenport House, budget, 79, 359, 505
Davenport, H. degree, 238
Davis, Geraldine E., degree, 609
Davidson, E. W., appointments, 18, 174, 300, 504
Davidson, Frances A., degree, 238
Davidson, Jeannette A., degree, 604
Davidson, K. D., degree, 251
Davidson, Margaret T., degree, 238
Davis, A. J., degree, 253
Davis, Beside, degree, 238
Davis, Cecil B., degree, 244
Davis, Charles B., appointments, 26, 176
Davis, David J., appointments, 64, 68, 342.
346, 247, 351
Davis, Dorland J., degree, 241
Davis, E. N., degree, 241
Davis, E. R. fellowship, 266
Davis, E. W., degree, 602
Davis, F. L., degree, 405
Davis, G. D., fellowship, 479
Davis, H., degree, 243
Davis, H. I., appointments, 85, 279
retirement, 588
Davis, H. L. appointments, 73, 352, 557
Davis, J., appointment, 563
retirement, 569
Davis, James V., contract, 117, 398
Davis, John W., degree, 618
Davis, L. S., C.P.A. certificate, 430
Davis, L. T., degree, 195
Davis, L. Y., degree, 96
Davis, Lilian, appointment, 129
Davis, R. L., appointments, 23, 175, 303, 407,
508
Davis, Sarane W., degree, 458
Davis, T. L., degree, 247
Davis, T. W. degree, 404
Davis, V. L., degree, 621
Davis, W. T., III, degree, 243
Davis and Kuyper, bid, 594
contract, 398
Divison, Dorothy, appointments, 64, 342, 547
Divison, R. M., appointments, 122, 282, 592
Divison, Mrs. Vida D., appointments, 44, 364
Divitt, Edward, C.P.A. certificate, 430
Divitt, William, degree, 607
Dawson, C. A., degree, 607
Dawson, J. T., degree, 137
Dawson, Kathryn M., degree, 604
Dawson, L. R., degree, 120
Dawson, W. M., appointments, 45, 325, 529
Day, Ethel H., degree, 256
Day, H. S., degree, 238
Day, W. B., appointments, 73, 351, 557
Day, W. L., degree, 617
Day, W. W., degree, 250
Dayton, C. F., degree, 615
Deach, Dorothy F., degree, 121
Deakins, C. E., degree, 384
Deal, Marjorie M., degree, 248
Dean, A. F., appointments, 57, 335, 540
Dean, H. I., degree, 386
Dean, Marian H., degree, 132
Dean, P. J., degree, 248
Dean of Men, budget, expense, 7, 289, 493
salary, 10, 293, 497
Dean of Women, budget, expense, 7, 289, 453
salary, 10, 293, 457
Deardorff, F. R., certificate, 620
Dearmont, Ellen, degree, 403
Death benefits, appropriations, 101, 102, 182, 202, 275
budget, 280, 403
Barton, H. J., 398
Clark, T. A., 101
Crump, E. E., 373
Dodge, D. K., 411
Fay, T. J., 146
Herblom, C. A., 587
McClughen, Mrs. Frances, 130
Morrow, J. A., 101
Porter, Mrs. Emma, 102
Teak, Mrs. E. M., 107
University statutes amended, 166
Weston, N. A., 419
Whitaker, Mrs. Virgil G., 431
White, J. M., 182
Williamson, C. S., 202

Degrees, authority to confer, 138, 423
degree, 604
decker, S. W., appointments, 97, 527, 533
Declination, Krannert, V. L., 627
See also resignations.
Dedalus, L. F., degree, 241
DeLand, F. H., degree, 251, 601
deem, A. C., appointments, 39
degree, 598
deem, W. C., appointments, 37, 316, 520
De Lora L., appointments, 387, 453, 483, 497
deeke, Mabel, appointments, 42, 321, 525, 624
denfaungha, C. C., appointments, 357, 563
retirement, 283
degette, J. H., degree, 456
Degree, authority to confer, 64, 225, 274, 570
Bachelor of Fine Arts, authorized, 159
Bachelor of Medicine, fee, 570
option, 570
Bachelor of Science in Public School Music, 418
Chemical Engineer, established, 159
conferred, lists, 118, 131, 190, 237, 383.
401, 456, 597
summaries, 335, 597
Doctor of Medicine, lists, 95, 172, 386, 438
Dehn, Myrtle A., degree, 243
DeKoff, J. I., degree, 190
Dekker, H., degree, 608
DeLancy, Dorothy, fellowship, 92
DeLand, G. A., degree, 383
Demetje, C. N., degree, 615
Delaney, J. P., degree, 264
Delaney, R. E., degree, 604
Dempsey, W. P., degree, 92
Delargy, P. L., appointments, 22, 303, 507
Del Baccaro, V. J., degree, 604
Del Bianco, A., degree, 454
Delbeke, R. J., degree, 602
Delch, Mary M., degree, 615
Dei, T. A., appointments, 34, 313, 517
Delin, C. C., appointments, 122, 176, 483, 495
DeLong, E. E., certificate, 620
DeLong, R. E., degree, 247
DeMao, Bertha, appointments, 68, 346, 551
Demning, L. F., appointments, 58, 187, 336, 542
DeMott, J. A., appointment, 150
DeMoulon Bros. and Co., contract, 116

Dempsey, E. P., degree, 246
Demski, C., certificate, 263
Demster, C., degree, 238
Denholz, E. J., degree, 96
Denholz, L., certificate, 622
Denhart, Dorothy M., appointments, 503, 527
Denneman, W. F., degree, 264
Dennis, H. A., appointments, 22, 175, 303, 507
Dent, Mrs. Beulah M., appointments, 35, 315, 519
Dental Building, Booth A and B, lease, 399
Dental Graduate Orthodontia, balance reap-
propriation, budget, expense, 348, 554
salary, 351, 557
fund, unexpended balance, 82, 276
Dental History, See Ethics.
Dental Illustration, budget, expense, 70, 348, 554
salary, 64, 342, 553
See also Medical and Dental Illustration.
Dental Pathology and Therapeutics, budget, expense, 70, 366, 547
dentistry, College of, admission requirements, 206
budget, 70, 348, 554
building, decoration, 504
degrees conferred, lists, 137, 197, 264, 406, 455, 621
elevators, contract for examination, 435
emergency loan fund, 230
equipment, special, appropriation, 79
stolen, 430
fees, schedule, 87
staff members taking University courses, 166
summer session, 228

internes to work in state institutions, 105
library, budget, expense, 74, 353, 558
salary, 77, 356, 561
revolving fund, 348, 554
sales and services, estimated income, 285, 489
scholarship fund, proposed, 471
time of entrance, 154
denton, R. W., degree, 251
DePken, C. C., degree, 251
Deposit, funds, budget, 81, 361, 567
dermatiss, research fund, 64, 341
Dermatology, budget, expense, 65, 341, 546
salary, 65, 343, 548
clinical faculty, 83, 278, 587
Derr, P. H., appointments, 61, 128, 338, 544
derrough, C. E., appointments, 35, 315, 519
derahem, H. L., degree, 615
Derwents, E. F., member of advisory com-
mittes, 128, 396
deShane, R. E., degree, 121
deTrana, C. E., appointments, 85, 279, 589
detrich, J. H., C.P.A. certificate, 100
dettloff, C. A., degree, 461
deturk, E. E., appointments, 43, 324, 528
deuw, H. O., appointments, 67, 344, 559
deuutch, M. I., degree, 621
deuutsch, N. S., degree, 461
devins, W. P., degree, 251
devere, P. A., degree, 256
devries, J. C., degree, 192
dewey, J. C., degree, 608
dewolf, F., W., appointments, 20, 301, 505
dey, F. E., degree, 264
diamient, J. C., appointments, 67, 345, 559
dunis, F. W., degree, 608
dick, Helen, degree, 238
dickens, Helen O., certificate, 263
dickerson, E. J., degree, 469
dickerson, Helen C., degree, 120
dickerson, hilda, appointment, 76
dickshut, H. W., degree, 243
dickinson, B. S., appointments, 26, 306, 510
dickinson, C. A., certificate, 263
Diseases of alimentary tract, research fund, 512
Dixon, E. H., degree, 621
Ditzler Ruby A., degree, 238
Dittmar, G. W., appointments, 72, 351, 556
Ditkowsky, S. I., appointments, 441
Dismukes, V. P., appointments, 24, 175, 304
Dillon, De&ah, degree, 604
Dillman, Vera, appointments, 7, 56
Dillman, L. M., appointments, 69, 178
Dillavou, E. R., appointments, 27
Dillavou, C. W., degree, 612
Dillner A. E., degree, 137
Dobberman, M. R., appointments
Doak: John, appointments
Diemal, Qrhan, degree, 602
Dixon, P.
Dixon, G.
Dixon C. M., degree, 439
Dix, Margaret
Dix, Eleanor A., degree, 615
Dismukes, B., degree, 172
Dillner, C. W., degree, 608
Dietz F.
Dietrich, E. F., appointment, 122
Dickson, Dorothy, degree, 304
Dickinson W. L., degree, 134
Dickinson, H. L., degree, 604
Doland, J. J., appointments, 34, 313, 517
Dolan, T. J., appointments, 37, 317, 521
Dohme C. G., degree, 243
Dollins, Eleanor F., degree, 238
Dorm, J., appointment, 17
degree, 56
Dorrie, S., degree, 604
Dorsey, Dorothy B., degree, 614
Dorsey, M. J., appointments, 48, 328, 532
Dorton, H. E., degree, 619
Doty, A. H., C.P.A. certificate, 361
Doty, H. F., degree, 120
Doty, J. R., appointment, 49
degree, 608
Doughlass, A. L., degree, 261
Doughlass, J. T., degree, 604
Doughlass, K. B., degree, 196
Douthit, Mrs. Dorine, appointments, 53, 332, 534
Douglas, I. E., appointments, 35, 315, 519
Douglas, Alice L., degree, 600
Douglas, J. H., degree, 604
Douglas, J. T., appointment, 37, 317, 520
Drainage, campus relief projects, 375
Gregory Drive and Goodwin Avenue, pipe
purchasing, 413
Draper, Andrew Sloan, biography, 418
Drag Room See Dispensary.
Draper, Andrew Sloan, degree, 604
Draper, E. L., gift, 208
Drawing, See General Engineering Drawing
and Technical Drawing.
Drayer, Ruth L., degree, 243
Drayton, A. O., degree, 264
Drennan, P., appointments, 358, 564
Drues, C. R., degree, 458
Drexel, C. F. degree, 197
Drexler, M., certificate, 622
Drexler, R. V., scholarship, 624
Drexler, S., certificate, 622
Dreyer, I., appointments, 197, 279, 426, 500
Drinking Water, Pauline J., degree, 459
Driscoll, Mary E., degree, 236
Driver, Wilma E., degree, 604
Droba, H. J., appointments, 72, 359, 555
Drueck, C. J., appointments, 87, 282
Drueck, W. W., degree, 135
Drug Room, See Dispensary.
Drummond, J. E., degree, 243
Dubinsky, M., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Dudley, R. S., degree, 621
Dueser, C. J., degree, 238
Duff, R. A., degree, 611
Duffy, Florence B., degree, 191
Duffy, H. R., degree, 261
Duffin, R. J., fellowships, 266, 479
Duffy, D. D., degree, 251
Duffy, D. P., degree, 457
Duffy, M. A., appointments, 13, 172, 297, 446, 501
degree, 245
Dugan, E. H., degree, 615
Dugan, F. E., degree, 458
Duis, W. H., degree, 196
Dufek, J. W., degree, 197
Dulin, Wilma C., degree, 615
Dumas, Kate M., degree, 602
Dunn, DuMont, M., degree, 446
Dunkan: Zelda Z., degree
Duncan R., degree
Duncan leanor J., degree, 602
Dulin, Wilma C., degree, 615
Dugan, E., degree
Dunn, D. R., appointment
DuMont, M., appointments, 8, 310, 513
Dunn, K. W., C.P.A. certificate
Dunlap, R. R., degree
Dunlap, R. R., appointment
Dunlap, R. R., degree
Dunlap, Fanny, appointments
Dunlap, H., degree
Dunlap, H. M., appointments
Dunlap, H. M., degree, 611
Dunlap, R. R., degree, 253
Dunn, C. B., appointments, 17, 299, 503
Dunlap, G. S., appointments, 36, 177, 316, 387, 520
degree, 406
Dunn, B. W., appointment, 299
Dunn, J., hearing on Lincoln Avenue storm drain, 117
Dunn, K. W., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Dunlap, M. M., certificate, 263
Dunlap, W. H., degree, 610
Dvorak, F. J., degree, 243
Dvorak, Loraine A., degree, 251
Dvorak, R. F., appointments, 58, 63, 336, 340, 449, 542, 545
Dwyer, R. E., degree, 253
Dysart, G. P., appointments, 86, 281, 592
Dyer, Margaret J., degree, 604
Dyer, Esther D., degree, 456
Dyer, O. D., degree, 617
Dykma, F. A., appointment, 143
degree, 261
Dymwicz, Josephine M., appointments, 346, 552
Dyson, Agness A., appointments, 16, 299
Dziela, J. D., degree, 403
Eades, Helen, appointments, 387, 531
Earley, E. B., appointments, 44, 324, 528
Earnest, Margaret L., degree, 618
East, L. E., degree, 602
Eastley, M. M., degree, 259
Eastburn, G. S., degree, 243
Eastin, Britomart, degree, 614

Eaton, J. A., contract for instruction of, 455
evations, 15, 173
degree, 460
Edes, H. C., degree, 615
Eck, L. N., degree, 613
Eckerd, J. H., degree, 243
Eckert, A., member of advisory com-
mittees, 128, 129, 396
Eckfield, D. K., degree, 613
Eckmann, H. R., degree, 254
Economics, books, gift, 93
course budget, expense, 26, 306, 511
salary, 28, 308, 512
second semester, 177, 186, 450
courses, correspondence, 374
transferred from Department of Public
Utilities and Transportation, 569
fellows, 346
Thrift Committee prizes, fund, 80, 360, 566
Economy policy, University, to be continued, 27
Eddy, W. H., degree, 246
Edelman, M. I., degree, 439
Edelein, R., appointment, 143
Eden, K., appointments, 203, 299, 503
Edinburg, J. H., degree, 172
Edison, M. R., degree, 251
Edlund, O. C., degree, 194
Edlund, Verne A., degree, 608
Edmonds, J. L., appointments, 45, 325, 529
Edmonds, K., appointment, 251
Edmundson, Mrs. Constance H., appoint-
ments, 326, 633
Edson, R. O., C.P.A. certificate, 188
Education, College of, admission require-
ments, revised, 156, 157, 158
appropriation, special equipment, 507
budget, 30, 310, 513, 514
summer session, 187, 449
degrees conferred, lists, 119, 136, 194, 250, 385, 424, 457, 615
fellows, 266
graduation requirements, changed, 103
University High School, operation in sum-
mer session, 188, 413, 210, 266
Educational Research, Bureau of, budget, ex-
pende, 30, 316, 513
salary, 132, 515
house, remodeling, 92
Edwards, A. C., degree, 612
Edward, C. T., degree, 251
Edwards, C. W., degree, 195
Edwards, G. H., degree, 499
Edwards, H. E., degree, 612
Edwards, H. M., appointments, 8, 291, 495
Edwards, M. D., appointment, 407
Edwards, Margaret A., degree, 251
Edward, R. M., degree, 406
Edward, S. M., degree, 266
Edward, W. O., Jr., degree, 238
Efford, D. W., degree, 66
Effusay, B., degree, 641
Eggert, P. H., degree, 265
Eliot, W. H., degree, 259
Ehman, Evelyn M., degree, 192
Ehret, J. R., degree, 608
Ehrlich, J. degree, 621
Ehrlich, I., certificate, 205
Eichholtz, K. W., degree, 608
Eicher, Virginia, degree, 456
Eidman, L. B., member of advisory com-
mittees, 128, 396
Eighteenth Amendment, repeal, problems aris-
ing, 424
Eigsti, O. J., appointments, 14, 173, 184, 297
degree, 255
fellowship, 479
Ellers, Ella L., degree, 119
Ellers, R. M., gift, 92
Eisenstein, M. W., appointments, 415, 590
Eisner, Janet E., degree, 456
Elder, W. E., degree, 247
Eldor, W. R., degree, 135
Election, Board officers, 200, 468
Electric meters, purchase, 576
Electric power, negotiations for new agreement, 308
Electrical Engineering, budget, expense, 32, 312, 516
salaries, 34, 314, 517
expendable gift funds, 33
laboratory fees, 90, 353
loan fund, gift for, 185
Electric equipment, gift, 454
Electrical lines, chart, 596
Electricity, contract with Illinois Power and Light Corporation, 579
Elemen, F.
Ellerbe, E.
Ellison, Matilde A., appointments, 24, 176, 305, 509
Ellis, H. H., degree offer, 421
Elliott, F. F., degree, 243
Elliott, R. E., degree, 238
Ellingson, Anita, appointments, 73, 352, 558
Ellington, Mary H., degree, 119
Ellingson, Laura G., appointment, 129
Ellis, B. B., certificate, 263
Ellis, C. I., certificate, 263
Ellis, K.
Ellis, E.
Ellis, Ethel, appointments, 64, 293, 598
Embrittlement, prevention, Permutit
Embree, Nancy L., degree, 238
Emmons, Laura G., appointment, 129
Emmons, Laura G., degree, 582
Emory, C. D., degree, 614
Emrich, C. D., Jr., degree, 614
Emruck, W. H., II, degree, 608
Emrick, F. G., degree, 610
Enders, Mabel E., degree, 617
Endicott, G. W., degree, 136
Endowment income funds, budget, 3, 6, 80, 285, 288, 359, 489, 492, 505
Commerce, 26, 505, 811
Fine and Applied Arts, 56, 334, 540
Medicine, 63, 341, 547
Physical Education, 60, 337, 543
summaries, 6, 80, 286, 359, 494, 565
Investment, 435
McKinley professorship, 26, 29, 307, 309, 511
Endowments, estimated income, 285
Endres, C., degree, 246
Endres, F. C., degree, 439
Engelbreiton, W. C., degree, 253
Engeljohn, Mrs. Ethel, appointments, 64, 293, 342, 497, 547
Engert, M. L., appointments, 37, 317, 477, 516, 521
Engert, L. S., degrees, 135, 613
Engineering, College of, Acting Dean appointed, 277
admission, subjects recommended, 156, 157
appropriation, special, 567
budget, 32, 512, 516
second semester, 177
Dean appointed, 477
degrees conferred, lists, 136, 195, 245, 402, 457, 567
professional, 260, 600
expendable gift funds, 32, 312, 516
fellows and scholars, list, 466
Cooperative funds, 38, 318, 522
Director appointed, 477
expendable gift funds, 32, 312, 516
investigations, 452
furnace heating, 573
monolithic concrete walls, 572
publications subject to approval of Board, 207
report of progress, sent to committee on patents, 207
scale studies, 573
sewage treatment research resumed, 454
Engeljohn, Mrs. Ethel, appointments, 64, 293, 598
Engert, M. L., appointments, 37, 317, 477, 516, 521
Engert, L. S., degrees, 135, 613
Engineering, College of, Acting Dean appointed, 277
admission, subjects recommended, 156, 157
appropriation, special, 567
budget, 32, 512, 516
second semester, 177
Dean appointed, 477
degrees conferred, lists, 136, 195, 245, 402, 457, 567
professional, 260, 600
expendable gift funds, 32, 312, 516
fellows and scholars, list, 466
Cooperative funds, 38, 318, 522
Director appointed, 477
expendable gift funds, 32, 312, 516
investigations, 452
furnace heating, 573
monolithic concrete walls, 572
publications subject to approval of Board, 207
report of progress, sent to committee on patents, 207
scale studies, 573
sewage treatment research resumed, 454
Engle, H. H., degree, 406
Engle, W. T., appointments, 46, 295, 530
Engels, D. T., appointments, 47, 298, 447, 502
English, H. H., certificate, 263
English, Ruth E., degree, 439
English, budget, expense, 12, 296, 500
salary, 17, 290, 503
second semester, 174
summer session, 184, 447
correspondence courses, 264
fellows and scholars, list, 266
laboratory fees, 363
poetry prize fund, 360, 566
scholarship, 409
Ennis, A. L., degree, 430
Enrollment, See Registration
Ensigh, N. E., appointments, 37, 317, 520
Entomology, budget, expense, 12, 296, 500
salary, 10, 301, 505
second semester, 174
summer session, 447
Division of Biological Sciences, 432
laboratory fees, 96, 364
Entrance examinations, balance reappropriated, 586
budget, 285, 499
funds, 7, 82, 280, 403
unexpended balance, 82, 276
requirements, 155
Entrance requirements, See Admission
Entrances, campus, markers, 159
Eovaldi, Josephine, degree, 617
Eovaldi, L., degree, 106
Eovaldi, W. J., degree, 244
Epstein, A. A., degree, 238
Examiner, budget, salary, 9, 292, 496
Executive Committee, appropriation for McKinley Hospital referred to, 234
election, 200, 488
meetings, 127, 225, 486
Exhibits, Century of Progress, Chicago, appropriations, 508
Expendable endowment fund, See Endowment income funds.
Expendable gift funds, See Gift funds.
Experiment fields, West Salem, road through, 92
Experiment stations, staff members, fees for University courses, 161
See also Agricultural Experiment Station and Engineering Experiment Station.
Experimental Zoology Laboratory, name changed from Vivarium, 412
Extension, University, balance reappropriated, 586
budget, 332, 558
addition, 483
correspondence courses, fees, 374, 390
regulations amended, 410
Director, appointment, 387
duties, 374
division organized, 274
Extension revising fund, unexpended balance, 82, 276
Eyer, H. L., degree, 243
Eyer, L. R., appointments, 73, 178, 352
Eyman, Dorothy, appointments, 53, 332
See also Strickland, Mrs. Dorothy E.
Eyres, H. C., appointments, 122, 173, 297, 501
degree, 609
Eyres, Esther, degree, 249
Fabbro, S. L., degree, 264
Fabert, Mrs. Ellen L., appointments, 46, 326, 530
Fabian, Ann, degree, 238
Fabricant, N. D., appointments, 66, 179, 278, 550
Fackler, Helen L., degree, 242
Faculty, committee on patents, budget, expense, 299
corrections for unemployment relief, 137
leaves of absence, regulations amended, 570
photographs, 138
Pagen, L., contract for instruction of, 378, 379
Fagerburg, A. T., degree, 243
Falk, E. J., degree, 304
Fallenstock, R. K., appointments, 39, 318, 521
Fail, Esther V., degree, 606
Fair, Frances B., degree, 513
Fair, Florence L., appointments, 143, 313, 315, 387, 544
Fairbanks, B. W., appointments, 326, 370
Fairchild, Lucy E. L., degree, 135
Fairlie, L. A., appointments, 23, 304, 508
gift, 150
Faith, Mildred E. D., degree, 251
Faith, W. L., appointments, 39
Faith, L. K., degree, 249
Fallenstock, G. V., degree, 590
Fallon, O. L., degree, 253
Fails, F. H., appointments, 67, 345, 550
Fannon, Dorothy D., degree, 614
Fantus, B., appointments, 86, 281, 592
Fara, F. J. L., certificate, 407
Faraday Society, invitation to
Farrar, P., contract for instruction
Farrar, M. K., appointments, 19, 251
Eytcheson, Ettenson, K. L., degree, 607
Ettenson, A., appointments, 67, 345
Etheredge, Made L., appointments, 62, 339, 552

member of McKinley Hospital executive staff, 128
Ethics and Medical and Dental History, budget, expense, 70, 349, 554
salary, 71, 349, 554
Estler, V. S., degree, 254
Evans, E. R., degree, 244
Evans, F. W., degree, 244
Evans, Mrs. Edna V., appointments, 16, 290, 503
Evans, M. Eleanor, degree, 515
Evans, Eleanor L., degree, 238
Evans, Mary E., degree, 614
Evans, Mary J., degree, 253
Evans, R. K., degree, 618
Evans, S., degree, 254
Evans, Yvonne L., degree, 604
Evett, Verna L., appointments, 9, 292, 496
Everett, Marion V., degree, 615
Ewald, Mrs. Eda A., appointments, 78, 359
Ewald, J. E., degree, 284
Ewart, R. H., degree, 122, 174
degree, 460
Evert, B., appointments, 69, 348, 553
Ewing, J. C., degree, 607
Ewing, Parmer L., degree, 602
Ewing, H. J. L., appointments, 68, 346, 552
degree, 623
Examinations, correspondence courses, rules, 410
C.P.A., budget, 206, 499
regulations amended, 572
entrance, balance reappropriated, 586
budget, 7, 295, 499
funds, 289, 493
unexpended balance, 82, 276
requirements, 155
proficiency, physical education, 206
Farm advisers, budget, 53, 55, 332, 333, 535, 539
Farm Organization and Management, budget, expenditure, 49
salary, 47
expendable gift fund, 41, 524
Farrar, Carter-Pennell, annual reports, 229, 575
corn-hog reduction, contracts, 452
north, chattel mortgage released, 469
rent, 412
operation, fund, 80, 360, 566
transfer to, 436
south, lease extended, 399
rent, 469
tax, 450
Gourviss, house rebuilt, 105
mortgage, extension authorized, 203
payment of interest, 426
extension, 381
Martin mortgage, foreclosure, complete, 117
wheat allotment contract, 420
Olney, fund, depository, 61
Farnham, C. H., appointments, 44, 324, 528
Farg, B. R., degree, 456
Farrell, Mary J., degree, 403
Farrell, W. J., degree, 607
Farrin, M. H., degree, 608
Farrin, M. W., degree, 610
Faesser, A., degree, 607
Fatigue, investigation, 169
Fawcett, M. A., appointments, 34, 314, 517
Faulkner, D. L., degree, 604
Fauntz, Jane, degree, 615
Faust, Hess H., appointments, 72, 350, 351, 556, 558, 412
Favreau, A. R., appointment, 624
Favus, I., degree, 619
Fay, T., death benefit, 146
Faye, C. U., appointments, 75, 354, 560
Feagan, W. S., contracts for instruction of, 117, 373, 392
Feckerleimer, H. S., C.P.A. certificate, 188
Feldersen, I. F. degree, 556
Federal Adjustment Act, fellowship for study, 228
Federal appropriation, estimated income, 285, 450
Federal Farm Credit Administration, work, Case, H. C. M., 306
Jordan, G. L., 411
Norton, L. J., 372, 432
Federal funds, budget, 40, 319, 523
cooperative, Agriculture, 54, 332, 538
employment of students, 446
interest, 237
resolution, 376
Federal Land Bank of St. Louis, appointment of H. W. Mumford as director, 372
work of E. G. Johnson, 411
Federal Radio Commission, 372
grant for interministerial, 413
Fees, automobile permits, 102
reduced, 372
bachelor of Medicine, 570
ceramics short course, 373
chorus, reduced, 228
computer's report, second semester, 579
correspondence courses, 399
deferred, service charge, 423
Dentistry, schedule, 87
summer session, 228
diploma, discontinued, 365
equitation classes, 454
extension courses, 374, 390
graduation, 365
laboratory, chemistry, 89, 102, 147, 363

Fees, cont'd.
medicine, schedule revised, 573
pharmacy, 206
Urbana departments, schedule, 88, 362
changes, 168
lock for gymnasium lockers, 431
matriculation, 161
organs, rental, 365
physical education, skating, 373
recreational facilities, 424
Registrar reports, discontinued, 93
student, deposit funds, 81, 361, 557
estimated income, 3, 285, 489
trustees to study, 357
report, 382
University High School, 102
development, 539
summer session, 188
University premises and facilities, rental, 423
University work, members of staff, 161
members of surveys, laboratories, and hospitals, 161
teachers, other institutions, 161
University, other institutions, 161
Feldman, Una C., degree, 251
Feickert, Elizabeth E., degree, 248
Felsman, B., degree, 496
Feinberg, M. I., degree, 137
Feinberg, S. H., degree, 264
Feinberg, W. M., degree, 251
Feinerman, A. H., degree, 430
Feingold, Dorothy A., degree, 238
Feingold, N. H., degree, 242
Feinhandler, H., certificate, 263
Feinhandler, H. S., certificate, 620
Feldman, B. L., degree, 137
Feldman, H., degree, 621
Feldman, I., appointments, 456
Feldman, L., appointments, 84, 279, 589
Feldman, W. M., degree, 135
Fellows, J. R., appointments, 34, 315, 519
degree, 459
Fellows, appointments, lists, 121, 210, 226, 310, 593
appropriation, 430
Brookings Institution, gift, 377
Calumet Baking Powder Company, fund, 91, 80, 359, 565
Carr, fund, 80, 359, 565
estimated income, 285, 489
funds, 80, 359, 565
Graduate School, budget, 59, 337, 542
exemption from matriculation and laboratory fees, 539
Kate Neal Kinley memorial, awards, 92, 376, 593
fund, 80, 359, 565
Fleming, awards, 237, 574
fund, 80, 359, 565
regulations, 267
Felt, purchase, 595
Felt, C., degree, 96
Fencl, F., degree, 613
Fenske, H. C., degree, 615
Ferguson, D., appointment, 129
Ferguson, E., Jr., degree, 260
Ferguson, G. N., degree, 607
Ferguson, H., appointment, 591
Ferguson, M. S., fellowship, 479
Ferguson, N. L., degree, 604
Ferngren, A. L., degree, 607
Fernow, Dorothy L., degree, 461
Ferrall, Sarah C., appointments, 23, 175, 304, 508
Ferrall, Pauline, degree, 248
Ferry, J. E., degree, 254
Fessenden, S. A., degree, 615
Fessler, W. A., scholarship, 479
Fetherston, T. R., degree, 456
Fetter, N. C., degree, 136
Fidelity and Casualty Company, Treasurer’s bond, reduced, 398
Fidelity and Deposit Company, bonds, renewal, 382
Field, J. H., degree, 246
Field, M. M., degree, 515
Field, R. W., scholarship, 479
Field and Shorb Company, steel pipe purchased, 578
Fielder, Jean M., appointments, 19, 174, 301, 504.
Fieke, M. L., degree, 248
Fiessel, Esther, appointments, 122
Fierke, re
Fierke, M. L. degree,
Finance Committee, action, Illinois Orchard
Fike
Fietsam, Pauline
Fiessel, Esther, appointments,
Fifer Florence, degree,
Finances, University, handling,
Financial situation, regarding legislative
Finder L. appointments,
Finch: Margaret, D., degree,
Finch: E. M. degree,
Finch E. M. degree,
Findly Sarah E., degree
Fine and Applied Arts, College of, cont’d.
budget, 56, 334, 540
second semester, 178
Bureau of Community Planning, establishment, 568
degrees, Bachelor of Fine Arts, authorized, 156
Bachelor of Science in Public School Music, 418
conferred, lists, 119, 137, 195, 253, 385, 403, 438, 617
expendable endowment income fund, 56, 334, 540
gift, 239
Plymouth College, fellowship, 227
Taft lectureship fund, 50, 334, 540
Fink, H. J., degree, 246
Fink, W., degree, 612
Finlayson, D., degree, 456
Finley, C. H., degree, 196
Finley, J. C., degree, 456
Finney, C. L., appointments, 18, 300, 504
Finney, H. A., degree, 439
Flock, D. E., degree, 608
Fire, Medical Building, 575
Fire protection, Alvord, Burdick, and Howson, recommendations, 580
improvement appropriation, 596
survey, appropriation, 472
Fire Station, budget, 77
expenses, 356, 562
salary, 357, 562
telephone service, 455
Fire, Mrs. Ethelyn S., appointments, 10, 202, 406
First National Bank, Champaign, creditor’s agreement signed, 93
depository, 379
funds on deposit, 171
Chicago, depository, 92, 219
Mckinley securities, 434
Southwestern Bell bonds, 435
interest on deposit funds, rate changed, 171
Des Plaines, depository for funds, 92
First Union Trust and Savings Bank, Chicago, bonds deposited, 412
securities held in custody, 219
withdrawal of securities, 446
Firth, J. O., degree, 439
Fisch, M. L., appointments, 65, 84, 279, 342, 548, 589
Fischer, Jack W., appointments, 483
Fischer, Jacob W., appointments, 582, 589
Fischer, W. R., appointments, 85, 280, 592
Fischmann, E. W., appointment, 85
Fiscus, J. T., appointments, 57, 178, 325, 541
Fish, M. M., degree, 612
Fish, L. M., degree, 589
Fishbaugh, Katherine G., degree, 241
Fischel, G. F., degree, 96
Fisher, Catherine V., degree, 623
Fisher, E. G., appointment, 625
degrees, 195, 609
Fisher, F. Jr., degree, 245
Fisher, G. H., degree, 604
Fisher, G. R., degree, 196
Fisher, H. B., Jr., appointment, 426
Fisher, Jane, degree, 245
Fisher, Marshall L., certificate, 620
Fisher, Morris L., degree, 604
Fisher, O. M., degree, 120
Fisher, R. H., appointments, 18, 174, 184, 300, 504
Fisher, R. M., degree, 613
Fisher, S. N., fellowship, 479
Fishman, D., degree, 621
Fishman, L. Z., appointments, 83, 84, 277, 278, 585, 589
degree, 623
Fishman, S. O., degree, 246
Fitch, H. M., appointment, 34
degrees, 258, 600
Fitch, K. K., appointments, 122, 143
Fitch, J. E., degree, 610
Fitchie, R. G., Jr., degree, 612
Fithian, D. G., C.P.A. certificate, 367
Fiston, Ada H., degree, 194
Fitzgerald, L. E., appointments, 129, 177, 306
Fitzjarrell, E., degree, 609
Fitzpatrick, J. E., degree, 244
Fitzsimmons, Cleo, appointments, 53, 331, 538
degree, 434
Fitton, Aidas M., degree, 194
Flake, A. E., degree, 615
Flaherty, Leonard C., degree, 614
Flanigan, Mary E., degree, 135
Flannigan, Mary T., degree, 615
Flaska, F. V., degree, 613
Flattery, Amanda, appointments, 75, 354, 560
Flattery, T. B., degree, 619
Fleeman, Esther, degree, 606
Fleisch, A. A., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Fleischli, G. H., degree, 386
Fleisher, Marie I., degree, 252
Fleming, Dorothy S., degree, 604
Fleming, M. J., degree, 238
Fleming, Naomi, appointments, 8, 290, 404
Fleming, V. R., appointments, 37, 317, 520
Fleunjie, Edna M., degree, 604
Fleischer, M. H., degree, 247
Fletcher, Doris B., degree, 604
Fletcher, E. C., appointments, 28, 328, 564
Fletcher, Gertrude B., degree, 256
Fletcher, H. F., appointments, 13, 18, 296,
 suitability, 500, 604
Associate Dean of L.A.S., 276
Fletcher, Mrs. H. M., gift, 93
Flocher, Lottie J., degree, 615
Flinn, L. E., degree, 602
Flint, Almelyne C., degree, 614
Flint, W. P., appointments, 42, 321, 525
Flon, G. T., appointments, 17, 209, 447, 593
Floriculture, advisory committees, 128, 306
Floriculture research, expendable gift fund,
  41
Florio, A. E., degree, 615
Flowers, Dorothy V., degree, 403
Floyd, C. D., appointments, 35, 315, 519
Floyd, W. M., degree, 194
Fluck, Dorothea I., degree, 248
Flug, Helen E., degree, 604
Flynn, C. E., degree, 617
Fogwell, Dorothy J., degree, 192
Folden, Dorothy L., degree, 253
Foley, E., appointments, 66, 344, 549
Foley, J. T., degree, 251
Foley, Mary A., degree, 403
Foley, R. N., appointment, 18
Foley, T. A., Lumber Co., lumber purchased,
  594
Folger, W. H., Jr., degree, 609
Folk, M. L., appointments, 68, 345, 551
Folz, Mrs. Carolyn A., appointments, 267, 157,
  357, 551
Folz, W. E., degree, 249
Folz, W. D., degree, 610
Foote, R. R., appointments, 387, 449, 542
Foote, J. R., degree, 607
Foote, Lucy B., scholarship, 266
Foote, W. B., degree, 246
Footitt, Weta B., degree, 119
Ford, C. T., degree, 194
Ford, Gertrude E., degree, 615
Ford, J. H., appointments, 16, 173, 298, 502
Font, W. A., appointments, 426, 588
Fordon, Leona L., degree, 616
Foreign students, admission requirements, 155
Forester, B. X., degree, 254
Fork, Mrs. Eva M., appointments, 65, 342,
  548
Forker, Mrs. Iva B., appointments, 53, 332,
  547
Forkson, S. R., appointments, 85, 280
Forman, D. B., appointments, 15, 173
Forrest, Hilda M., degree, 194
Forrest, R. E., degree, 238
Fortenberry, Wiluye A., degree, 238
Fosh, H. K., degree, 600
Foster, Alice M., degree, 255
Foster, Eliza B., degree, 604
Foster, Faith G., degree, 621
Foster, G. W., degree, 601
Foster, H. D., appointment, 503
degree, 602
Foster, Katharine E., degree, 615
Foster, Mary Leona, degree, 251
Foster, Mary Lucille, degree, 251
Foster, T. D., appointments, 25, 176, 305, 448
resignation, 627
Foster, W. A., appointments, 43, 57, 373, 335,
  577, 542
Foster, Winnie N., degree, 612
Fowler, F. H., appointments, 427, 501
Fox, Florence W., degree, 403
Fox, Frances A., degree, 604
Fox, L. F., degree, 615
Fox, Laurette E., degree, 598
fellowship, 265
Fox, M. E., certificate, 620
Fox, M. I., degree, 264
Fox, Marie E., degree, 238
Fox, N. E., appointments, 84, 278, 589
Fox, N. H., appointments, 427, 501
Fox, N. S., certificate, 263
Fox, W. D., degree, 96
Frailey, O. A., degree, 132
Frais, Mrs. Nellie M., appointments, 64, 72,
  343, 380, 551
Frame, C. L., Dental Supply Co., lease, 390
Frame structures, investigation, 397, 412
Francis, Florinell, appointments, 56, 187
Francis, Margaret, degree, 456
Fraoncana, A., certificate, 263
Frank, H. F., degree, 621
Frank, L. M., degree, 264
Frank, Marie D., degree, 615
Frank, Ruth, degree, 606
Franklin, E. M., degree, 606
Franklin, J. L., appointments, 387, 512
degree, 249
Franklin, R. B., degree, 197
Franklin County Coal Company, Inc., agreement,
  207, 229
Frankovich, Leona M., appointments, 74, 352,
  558
Franks, R. B., degree, 243
Franz Decorators, contract, 594
Fraser, W. J., appointments, 46, 326, 520
Frazier, J. W., member of advisory committee,
  396
Frazier, James W., III, degree, 384
Frazier, B., appointment, 281
Freda, V., certificate, 620
Fredenburg, G. F., degree, 609
Frederick, C. R., appointments, 10, 293, 497
degree, 406
Frederick, D. S., degree, 598
fellowship, 265
Frederick, Elizabeth N., degree, 251
Frederick, W. M., degree, 617
Frederickson, E. A., degree, 264
Freed, E. B., degree, 255
Freedland, T. G., degree, 242
Friel, W. E., degree, 615
Freyhill, V. E., degree, 404
Freeman, Mrs. Betty Y., appointment, 59
Freeman, C. R., degree, 240
Freeman, C. S., appointments, 357, 563
retirement, 283
Freeman, Ethel, degree, 238
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Freeman, Gladys L., degree, 190
Freeman, Hazel B., degree, 238
Freeman, L., degree, 456
Freeman, R. J., certificate, 620
Freeman, Louise H., degree, 238
Freeman, Mrs. Nellie V., committees, 201, 468
Freeman Station, 400
Freeman, Mrs. Ruth C., appointments, 48, 51, 53, 328, 330, 331, 532, 534, 537
Freeman, R. W., certificate, 263
Freeman, A. L., degree, 248
Freer, Louise, appointments, 62, 339, 450, 544
Frelich, E. B., appointments, 84, 270, 589
French, correspondence courses, 374
forschler, A., degree, 241
French, Margaret, appointments, 18, 300, 504
degree, 509
French, T. M., appointment, 588
Fresse, Alma H., degree, 618
Fresse, H. L., C.P.A. certificate, 261
Freste, W. F., appointments, 27, 156, 308, 512
Freshman psychological tests, appropriation, special, 79
Freshman Week, budget, 7, 289, 493
Frey, B. J., appointment, 387
degree, 621
Frey, Maurine J., degree, 251
Freyermuth, H. G., degree, 621
Frick, J. W., degree, 608
Fried, L., degree, 611
Friederich, B. M., degree, 612
Friedl, F. J., degree, 406
Friedman, B. L., degree, 609
Friedman, B. S., appointments, 407, 502
Friedman, Frances P., degree, 604
Friedman, L. P., degree, 238, 248
Fries, C. E., degree, 608
Fries, Georgiana M. N., degree, 196
Frink, F. F., degree, 615
Frison, Genevieve G., appointments, 19, 301, 509
Fruchlich, R. L., degree, 615
Froeschler, H. C., degree, 607
Frost, D. V., degree, 238
Fruhling, A. R., degree, 194
Fruin, L. T., certificate, 620
Fruit, G. A., degree, 614
Fry, J. W., degree, 243
Fry, R. K., degree, 247
Fry, V. C., degree, 666
Frey, R. S., degree, 241
Fugate, P. K., degree, 617
Fulhopy, Louise G., degree, 103
Fulkerson, J. R., member of advisory committees, 128, 129, 396
Fullenwilder, H. S., degree, 135
Fuller, H. J., appointments, 13, 172, 297, 446, 501
Fuller, M. W., degree, 190
Fuller, Nanny C., degree, 132
Fullerton, H. N., degree, 457
Fullerton, R. A., degree, 243
Fullerton, W. H., degree, 251
Fullerton, W. W., certificate, 620
Fullmer, C. E., degree, 406
Fulmer, R. O., degree, 611
Fulton, J. M., appointment, 529
degree, 258
Fulton, Sarah J., degree, 604
Funds, accountability, 80, 289, 295, 493, 499
referred to Finance Committee, 203, 361
Funds, accountancy, 80, 360, 506
investment, report, 170
securities, 95, 426, 454
Bacon lectureship, 63, 347, 547
Cepper-Ketcham, budget, 40, 319, 523
Car tree planting, 77, 355, 562
Chicago departments, emergency loan, 230
Chicago Illiana Club loan, 81, 230, 560
Clarke-McNary, budget, 55, 333, 538
cooperative, agriculture, 41, 320, 523

Funds, cont'd.
Engineering Experiment Station, 38, 318, 522
deposit, 81, 261, 567
deposit in State Treasury, 218, 235, 361
hearing on bill, 224
Diffenbaugh, for deserving students, agent, 377
endowment income, budget, 3, 5, 80, 285, 288, 356, 489, 492, 595
Commerce, 26, 307, 511
Fine and Applied Arts, 56, 334, 540
investment, 435
McKinley professorship, 26, 29, 307, 309, 511
Medicine, 63, 341, 547
Physical Education, 59, 337, 543
entrance examinations, 7, 82, 289, 493
Exempted courses, 77, 356, 562
federal, budget, 46, 319, 523
cooperative, Agriculture, 54, 332, 538
employment of students, 446
interest, 227, 276
Gehrman lectureships, 63, 341, 547
gift, budget, 6, 359, 505
Agricultural Experiment Station, 41, 320, 524
Agriculture, 41, 320, 524
Engineering, 32, 312, 516
Liberal Arts and Sciences, 12, 296, 500
Medicine, 63, 341, 547
Physical Plant Department, 562
Superintending Architect's Office, 77, 356
Gould, T. H., 80, 360, 566
handling of, 218
 incidental and emergency, 7, 289, 493
interest, rate changes, 171
investment, 412
Kinley, Kate N., fellowship, 80, 359, 565
loan, See Loan funds.
McKinley endowment, securities, transfer, 434
McKinley professorship, 26, 307, 511
May fests, 59, 337, 543
Medicine, research, 64, 341, 547
Morava, W., 147, 169, 359, 565, 593
petty cash, certificates, 171
depositories, 92
Plyan fellowships and prizes, 80, 359, 565
poetry prize, 80, 360, 566
Public Works, letters concerning, 381
Purnell, budget, expense, 40, 319, 523
salary, 49, 339, 533
rebonding, 362
budget, Agriculture, 40, 319, 320, 523
Dentistry, 70, 348, 554
Military, 62, 349, 544
Sachs residency, 64, 341, 547
securities withdrawn from First Union Trust
and Savings Bank, Chicago, 146
self-supporting, balance reappropriated, 82, 276, 580
Sharp, Katherine L., scholarship, 359, 470, 565
Smith-Lever, budget expense, 40, 319, 523
salary, 51, 330, 534
special, contingency, proposal regarding, 268
cooperative, Engineering, 38, 318, 522
Stadium, 171
State, acts of the General Assembly, 235, 273
balance unused, 275
student aid, Morava, Wensel, regulations, 147
student loan, See Loan funds.
Taft lectureship, budget, 56, 334, 540
trust, expendable, budget, summaries, 6, 288, 492
investigation of welded joints, 422
investigation, 118, 141, 162, 170, 236, 367, 409, 425, 472
Morava, will under litigation, 453
Funds, cont'd.
unexpended balances, reappropriated, 82, 276, 586
woman's residence hall, balance transferred, 203, surplus to go to general income account, 586
See also Budgets
Fungi, study of, gift for, 147
Funk, E., member of advisory committees, 128, 129, 305
Furby, R. L., appointments, 85, 281, 591
Furby, S. B., certificate, 263
Furman research, agreement, 228, 573
budget, expense, 23, 312, 516
salary, 39, 318, 522
Furnishings, President's House, cost, 221
Furniture, Medical and Dental Laboratories
Building, settlement, 437
Medical Library, report, 381
Fuson, R. C., appointments, 14, 184, 298, 501

Gabel, J. F., degree, 607
Gaddis, J. W., degree, 604
Gaertje, Lucile C., degree, 255
Gagnon, J. A., appointments, 427, 555
degree, 246
Gaines, E. F., degree, 135
Gaines, W. L., appointments, 46, 326, 530
Gairing, Priscilla L., degree, 242
Galewski, E. D., degree, 623
Gale, Gertrude J., degree, 615
Galewski, E. T., degree, 241
Gahn, J., degree, 439
Gallagher, M., appointments, 15, 173, 298
degree, 450
Gallagher, Sister Anne, degree, 622
Gallantine, J. A., degree, 135
Gallie, D. M., appointments, 72, 359, 555
retirement, 282, 283
Galligan, Gladys C., appointments, 14, 173
degree, 598
fellowship, 266
Gallivan, Sister Mary R., degree, 120
Gallivan addition, ownership of land in, 141
Galloway, A., degrees, 96, 386
Gall, K. J., degree, 245
Galvin, H. R., appointments, 388, 560
degree, 239
Gamma Sigma Delta, bronze tablet, 190
Gandell, H., degree, 624
Gangstadi, Virginia B., degree, 604
Ganja, D., degree, 402
Gannaway, J. W., Jr., degree, 405
Gano, A., certificate, 620
Ganschmietz, W. L., degree, 246
Ganster, W. A., appointments, 57, 178, 335.
541
Gant, V. A., appointments, 86, 281, 592
Gard, L. S., degree, 248
Gardner, F. K., degree, 604
Gardner, H., certificate, 622
Gardner, H., degree, 247
Gardner, J. P., degree, 120
Garland, J. C., appointments, 150, 282
degree, 96
Garner, J. W., appointments, 23, 304, 508
Garrett, Fern L., degree, 249
Garrett, Mabel L., degree, 135
Garrett, O. F., appointments, 46, 326, 530
Garriques, W. P., appointments, 122, 325, 520
degree, 190
Garrison, N. C., degree, 238
Gartner, F. W., degree, 191
Garver, E. K., degree, 607
Garver, Willia K., appointments, 75, 353, 559
Garvin, H. B., degree, 251
Gas, rates, 375
research, 12
See also Stack gases.
Gaskill, F. O., degree, 406
Gasoline, purchase, 576
Gasper, A. W., degree, 247
Gasul, B. M., appointments, 85, 280, 591
Gates, Juanita, appointment, 498
Gathercoal, E. N., appointments, 73, 352, 557
Gauen, Josephine E., degree, 458
Gauer, Lucinda D., degree, 242
Gauke, W., degree, 403
Gause, Pauline, degree, 449
Gay, M. C., appointments, 28, 177, 309, 441,
513
Gaynes, H. E., degree, 461
Gearhart, H. E., degree, 191
Gebhardt, C., appointments, 62, 339, 545
Geever, E. F., degree, 262
Gehringer, H. T., degree, 607
Gelmann, A., lecturehip, fund, 63, 341, 547
Gehr, A. J., degree, 607
Geidell, Louise E., degree, 238
Geiger, G. R., appointment, 507
Geiger, P. B., degree, 135
Geiger, Sara G., appointments, 83, 120, 278
Geis, H. L., degree, 191
Geiser, C. J., degree, 246
Geissendoerfer, J. T., appointments, 20, 185,
301, 506
Geist, R. B., degree, 617
Gelfan, F., appointment, 441
Gelfand, L., degree, 264
Gelhorn, E., appointments, 100, 347, 552
supplies for research, gift, 169
Gelwick, C. W., appointments, 61, 178, 339.
544
Gelwick, J. R., degree, 196
General Accident Fire and Life Assurance
Corporation, automobile insurance, 478
General Assembly, appropriation for visit, 167
appropriation acts, 273
scholarships, regulations revised, 486
Senate resolution, 272
General Chemical Company, permission to use
Flint formula, 472
General Engineering Drawing, budget, expense,
34, 312, 516
salary, 34, 314, 516
laboratory fees, 90, 364
Laboratory Fees, Board committee, 437, 468
establishment, 437
Gengler, H. J., degree, 248
Genito-Urinary Surgery, clinical faculty, 135
General 'Accident Fire and Life Assurance
Corporation, insurance, 478
General Assembly, appropriation for visit, 167
appropriation acts, 273
scholarships, regulations revised, 486
Senate resolution, 272
Geiger, G. R., appointment, 507
Geiger, P. B., degree, 135
Geiger, Sara G., appointments, 83, 120, 278
Geis, H. L., degree, 191
Geiser, C. J., degree, 246
Geissendoerfer, J. T., appointments, 20, 185,
301, 506
Geist, R. B., degree, 617
Gelfan, F., appointment, 441
Gelfand, L., degree, 264
Gelhorn, E., appointments, 100, 347, 552
supplies for research, gift, 169
Gelwick, C. W., appointments, 61, 178, 339.
544
Gelwick, J. R., degree, 196
General Accident Fire and Life Assurance
Corporation, automobile insurance, 478
General Assembly, appropriation for visit, 167
appropriation acts, 273
scholarships, regulations revised, 486
Senate resolution, 272
General Chemical Company, permission to use
Flint formula, 472
General Engineering Drawing, budget, expense,
34, 312, 516
salary, 34, 314, 516
laboratory fees, 90, 364
Laboratory Fees, Board committee, 437, 468
establishment, 437
Gengler, H. J., degree, 248
Genito-Urinary Surgery, clinical faculty, 87,
282
Gennaro, N., degree, 403
Genschmer, F., appointments, 20, 175, 185,
302, 411, 412
Gentry, F. C., appointment, 625
Gentry, L. M., member of advisory committees,
128, 306
Gentry, W., accident compensation, 227
Genung, E. N., appointments, 17, 299, 503
Genung, M. W., appointments, 357, 503
Geography, budget, summer session, 185
part of Department of Geography and Geog-
raphy, 432
See also Geography and Geography.
Geology, budget, expense, 12, 296
salary, 20, 301
second semester, 174
summer session, 185
funds, expendable gift, 12
research, 93
laboratory fees, 90, 364
changes, 168
name changed, Geography and Geography, 432
summer work, unexpended balance, 52
Geography and Geography, budget, expense, 500
salary, 508
summer session, 447
George, F., degree, 611
George, Olive H., appointments, 69, 347, 552
Gerber, E. J., degree, 622
Gerber, Jean I., degree, 251
Gerber, M. M. J., degree, 457
Gerdel, I. F., degree, 245
Gerdel, Emilouise, degree, 614
Gerdel, W. F., degree, 120
Gerhard, F. T., degree, 613
Gerichten, Elsie A. von, degree, 134
Gericke, Elsie, appointments, 71, 349, 554
Gerlich, Florence M., degree, 453
German, budget, expense, 12, 296, 500
salary, 20, 301, 505
summer session, 185, 447
correspondence courses, 374
fellow, 266
Gernon, J. T., appointments, 87, 282
Gerson, M., certificate, 620
Gershon, S., appointments, 93, 178, 354, 557
Gerstner, J. A., degree, 251
Gertz, Florence L., degree, 615
gessay, A. L., degree, 621
Gessler, E. W., degree, 610
Getman, W. E., degree, 243
Getting, E. L., degree, 242
Getman, R. A., appointments, 19, 174, 300, 504
Getz, C. A., appointments, 407, 502
degree, 439
Geiss, A. A., degree, 610
Geithner, H. W., degree, 193
Geithner, M. C., degree, 136
Gewiek, T. B., degree, 613
Gewerke, A., member of advisory committees, 128, 306
Geiger, R. K., degree, 253
Geiger, G. C., degree, 439
Geibel, Louise D., degree, 252
Gibbons, Helen, appointment, 129
Gibbons, E. A., degree, 38
Gibbons, John J., appointments, 36, 177
degree, 262
Gibbons, Joseph J., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Gibbs, C. F., appointments, 16, 173, 208, 502
Gibbs, Charles, degree, 253
Gibbs, R. P., degree, 604
Gibson, G. L., appointments, 326, 370
Gibson, G. T., degree, 615
Gibson, H. H., degree, 238
Gibson, H. W., resignation, 627
scholarship, 266
Gibson, L. Louise, appointments, 34, 313
See also Oakley, Mrs. Louise G.
Gibson, R. M., degree, 601
Giescke, Doris, degree, 607
Gieseking, J. E., appointment, 122
degree, 598
Giesek, R. F., degree, 604
Gifford, L. O., degree, 244
Gifford, W. C., degree, 244
Gift funds, budget, Agriculture, 41, 320, 524
Commerce, 511
Engineering, 32, 312, 516
Liberal Arts and Sciences, 12, 296, 500
Medicine, 61, 341, 547
Physical Plant Department, 562
summaries, 6, 80, 288, 359, 402, 505
Supervising Architect's Office, 77, 356
Gifts, Allerton, R., 230, 422
Alumni Association, 93
American Medical Association, 106, 189, 202, 415
American Otolithic Society, 93, 367
American Society of Civil Engineers, 422
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 230
American Society for Testing Materials, 208, 377, 422, 455
Barton, H. O., degree, 120
Bauer and Blake, 106
Besta, Mrs. A., 189
Brookings Institution of Washington, D.C., 377
Burk, C. W., 169
Carnegie Institution of Washington, 147
Chicago Board of Trade, 93
Gifts, cont'd.
Chicago Bridge and Iron Works, 93, 105, 422
Chicago Illini Club, 230, 596
Civil Engineering graduate, 435
Class of 1932, 595
Clay Products Association, 576
Cold Metal Process Company, 422
Continental Oil Company of Ponca City, 1, Oklahoma, 377, 174
Council of Physical Therapy, 189
Dairy and Ice Cream Machinery and Supplies Association, 93
Draper, E. L., 208
DuPont De Nemours and Company, 377
DuPont Rayon Company, 412, 470
Eilers, R. M., 105
Electrical Engineering Society, 189
Faire, J. A., 169
Fletcher, Mrs. H. M., 93
funds, expendable, summaries, 6, 80, 288, 359, 402, 565
Gamma Sigma Delta, 190
Graham, E. L., 412
harsook, C. E., 93
Holinger, J., 106
Hollup Construction Company, 422
Illinois Steel Company, 106, 422
Jaeck, Emma G., 147
Johnson, Alice S., 208
Kendall Company, Bauer and Black Division, 377
Kokab, T., 186
Lilly, Ehl, and Co., 377, 470
Lincoln Sand and Gravel Company, 230
Lybyer, Mrs. A. F., 230
Mead Johnson and Company, 169, 208
Midwest Canning Corporation, 147
Monsanto Chemical Company, 470
National Aluminate Corporation, 207
National Research Council, 93, 169, 367, 596
National Warm Air Heating Association, 230
Portland Cement Association, 377
Public Works of Art Project, Chicago, 596
Pyle National Company, 413
Randolph, R. L., 234
Reich, Mrs. Caroline B., 576
Senate committee on unemployment relief, 137
Society of American Florists and Ornamental Horticulturists, 93
Sousa, J. P., library of music, 138
Standard Brands, Inc., 413
Standard Oil Company, 106
Sweet, Mrs. W. J., 367
Switzer, Mrs., 180
Thompson, Elizabeth, science fund, 234
Tinker, Mrs. J. L., 480
Trelease, W., 169
Trelease, Mrs. W., 234
United States Gypsum Company, 367
Universal Atlas Cement Company, 106, 230
University of Illinois Library School Association, 470
Utilities Research Commission, 377, 422
Vogt Brothers Manufacturing Company, 230
Webber, J. O., 138
Western Electric Co., 454
Weston, Mrs. Angi C., 470
Wilson, W. M., 230
Woman's Athletic Association, 422
Woodbury family, 367
Gilbert, Belma D., degree, 120
Gilbert, S. S., certificate, 263
Gilbertson, F. W., degree, 194
Giles, G. L., degree, 611
Gilken, G. N., degree, 243
Gill, Alice A., degree, 615
Gill, H. L., appointments, 60, 338, 543
reirement, 569
Gottkeb, Grabner, Helen Gould Gottlieb, D. 'certificate, Got F
Graduate Orthodontia, balance reappropriated, Grable, E. F., degree, Gowen, G.
Gourdier Gougler, arcelline, appointments,  
Graduate School, Acpng Dean appointed, Gradman,
Grades, correspondence courses, rules,  
Graduation fee, Graduate work, members of staff, ' fees,  
Grafton. E. C., degree, 258 
Grady, Sister Rose 
Grady, Sister Rose 
Grady, Sister Rose 
Cradwohl, Beulah E., appointments, 78, 
Graduation requirements, new, Agriculture,
Grant, Alice L., degree, 404 
Grant, C. E., degree, 242
Grant, Mrs. Charlotte L., appointments, 388, 463, 501
Grant, F. R., degree, 245
Grant, Isabelle F., appointments, 75, 354, 559
Grant, J. D., degree, 617
Grant, L. W., degree, 194
Grant patent, royalties, 581
Grant pipe-joint filler, contract proposed, 471
Granular materials, research, gift for, 435
Grassei Chemical Company, acids purchased, 
50, 160, 267
contracts, 421, 576
Grantor, D. M., degree, 238
Grantor, W. W., degree, 618
Grauer, A., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Graves, Carlucile, degree, 458
Graves, Leslie L., degree, 614
Gravett, H. L., appointments, 388, 510, 625
degree, 661
Gray, Anna L., degree, 241
Gray, A. R., appointments, 15, 173, 298
degree, 460
Gray, Edna R., appointments, 52, 331, 537
Gray, G., degree, 612
Gray, Harold M., degree, 253
Gray, Horace M., appointments, 29, 309, 512
Gray, J. N., degree, 424
Gray, Reba G., appointment, 129
Gray, Virginia J., degree, 249
Greecy, M. S., degree, 612
Green, Beulah A., degree, 619
Green, Ethel B., degree, 254
Green, Frank, certificate, 620
Green, Frederick, appointments, 56, 334, 539
Green, G. K., appointments, 316, 520, 625
degree, 247
Green, M., degree, 607
Green, Nora, appointment, 129
Green, P. M., appointments, 27, 186, 307, 512
degree, 261
Green, R. K., degree, 241
Green, V. A., degree, 110
Green Street, corner of Mathews Avenue, 
straightening referred to committee, 463
stop lights, 596
surgery, 473
traffic, 490, 437
Greenberg, L. J., degree, 439
Greenberg, Max, degree, 238
Greenberg, Morris, degree, 619
Greenberg, N. S., degree, 615
Greene, H. G., degree, 621
Greenebaum, H. A., appointments, 407, 590
Greenfield, W. H., degree, 242
Greengard, J., appointments, 86, 280, 501
Greenhouses, agriculture, fittings for heating 
systems, 367
Greenspoon, J., degree, 622
Greenspoon, R. L., certificate, 263
Greenway, E. F., degree, 137
Greer, E. V., degree, 459
Greig, H. W., degree, 618
Gregg, R. T., appointments, 31, 32, 187, 311, 
312, 388, 449, 514, 515
degree, 599
Gregory, Catherine E., degree, 615
Gregory Drive, drainage, 375
sewer pipe, 413
Gregory scholarships, fund, 86, 359, 565
Greider, Janice E., contract for instruction 
of, 379
Greilohem, F. L., degree, 242
Grenblund, M. O., degree, 247
Grennan, H. A., certificate, 620
degree, 196
Greishaw, O. M., appointment, 415
Gress, Margaret L., appointments, 18, 174, 
306, 593
Gress, Sara E., degree, 614
Grether, C. J., degree, 621
Greider, Janice, contract for instruction of, 
137
Grieve, Jesselyn L., degree, 137
Gulbiandsen, L. F., appointments, 238
Griffith, M. D., degree, 405
Gullette, C. J., appointments, 30, 187, 295,
310, 440, 509, 514
Griffith, J. C., degrees, 247, 251
Gundlach, Doris
Griffith, Mary E., degree, 262
Gundlack, Doris
Griffith, S. E., appointments, 357, 388, 563
Grigg, E. F., degree, 468
automobile accident, 100
leave of absence, 128
Grigg, W. B., degree, 904
Griswold, H. P., appointments, 84,
Grigg, W. B., degree, 128
Griner, C., appointments, 267, 280, 592
Grimes, G. E., degree, 609
Grounds, maintenance, budget, 77
Grindley, H. S., appointments, 45, 325, 529
Grinnell, W. L., appointments, 388, 503
degree, 228
Griswold, Frances C., appointments, 16, 174,
350, 359
Griswold, H. L., degree, 120
Griswold, Mary E., degree, 456
Gross, C. F. appointments, 301, 505
Grom, C., appointments, 247, 251
Grometzke, C. R., degree, 238
Grometzke, R. B., degree, 609
Gropp, H. R. C., degree, 96
Gross, H. E., appointment, 38
degree, 259
Gross, Jeanette L., degree, 617
Grossarth, Lucile M., degree, 604
Grossman, D. A., appointments, 9, 292, 295,
466, 492
Grossman, H., degree, 238
Grossman, H. I., CPA, certificate, 100
Grossman, H. W., degree, 604
Grossman, J. W., degree, 619
Grossman, M. O., degree, 601
Grosz, Eugene, appointments, 85, 270, 589
Grotz, P. F., Jr., degree, 238
Groth, E. F., degree, 607
Grounds, maintenance, budget, 77
expense, 336, 562
salary, 356, 564
See also Buildings and Grounds.
Groundwater, W. H., degree, 612
Grove, F., degree, 120
Grove, P. D., degree, 104
Grubb, C. F., appointments, 301, 505
Gruber, E., degree, 459
Gruber, M., degree, 607
Grumbold, M. F. C., degree, 264
Grush, Iretta V., degree, 615
Grubbs, Maudie, appointments, 72, 350, 555
Guenther, O. H., degree, 133
Guenger, P. J., degree, 245
Guerino Rose M. B., degree, 615
Guerino, Rose M. B., degree, 615
Guerra, Rose M. B., degree, 135
Guilford, T. H., memorial prize fund, 80,
360, 366
Guin, T. W., degree, 243
Guilberson, L. F., appointments, 122, 346,
551
degree, 66
Guck, J. R., degree, 245
Guckel, J. R., degree, 233
Gudel, S. I., degree, 253
Gudel, J. R., appointments, 76, 335, 560
Gullette, C. C., appointments, 24, 31, 185,
304, 311, 508, 514
Gundlach, Doris D., degree, 601
Gunn, B. W., degree, 238
Gunn, S. A., degree, 610
Gunnar, H. P., appointments, 84, 279, 589
Gunn, A., degree, 262
Guynn, W. A., degree, 606
Guppy, I. A., appointments, 85, 279, 589
Guin, N. R., certificate, 263
Gustafson, C. J., certificate, 263
Gustafson, E. T., appointments, 620
Gustafson, F. M., degree, 246
Gustafson, W. A., appointment, 550
certificate, 263
Gustin, Jessie M., appointments, 72, 350, 555
Gustoff, P. F., degree, 136
Gutekunst, H. J. C., degree, 134
Gutseid, E. W., degree, 604
Guthrie, Neva E., degree, 238
Guthrie, S. A., degree, 601
Gutmann, M. R., degree, 243
Gutshall, R. O., degree, 612
Guttman, M. R., appointments, 84, 278, 589
Gymnasia, student lockers, locks, 1, 431
purchased, degree, 612
Gymnasium, Annex, rental fee, 423
Men's Old, roof repair, 94
Gynecology, See Obstetrics.

Haa, R. R., Jr. scholarship, 479
Habbertson, W., appointments, 31, 311, 370,
514
degree, 599
Haberkamp, C. S., degree, 251
Hackett, R. W., degree, 262
Hackett, C. B., appointments, 43, 51, 234,
310, 528, 536
Hackett, Alice M., degree, 604
Haden, S. B., degree, 404
Hadley, J. N., degree, 243
Hadley, Marion E., degree, 193
Hadley, R. H., appointments, 407, 505
Hadley, Eleanor, degree, 298
Hafer, G. P., degree, 612
Hafer, T. B., appointments, 54, 333
Hagan, Mrs. Mabel R., appointments, 31, 311,
370, 514
Hagan, R. C., degree, 238
Hagemann, K. W., degree, 264
Hagemeyer, H. P., degree, 622
Hager, O. E., degree, 608
Hager, C. J., degree, 576
Hager, C. J., degree, 407
Hagstrom, W., degree, 615
Hain, W., degree, 622
Haines, R. D., degree, 104
Haines, W. H., degrees, 67, 345, 407
Hair, Orpha L., degree, 251
Hajek, J. D., degree, 607
Hake, L. J., certificate, 620
Hakala, L. J., certificate, 620
Hakki, T., degree, 602
Haldane, C. Q., degree, 243
Hale, H. H., degree, 192
Hall, A. A., Jr., degree, 195
Hall, B. R., appointments, 35, 315, 318
Hall, E. M., contracts for instruction of,
117, 379
degree, 615
Hall, H. R., certificate, 620
Hall, K. W., degree, 255
Hall, Mary F., degree, 136
Hall, M. Zella, appointments, 9, 292, 295,
406, 499
Hall, S. G., appointments, 34, 314, 518
Hall, W. S., appointments, 49, 328, 532
Hallenberg, R. W., degree, 99
Hallett, Augusta N. C., degree, 131
Halmann, W. J., degree, 607
Halloran, E. W., degree, 613
Halmos, Mrs. Dorothy M., appointment, 559
See also Moyer, Dorothy
Halmos, P. R., degree, 576
Halper, P. A., appointments, 84, 278, 589
Halpern, L. J., appointments, 86, 281, 591
Halpern, H. P., degree, 256
Hamm, C. W., appointments, 35, 314, 518
Haman, Margaret E., degree, 255
Hamer, O. W., degree, 194
Hamilton, A., appointments, 24, 185, 304, 508
Hathaway, W. D., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Hatten, Florence M., degree, 622
Hattis, L., degree, 264
Hatton, Betty, degree, 604
Hauck, C. J., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Hauser, M. H., degree, 609
Hautau, Dorothy M., degree, 619
Hauter, K. S., degree, 618
Havens, C. S., appointments, 78, 183, 357, 562
Havens, Ruth E., degree, 251
Hawkinson, R. T., degree, 262
Hawlick, J. A., degree, 619
Havlik, A. W., degree, 248
Hawk, Elio E., degree, 250
Hawkins, C. A., appointments, 25, 176
Hawkins, J. H., degree, 385
Hawkins, R., degree, 253
Hawley, R., degree, 256
Hawthorne, Rosene A., appointments, 9, 292, 496
Hay, R. C., appointments, 123, 323, 528
Hayden, Henrietta S., appointments, 16, 173, 298
Hayden, S., S., degree, 598
Hayes, R. R., degree, 615
Hayes, Elizabeth V., degree, 617
Hayes, W. P., appointments, 10, 391, 504
Haytes, E. F., member of advisory committees, 128, 396
Haynie, Elizabeth, degree, 238
Hays, L. K., degree, 607
Hays, R. P., degree, 334
Hayward, H. N., appointments, 8, 291, 495
Healy, J. degree, 457
Heath, budget, 77
Heath main, extension, C.W.A. project, 433
delay, 462
Heather, E. F., appointments, 38, 318, 521
Heath, A. E., degree, 135
Heating plants, automatic control systems, results of investigations, 414
Heating and ventilating, change in terms, 228
Heater, E. F., degree, 406
Hechtle, Olive C., appointments, 21, 302, 506
Hendie, W. H., degree, 607
Headlight, locomotive, gift, 473
Health Service, budget, expense, 59, 337, 543
Medicine, 63, 341, 540
salary, 62, 339, 544
Medicine, 64, 312, 547
Healy, J. P., degree, 457
Headley, W. J., degree, 246
Heaps, W. B., degree, 251
Hearn, Doris V., degree, 615
Hearn, budget, 77
Hebrew, 356, 562
salary, 358, 564
Heat main, extension, C.W.A. project, 433
delay, 462
Heater, E. F., appointments, 38, 318, 521
Heath, A. E., degree, 135
Heating plants, automatic control systems, results of investigations, 414
Heating and ventilating, change in terms, 228
Heater, E. F., degree, 406
research, expendable gift fund, 33, 39
Hecht, R., degree, 439
Heckman, H. W., appointments, 29, 177, 186, 309, 442, 513
degree, 121
Hedblom, C. A., appointments, 69, 347, 552
death benefit, 587
Hedgley, W. F., degree, 622
Hedick, L. C., degree, 120
Hedike, A. W., degree, 619
Heidel, Dorothy M., degree, 249
Heiden, G. J., degree, 610
Heifers, purchase, 577
Heimbaugh, J. D., degree, 607
Heinhorst, E. E., degree, 354
Heinrich, L., degree, 622
Heintz, E. L., memorial plaque, 595
Heinz, Evelyn H., degree, 255
Heinzelman, Edith, degree, 617
Heits, Elizabeth M., fellowship, 479
Helander, Bertha A., appointments, 388, 525
Helbing, A. T., appointments, 28, 308, 513
Heiner, B., certificate, 265
degree, 461
Heier, L. M., certificate, 263
Helifich, L. S., appointments, 131, 345, 552
Helfrich, Martha B., degree, 298
Helfrich, C. K., Jr., degree, 403, 602
Heller, C. H., degree, 237
Heller, Ida, degree, 615
Hellerman, E., degree, 403
Helmich, E. J., degree, 609
Helmich, H. A., degree, 608
Helmich, W. F., degree. 253
Helm, M. S., degrees, 246, 602
Helmuth, R. K., degree, 244
Helmreich, T. A. C., fellowships, 266, 479
Helwig, J. H., degree, 402
Hematin, research study, gift for, 106
Hemophilia research, budget, 547
gift for, 435
Hempel, Mary S., appointments, 66, 343
Henbest, O., appointments, 123, 173
degree, 255
Henderson, Catherine A., degree, 615
Henderson, E. H., degree, 609
Henderson, Glenna A., appointments, 52, 331, 537
Henderson, H. L., statement concerning financial situation, 183
Henderson, J. R., degree, 246
Henderson, Lydia C., degree, 249
Henderson, K., appointments, 31, 311, 515
degree, 133
Henderson, R. G., appointments, 18, 174, 184, 309, 504
Henderson, T. O., appointments, 78, 357, 562
Henderson, W. W., degree, 238
Hendrick, C. F., degree, 613
Hendricks, C. A., certificate, 263
Hendricks, F. D., degree, 238
Hendricks, J. O., appointment, 625
Hendrix, R. E., contract for instruction of, 421
Henry, A. E., degree, 615
Henkes, J. D., degree, 134
Henley, Martha J., degree, 256
Henley, T. J., degree, 615
Henne, Frances L., degree, 459
Henner, R., degree, 196
Hennessey, F. J., degree, 614
Henniger, K. V., degree, 404
Henrichs, J. R., appointment, 13
Henriot, Mildred L., degree, 606
Henry, Ada D., degree, 254
Henry, Helen L., degree, 385
Henry, J. C., degree, 611
Henry, T. E., degree, 251
Henry, R. E., degree, 602
Henry, Thelma A., degree, 248
Hensi!., Evelyn M., appointments, 76, 354, 550
Hensley, Martha L., appointments, 54, 333, 442, 538
Henson, C. W., degrees, 245, 602
Henson, Claudine A., degree, 604
Henson, T. F., purchase of Noyes house, 104
Henwood, P. E., appointments, 35, 315, 518
degree, 496
Hepburn, Elizabeth J., degree, 613
Hepburn, N. W., member of advisory committees, 128, 129, 396
Hepner, P. E., degree, 262
Herdman, A. W., appointments, 24, 176, 395, 448, 509

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Heritage, W. F., degree, 241
Herman, A. H., degree, 96
Herman, M. G., degree, 608
Herms, D. F., degree, 238
Hertford, F. E., degree, 191
Hertzel, Zelma L., certificate, 263
Herrick, Mary B., degree, 251
Herrmann, R. E., certificate, 263
degree, 196
Herrold, E. D., appointments, 59, 347, 553
Herron, Dorothy A., degree, 238
Herschbach, W. O., degree, 428
Hersberg, Dorothy, degree, 251
Hershey, A. E., appointments, 38, 317, 521
Hershey, R. J., certificate, 620
Hers, C. L., degree, 254
Hertzberg, L. J., degree, 239
Herzberg, E. F., degree, 609
Herzog, E., degree, 619
Herzon, E., degree, 197
Heslop, M. F., appointments, 27, 175, 308, 483, 512
Hess, R. M., degree, 246
Hess, Edith C., appointment, 49
Hess, F. L., Jr., degree, 604
Hess, J. H., appointments, 86, 280, 551
Hess, R. G., degree, 616
Hess, Ruth, degree, 249
Hesselschwerdt, J. degree, 604
Hessler, W. G., C.P.A. certificate, 430
Hettler, Ruth H., degree, 613
Heubach, H. G., degree, 612
Heuer, C. J., degree, 619
Heusel, F. J., degree, 190
Hewitt, F. E., degree, 616
Hewitt, G. B., degree, 608
Hexton, C. S., degree, 243
Hey, D. E., degree, 609
Heydecker, R. J., degree, 246
Heyer, Anna H., degree, 249
Heyer, Lois, appointment, 503
Hiatt, G. D., appointments, 464, 502
Hibbard, W. D., degree, 135
Hibbs, Wilma R., degree, 120
Hic, F. K., appointments, 67, 345, 550
Hickey, E. D., degree, 193
Hickerson, C. C., degree, 119
Higginbotham, C. C., degree, 174
Hickman, Helen H., degree, 104
Hickman, M. M., degree, 609
Hickman, Robert, degree, 610
Hickman, P. F., degree, 247
Hicks, Zola F., degree, 609
Hieronymus, A. G., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Hieronymus, Ida V., degree, 584
Hieronymus, R. E., appointments, 11, 294, 498
retirement, 85
Higginbotham, C. C., degree, 119
Higgins, H. R., appointments, 37, 316, 520
Higgins, J. A., appointments, 68, 163, 346, 552
Higgins, Sister Mary C., degree, 120
Higginson, G. D., appointments, 23, 304, 446, 508
High School Conference, budget, 7, 289, 493
High school credits, See Admission.
High School Instruction, budget, expense, 39, 310, 543
High School Visitor, budget, expense, 7, 289, 493
salary, 39, 310, 543
High School, degree, 11, 294, 497
Highberg, G. M., degree, 244
Highlander, Muriel, appointment, 129
Highman, B., degree, 439
Hillinger, D. F., scholarship, 593
Hillenburg, J. F., degree, 609
Hill, Clara, degrees, 78, 357, 563
salary, 38, 448, 508
Hill, Dorothy J., appointments, 464, 560
degree, 240
Hill, E. M., degree, 456
Hill, F. C., degree, 604
Hill, H. R., appointments, 67, 345, 550
Hill, Mabel, degree, 119
Hill, Mary M., degree, 604
Hill, Princess E., degree, 120
Hill, T. J., degree, 193
Hill, U. R., degree, 241
Hill, W. G., appointments, 58, 187, 336, 449, 542
Hill, W. H., degree, 258
Hillibrand, A. L., degree, 456
Hillibrand, H. N., appointments, 17, 184, 303
leave of absence, 432
Hillibrand, J. G., appointment, 85
Hillier, E., appointments, 25, 186, 305, 448, 509
Hilliard, F. M., degree, 242
Hills, Jeannette M. A., degree, 193
Hilton, C. K., appointments, 24, 176, 305, 509
Himelfarb, S., D., degree, 622
Hinkley, Helen E., degree, 239
Hines, E., Lambur Co., purchase, 455
Hines, N. W., degree, 616
Hins, V. A., degree, 257
Hing, C. J., degree, 616
Hinkel, E. T., Jr., degree, 247
Hinkel, Mary E., degree, 614
Hinning, C. W., degree, 386
Hinners, S. W., degree, 612
Hinsaw, W. W., degree, 246
Hinton, M. F., degree, 247
Hire, L. G., degree, 251
Hiri, M. M., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Hirsch, E. W., appointments, 87, 282
Hirsch, Merey D., degree, 137
Hirsch, R. B., degree, 619
Hirsch, Mildred H., degree, 604
History, budget, 70
expense, 348, 554
salary, 349, 554
History, Babcock fellowships, fund, 80, 360, 566
Barrett scholarship, 438
budget, expense, 12, 206, 500
salary, 20, 302, 500
second semester, 175
summer session, 185, 447
Correspondence courses, 674
Dental, budget, 71, 340, 554
fellows and scholars, lists, 266, 479
Hitchcock, C. R., degree, 607
Hitchcock, Isabelle M., appointments, 52, 331, 537
Hixson, W. G., appointments, 78, 357, 563
Hixson, A. L., degree, 612
Hjortland, A. L., appointments, 25, 176, 186, 305
Hla, M. E., degree, 253
Hoa, M. W., appointments, 35, 315, 519
Houa, B. W., degree, 612
Hoblit, J. A., Jr., degree, 457
Hoch, H. E., degree, 133
Hochfelder, E. J., C.P.A. certificate, 361
Hochstrasser, I. C., degree, 247
Hockenjos, G., patent rejected, 425
Hodge, C. L., degree, 257
Hodge, J. M., degree, 239
Hodge, J. R., degree, 194
Hodgen, Mildred A., degree, 616
Hodges, Lenora M., degree, 249
Hodson, Ruth E., degree, 617
Hochel, D. S., degree, 253
Hodlin, A. R., degree, 256
Hoch, R. A., degree, 264
Holscher, R. F., appointments, 34, 314, 518
Hoern, A., and Company, printing of soil maps, 105
Honors, plan, change, 574
 installation in Library, appropriation, 567
 Honors Day, budget, 7, 289, 403
 modification of awarding honors, 159
 Hood, P. C., appointments, 21, 294, 493
 Hood, Marion, appointments, 67, 345, 550
 Hood, T. A., degree, 616
 Hook, D. L., degree, 622
 Hook, J. N., degrees, 219, 600
 Hookham, F. H., degree, 254
 Hooper, F. S., Jr., degree, 612
 Hoover, D. H., appointments, 28, 308, 512
 Hoover, H. M., appointments, 415, 500
 degree, 430
 Hoover, W., appointment, 505
 Hope, W. E., degree, 257
 Hopkins, B. S., appointments, 14, 297, 501
 exhibit moved to Rosenwald Museum, 397
 Hopkins, C., appointment, 21
 Hopkins, Mrs. Marjorie R., member of com-
 mittees, 200, 201, 466
 Hopkins, S. H., degree, 262
 Hopkins, T. E., degree, 243
 Hopkins, V. Helen, appointments, 143, 388, 515
 Hopper, Zelma V., degree, 604
 Hopperstad, Marda, appointments, 34, 314, 625
 Hopkins, B. S., appointments, 14, 297, 501
 exhibit moved to Rosenwald Museum, 397
 Hopkins, S. H., degree, 262
 Hopkins, T. E., degree, 243
 Hopkins, V. Helen, appointments, 143, 388, 515
 Hopper, Zelma V., degree, 604
 Hopperstad, Marda, appointments, 34, 314, 625
 Hoosh, J. D., appointments, 57, 335, 541
 Hogan, J. E., degree, 402
 Hohengarten, Helen M., degree, 239
 Hohman, Villette D., degree, 134
 Hohman, O. W., member of advisory com-
 mittees, 128, 396
 Holcomb, E. A., degree, 242
 Holcomb, Ruby M., degree, 241
 Holc, L. V., C.P.A. certificate, 361
 Hollicky, Mildred M., degree, 251
 Holiday, Harriet E., degree, 604
 Holinger, L., appointment, 84
 gift, 106
 Holinger, P. H., appointments, 344, 589
 Holland, Eleanor, degree, 604
 Holland, J. H., degree, 611
 Holland, W. E., appointments, 404, 502
 Holman, W. W., certificate, 137
 degree, 439
 Hollowbeck, F. D., Jr., degree, 611
 Hollender, A. L., degree, 241
 Hollender, A. R., appointments, 388, 589
 Holloway, Marion N., degree, 239
 Hollop Corporation, gift, 422
 Hollop, A. P., C.P.A. certificate, 361
 Holm, F. T., degree, 105
 Holmes, D. F., degree, 598
 Holmes, R. M., appointments, 31, 58, 187, 313, 336, 514, 542
 Holoffe, C. F., certificate, 620
 Holstein, A. C., Jr., degree, 241
 Holstein, J. H., degree, 240
 Holstein, Theodore, certificate, 620
 Holstein, M. L., degree, 622
 Holt, Beatrice H., degree, 93
 Holt, H. W., appointments, 56, 334, 539
 Holt, Mrs. Melle T, appointments, 415, 534
 Holt, P. B., alternates for Plym foreign scholar-
 ships, 574
 Holton, Mary, appointments, 388, 442
 Holty, J. G., degree, 239
 Holtzman, Sam, certificate, 263
 Holub, L. A., certificate, 620
 Holzman, H. D., degree, 135
 Homan, Elizabeth, degree, 604
 Home advisers, budget, 53, 332, 536, 538
 Home Economics, budget, expense, 49, 319, 523
 salary, 49, 51, 237, 320, 531, 534, 536
 second semester, 177
 summer session, 449
 Cafeteria, balance reappropriated, 586
 budget, expense, 49, 319, 523
 salary, 48, 328, 532
 meals for indigent students, proposal, 381
 revolving fund, 238
 unexpended balance, 82
 curriculum, subjects required for admission, 356
 expendable gift fund, 41
 laboratory fees, 90, 364
 changes, 168
 Home Economics Education, budget, expense, 30, 310, 513
 salary, 31, 311, 515
 Honors, plan, change, 574
 tablets, display, regulations, 374
 Honors Day, budget, 7, 289, 403
 modification of awarding honors, 159
 Hood, P. C., appointments, 21, 294, 493
 Hood, Marion, appointments, 67, 345, 550
 Hood, T. A., degree, 616
 Hook, D. L., degree, 622
 Hook, J. N., degrees, 219, 600
 Hookham, F. H., degree, 254
 Hooper, F. S., Jr., degree, 612
 Hoover, D. H., appointments, 28, 308, 512
 Hoover, H. M., appointments, 415, 500
 degree, 430
 Hoover, W., appointment, 505
 Hope, W. E., degree, 257
 Hopkins, B. S., appointments, 14, 297, 501
 exhibit moved to Rosenwald Museum, 397
 Hopkins, C., appointment, 21
 Hopkins, Mrs. Marjorie R., member of com-
 mittees, 200, 201, 466
 selection of President, 203
 study budget of Chicago departments, 203
 Hopkins, S. H., degree, 262
 Hopkins, T. E., degree, 243
 Hopkins, V. Helen, appointments, 143, 388, 515
 Hopper, Zelma V., degree, 604
 Hopperstad, Marda, appointments, 34, 314, 625
 Hopson, H. G., degree, 622
 Horal, W., degree, 136
 Horash, E. R., degree, 243
 Horsch, C. A., degree, 610
 Horick, E. S., appointments, 68, 345, 551
 Horn, A. M., degree, 604
 Horn, B. F., degree, 239
 Hornby, W. R., degree, 243
 Horne, W. H., degree, 261
 Horneman, H. C., member of advisory com-
 mittees, 128, 396
 Horner, Frances M., degree, 616
 Horner, H. H., biography of President
 Draper, 418
 Horney, H. W., degree, 251
 Horowitz, W. M., degrees, 254, 601
 Horrell, R. E., degree, 251
 Horsfall, Mrs. Margaret W., appointments, 97, 186
 degree, 600
 Horsfall, R. J., appointments, 36, 177, 186, 316
 degree, 384
 fellowships, 479
 Horsley, R. E., degree, 403
 Horst, Elfriede, degree, 401
 Horticulture, advisory committees, 128, 396
 budget, expense, 49, 319, 523
 salary, 49, 51, 328, 531, 536
 gift fund, 41, 320
 fund, research, 53
 greenhouses, fittings for heating systems,
 purchase, 367
 laboratory fees, 90, 364
 changes, 168
 land, cost, 221
 land, cost, 221
 publications, special appropriation, unex-
 pended balance, 276
 restricted gift funds, 49
 strawberry experiments, 420
 Horticulture Field Laboratory, contract for
 installation of automatic coal burners,
 117
 Horton, Mary B., degree, 404
 Horwitz, B., degree, 93
 Hosford, W. F., degree, 612
 Hosler, M. W., degree, 403
 Hospital Association, membership, committee,
 275
 report, 437
Huff, G. A., appointments, 60, 137, 218, 543
director of Athletic Association, 82, 167
leave of absence, 432
Huff, G. B., appointments, 22, 175, 303, 448, 507
Huff, P. D., degree, 607
Huff, R. H., degree, 604
Huffer, J. H., appointment, 35, 315, 519
Huffman, E. H., appointments, 380, 502
Hugger, L., contract for instruction of, 378
Hughes, Betty L., degree, 253
Hughes, E., degree, 539
fellowship, 479
Hughes, M. D., degree, 96
Hughes, R. K., degree, 239
Hughes, Sara M., degree, 193
Hue, Ida M., degree, 604
Hula, J. A., degree, 401
Hulcay, N. J., degree, 622
Hulick, C. O., degrees, 616, 618
Hull, T. O., appointments, 122, 280, 591
Hully, H. H., appointment, 503
degree, 383
Human Anatomy, See Anatomy.
Humidity, relative, determination of, gift
for research, 33, 313, 517
Humiston, C. E., appointments, 86, 281, 592
Hum, D. L., degree, 611
Huner, J. R., degree, 604
Hungford, H., appointment, 129
Hunsley, H. M., appointment, 427
Huntsucker, H., trimming trees on campus,
505
Hunt, G. E., appointment, 45
Hunter, Eva Y., degree, 404
Hunter, J. H., degree, 606
Hunter, J. M., scholarship, 593
Hunter, M. H., appointments, 28, 308, 450,
512
Hunter, Natalie E., scholarship, 479
Hunter, Ruth E., degree, 604
Huntington, W. C., appointments, 33, 313,
517
status while serving with Civil Works Admi-
istration, 479
Hurd, C. C., fellowship, 479
Hurd, Esther W., degree, 251
Hurley, J. R., appointments, 19, 174, 300,
504
Hurn, Lucille, degree, 609
Hursch, R. K., appointments, 33, 313, 517
Hurt, Mary L., degree, 253
Hurt, R. H., degree, 245
Huswick, J. J., certificate, 620
degree, 461
Hurwitz, Paul, degree, 439
Husband, Ruth H., degree, 132
Huse, J. S., automobile accident, 100
settlement, 226
Huser, Mildred L., degree, 241
Huson, Eleanor H., degree, 606
Huson, Frances E., degree, 604
Hussey, R. E., degree, 243
Huston, A. D., appointments, 19, 174, 184,
301, 504
Hutchinson, J., appointments, 49, 328, 532
Hutler, A. A., degree, 196
Hutton, Mary J., degree, 134
Hutton, R., appointments, 318, 504
Hyde, Lois M., degree, 255
Hyde, R. L., degree, 607
Hydrogen, investigation, 169
Hygiene, Skin, investigation, budget, 547
Research fund, 341
Hyink, C. F., degree, 516
Hyman, S., degree, 386
Hyne, 6. C., appointments, 23, 185, 304,
448, 508
Ihson, F. E., degree, 253
Iagmin, A. P. R., degree, 610
Iben, L, appointments, 75, 353, 559
Iber, H. M., degree, 618
Ice Skating Rink, rental fee, 423
Ier, Kathleen C, degree, 616
Illinium research, appropriation, 79
budget, 357, 54
expendable gift fund, 12
Illinois Association of Sanitary Districts, resolution on sewage treatment research, 454
Illinois Bar Association, Journal, appropriation for student notes, 102
Illinois Bell Telephone Co., bonds, 400, 412
lease, 470
Illinois Canners Association, restricted gift fund, 49
Illinois Canning Company, agreement, 131, 148
contract, terminated, 207
Illinois Emergency Relief Commission, drainage project, 375
Illinois Federation of Labor, representative heard, 117
Illinois Gas Association, expendable gift fund, 32
research graduate assistantships, fund, 39
Illinois Historical Survey, budget, 59, 337, 542
Illinois Law Review, partnership dissolved, 374, 396
Illinois Orchard Company, bonds, deposit, 146
Illinois Power and Light Corporation, contract, 579
electric power, 398
gas rates, 375
Illinois Press Association, letter from President Chase, 149
resolutions of Building Committee, 148
Illinois Society of Engineers, resolution, sewage treatment research, 454
Illinois Steel Company, gift, 106, 422
Illinois Union, building, construction proposed, 467
proposal concerning, 438
rental, 103
rentals, appropriation, 79
Imhoff, Mrs. Vera B., appointments, 290, 334
See also Dillman, Vera.
Immele, M. Sophia, appointments, 49, 329, 533
Imming, C. A., degree, 242
Imports, duty free, 92
Incidental and emergency fund, 7, 289, 403
Incentor, appropriation, 567
Income, budget, estimated, 3, 285, 480
Income scrip, British Columbia Pulp and Paper Company, acceptance, 560
Indemnity bond, securities lost in transit, 356
Indemnity Insurance Company of North America, automobile insurance, 208
Indoua, A. V., degree, 522
Industrial Commission of Ohio, insurance purchased, 377
Industrial Education, budget, expense, 30
salary, 31, 312, 515
summer session, 187, 449
curriculum, admission, 156, 158
Initial, budget, expense, 79, 348, 554
salary, 71, 349, 555
facilities, Dentistry, schedule, 88
Information, See Public Information
Information Office, budget, expense, 7, 280, 493
salary, 10, 293, 407
Ingalls, H. B., appointments, 8, 291, 495
authority, signatures, President of Board, 577
Secretary of Board, 201
Ingber, N. C., certificate, 263
Ingersoll, R. C., degree, 194
Ingles, J. S., degree, 427
Ingraham, R. C, appointments, 69, 163, 347, 552
Injuries, employees, appropriation, additional, 234
budget, 7, 289, 493
compensation, report, 483
opinion of Court of Claims, 577
Inman, B. T., appointments, 389, 582
Inness, Helen E., degree, 614
Insecticides, Flint formula, 472
investigation, 452, 478
budget, 524
contract, 576
Institutional Research, Bureau of, budget, expense, 289, 493
salary, 295, 495
Instruments, musical, repair and replacement, appropriation, 567
Insulating oils, x-ray study, 397, 414, 421
Insulation, methods and means for testing, 567
Insurance, accident, report, 383
automobiles, 208, 478
power plant, 480
rail investigation, 373, 377
Interest, federal funds, 227
University funds, rate changed, 171
Internal Medicine, acting head, salary, 277
budget, expense, 63, 341
salary, 66, 344
clinical faculty, 84, 278
name of department changed to Medicine, 569
See also Medicine.
Intoxicants, use of, committee, 436
University policy, 424
Investigations, cooperative, publication subject to approval of Board, 207
reports of progress to be sent to committee on patents, 207
See also Agreements, Patents, and Research.
Investments, See Funds.
Inwood, H. N., degree, 246
Ireland, Alice L. J., degree, 239
Ireneus C. Jr., degree, 613
Irish, degree, 618
Irvin, H. N., degree, 576
Irvin, R. H., degree, 439
Irvin, Maurine F., degree, 546
Irving H. F., degree, 134
Irwin, G. R., appointments, 56, 177, 186, 316, 448, 540
degree, 257
Irwin, H. N., degree, 401
Irwin, Maurice F., degree, 404
Irwin, Mary J., degree, 613
Isador, J. R., degree, 609
Isenberg, P. H., degree, 612
Isley, L. C., degree, 251
Ismen, E. R., degree, 133
Ittner, R. T., appointment, 380
Janger, Dorothy L., degree, 239
Iverson, Harriet M., degree, 239
Ivey, A. C., appointment, 17
Jackman, Mary-Elizabeth, degree, 193
Jacks, F. M., degree, 610
Jackson, A. O., appointments, 15, 173
degree, 460
Jackson, C. A., degree, 118
Jackson, C. O., appointments, 61, 338, 544
degree, 256
Johnstone, J. R., degree, 246  
Jones, investigation, 93, 105  
sealing with bituminous compound, 423  
welded tests, budget, 516  
Jokisch, Bernice E., degree, 604  
Jonclis, F. G., degree, 607  
Jones, Alice A., degree, 403  
Jones, Anne B., degree, 601  
Jones, Ardell C., degree, 608  
Jones, A. E., degree, 251  
Jones, A. H., degree, 230  
Jones, Dorothy L., degree, 194  
Jones, E., contract for instruction of, 379  
Jones, Edith C., appointments, 75, 354, 560  
Joranson, Yngve, appointments, 65, 342, 548  
Jones, P. G., degree, 195  
Jones, S. O., degree, 618  
Jones, W. C., appointments, 46, 325, 530  
Jones, Mildred E., appointments, 442, 508  
Jones, F. M., appointments, 27, 176, 186, 308, 424, 512  
Jones, Frances E., degree, 136  
Jones, G. E., degree, 604  
Jones, H. E., appointments, 87, 281  
Jones, H. V., appointments, 17, 360, 503  
Jones, J. D., degree, 105  
Jones, J. L., degree, 119  
Jones, K. R., degree, 457  
Jones, L. F., degree, 619  
Jones, Margaret W., degree, 604  
Jones, Marian H., degree, 249  
Jones, Mildred A., appointments, 75, 353, 559  
Jones, Mildred E., appointments, 442, 508  
Jones, N. P., degree, 604  
Jones, P. G., degree, 195  
Jones, P. V. B., appointments, 21, 302, 506  
Jones, R. M., appointments, 179, 279, 590  
Jones, Ralph E., degree, 137  
Jones, Richard E., degree, 246  
Jones, Ruby K., degree, 617  
Jones, S. O., degree, 618  
Jones, T. A., degree, 242  
Jones, T. S., appointments, 64, 344, 553  
Jones, Virginia M., degree, 239  
Jones, W. C., appointments, 40, 325, 530  
retirement, 83  
Jones, W. J., degree, 120  
Jones, W. W., scholarship, 97  
Jordan, Yngve, appointments, 65, 342, 548  
Jordan, E. H., degree, 194  
degree, 192  
leave of absence, 411  
Jordan, H. H., appointments, 33, 34, 313, 314, 516, 518  
Jordan, J. J., appointments, 61, 338, 543, 544  
Jordan, R. E., degree, 607  
Jorgensen, A., appointments, 34, 314, 518  
joseph, J. B., degree, 622  
joseph, H. S., degree, 609  
joseph, J. P., degree, 190  
josh, G., degree, 612  
joshi, R., degree, 245  
Joslin, La Vern E., degree, 458  
Joslin, J., Jr., degree, 251  
Jourdan, Marion M., degree, 239  
Journal of English and Germanic Philology, budget, 59, 337, 542  
Journalism, School of, budget, expense, 5, 287, 491  
salary, 26, 306, 510  
second semester, 176  
summer session, 186, 450  
degrees, conferred, lists, 119, 137, 196, 253, 386, 403, 458, 617  
laboratory fees, 254  
new building, resolutions concerning, 148  
special committee, discharged, 182  
Joyce, J. P., degree, 245  
Judah, L. H., appointments, 62, 339, 545  
Judson, L. S., appointment, 625  
Jukkola, E. E., appointments, 15, 173  
degree, 261  
Jundt, C. A., degree, 622  
Junge, Anna, E., degree, 609  
Junior Club Work, budget, 54, 333, 535, 537, 538  
Jurgens, R. E., degree, 606  
Jurisprudence, See Criminology.  
Jurjevich, Maud, degree, 251  
Jury, D. G., degree, 256  
Jurz, Ruth A., degree, 403  
Jutten, Emma R., appointments, 76, 355, 560  
Jutten, Lella, appointments, 103, 129  
Kaar, Frances L., appointment, 625  
degree, 604  
Klabes, Mary A., degree, 385  
Kichman, Mildred, degree, 206  
Kadow, K. J., appointments, 49, 329, 533  
Kadri, S., degree, 602  
Kadyk, Mildred J., degree, 619  
Kalsh, Noureddeen A., degree, 610  
Kalsh, S., degree, 602  
Kalm, Beatrice, appointments, 57, 345, 550  
Kahn, H., certificate, 620  
degree, 623  
Kahn, Marguerite, degree, 193  
Kaiser, H. H., degree, 196  
Kaiser, Helen L., degree, 450  
Kaiser, S., mortgage, payment, 482  
interest, 381, 426  
Kaitz, S. P., certificate, 620  
Kalamazoo Railway Supply Company, power car purchased, 229  
Kalsinska, L., degree, 622  
Kalb, W. E., degree, 245  
Kalde, H. I., degree, 246  
Kalis, Anita, degree, 254  
Kalsow, N. W., degree, 624  
Kamarul, Henrietta L., degree, 241  
Kamm, A. C., degree, 672  
Kamm, A. H., degree, 612  
Kammer, E. W., appointment, 316  
Kammerer, R. C., degree, 193  
Kammade, W. G., appointments, 45, 325, 529  
Kammert, Alta E., appointments, 74, 350  
Kampmeier, W. P., appointments, 64, 344, 548  
leave of absence, 586  
Kane, M. H., degree, 260  
Kanaga, W. L., degree, 617  
Kamberg, G. L., degree, 230  
Kane, Agnes, appointment, 563  
Kane, A. C., appointments, 84, 278, 589  
Kane, T. E., degree, 248  
Kanter, C. D., degree, 439  
Kanter, L., degree, 622  
Kapornick, J. S., degree, 619  
Kaplan, E., certificate, 620  
Kaplan, Harry J., degree, 264  
Kaplan, Helen A., degree, 194  
Kaplan, I., degree, 619  
Kaplan, Herman, C.P.A. certificate, 430  
Kaplan, Hyman, appointment, 163  
degree, 96  
Kaplan, Jennie, degree, 251  
Kaplan, L., degree, 622  
Kaplan, M., certificate, 620  
Kaplan, M. A., appointments, 211, 279, 590  
degree, 96  
Kaplan, M. C., degree, 604  
Kaplan, P. D., degree, 96  
Kaplan, Regina E., degree, 194  
Kaplan, S., appointments, 85, 280, 590  
Kappe, W. H., degree, 254  
Kapuley, G. H., C.P.A. certificate, 100  
Karaskick, Sylda, degree, 193  
Karlovick, J. K., degree, 604  
Karnes, W. G., degree, 242
Karpas, Charlotte, appointments, 66, 68
Karpass, V. H., certificate, 461
Karpl, O., degree, 264
Karraker, O. M., chairman of meeting, 417
member of committee, 201, 408
radio station, 400
Karraker, W. M., degree, 242
Karrel, A. L., degree, 194
Karrrenbrock, W. E., appointments, 27, 307, 512
Kartoon, L. B., appointments, 84, 279
Karwong, L. J., degree, 406
Karwowski, E. F., degree, 265
Kasbeer, Marion, appointments, 73, 178, 352, 557
Kasene, N. E., degree, 243
Kaufman, C. H., degree, 96
Kaufman, H. I., degree, 622
Kaufman, J. L., degree, 96
Kaufman, M. L., degree, 607
Kaufman, S. I., appointments, 82, 280, 591
Kaufman, Vivian G., degree, 610
Kausai, J. F., degree, 618
Kavana, Evadna, degree, 239
Kawka, S. J., degree, 616
Kayser, Evelyn, appointment, 56
See also Jackson, Mrs. Evelyn K.
Kazak, J. J., certificate, 196
Keane, Mrs. W., degree, 241
Keary, K. K., appointment, 483
degree, 406
Keeler, C. T., certificate, 263
Kearn, C. W., appointments, 19, 174, 301, 505
degree, 259
Kearns, J. J., appointments, 346, 389, 464, 501
Kearns-Preston, D. A., degree, 251
Keating, J. W., degree, 426
Keating, T. F., degree, 405
Keck, G. B., degree, 258
Keck, G. H., degree, 604
Keene, R. E., degree, 243
Keener, C. A., appointments, 34, 314, 517
Keppler, W. K., degree, 457
Kenn, E. W., acting head of department, 277
appointments, 66, 344, 549
Kɝhick, E., degree, 246
Keinig, C. W., degree, 620
Keliholz, F. J., appointments, 42, 51, 321, 330, 543, 558
Kleiser, Jeanette C., degree, 616
Keith, G. S., appointments, 57, 335, 541
Keith, M. Helen, appointments, 45, 315, 529
Keith, W. E., degree, 610
Keller, Ernestine B., degree, 613
Keller, R. T., degree, 251
Kellermann, H. A., degree, 609
Kelley, Cordelia F., appointments, 18, 300, 504
Kelley, J. D., degree, 611
Kelley, Mary R., degree, 251
Kelley, Olive P., degree, 613
Kelley, V. W., appointments, 49, 348, 532, 536
Kellom, J. S., appointments, 71, 72, 349, 351, 555, 557
Kelly, R., appointment, 25
Kelly, C. E., degree, 432
Kelly, P. D., degree, 608
Kelly, Mary J., degree, 613
Kelton, W. M., degree, 253
Kelso, Ruth, appointments, 18, 300, 504
Kember, Eileen B., degree, 609
Kemmerer, K. E., appointments, 123, 174, 299, 464, 502
Kemp, Dorothy, degree, 265
Kemp, H. A., degree, 618
Kempston, J. R., degree, 245
Kendall, Betty J., degree, 251
Kendall, Edith A., degree, 195
Kendall Company, Bauer and Black Division, gift, 377
Kendrick, J. S., degree, 618
Kendrick, Wima H., degree, 616
Kennedy, Caroline G., degree, 604
Kennedy, C. M., degree, 242
Kennedy, F. C., degree, 606
Kennedy, F. M., degree, 121
Kennedy, J. H., degree, 251
Kennedy, J. W., appointments, 57, 335, 541
sick leave, 57
Kennedy, Minnie G., appointment, 129
Kennedy, R. M., degree, 239
Kennedy, T. B., degree, 604
Kennedy, W., degree, 255
Kennedy, H. E., appointments, 69, 338, 544
Kennedy, R., degree, 412
Kent and Company, contract, 104
Keaward, R. L., degree, 99
Kenyon, Anne E., degree, 230
Kepplerman, G. K., degree, 461
Keranen, Joseph, degree, 602
Kerato, C. G., degree, 243
Kerch, J. Barbara, degree, 619
Keren, N., degree, 265
Kerley, Ruby H., degree, 249
Kern, Mary J., degree, 259
Kern, R. W., degree, 245
Kerr, F. W., degree, 619
Kersel, G. C., certificate, 263
Kessel, R. G., appointments, 77, 351, 556
Kessinger, K., appointments, 58, 336, 542
Kessinger, J., degree, 617
Ketchum, Gertrude S., degree, 599
Ketchum, M. S., appointments, 33, 37, 317, 516
change in status, 277
research, pressure in granular materials, gift for, 435
retirement, 459
Ketchum, W., appointments, 21, 185, 302, 507
Kettle, J. E., degree, 610
Key deposit fund, budget, 567
Keyes, D. B., appointments, 14, 37, 184, 298, 317, 447, 501, 521
Keyes, J. W., degree, 619
Keyes, O. W., degree, 133
Keyes, W. D., Jr., degree, 383
Keys, M. J., degree, 242
Kiddier, Margaret, appointments, 24, 176, 305, 509
Kienalsis, G. J., degree, 611
Kiel, Sara E., degree, 606
Kies, J. A., appointments, 36, 177, 316, 520
degree, 250
Kies, Ruth A., degree, 248
Kight, Besie, appointment, 129
Kilavos, J. G., degree, 196
Kiler, Ercilia, degree, 604
Kiley, C. H., degree, 604
Kilgore, D., appointments, 357, 563
retirement, 283
Kilpatrick, L. E., scholarship, 479
Kimmell, Eleanor E., degree, 251
Kimpingle, C. H., degree, 131
Kincaid, Margaret L., degree, 239
Kinder, D. R., degree, 248
Kinder, L. G., degree, 612
Kinder, J. F., degree, 241
King, Ameda R., appointments, 21, 185, 302, 442, 473, 506
King, Camille E., degree, 604
King, E. H., appointments, 37, 316, 520
King, Elizabeth W., degree, 606
King, F. E., degree, 133
King, Florence M., appointments, 31, 311, 515
Kin, Mary E., degree.

Kinzer, 6.

Kirkpatrick, Mabel E., degree.

Kirk J. A., degree


Klabunde

Kittle, W.

Klein A. degrees

Klawak H. L., appointments.

Klein. Doris

Kleinberg

Kleinhenz

Kleiner-R.

Kleinhan

Klim, 62

Klingner, Mary E., degree, 605

Klockner, Mrs. Neva B., appointments, 53, 332, 571

Klohr, G. W., degree, 247

Klontz, A., degree, 403

Klotz, M., certificate, 263

Klow, S. D., certificate, 263

Klug, R. W., appointments, 39, 389, 451, 464

Knapp, J. L., certificate, 263

Knappe, T. G., degree, 239

Knaut, A. E., appointments, 15, 173, 298, 502, 622, 621

Koen, degree, 262

Kneeland, G. A., appointments, 70, 348

Kneer, Leora F., appointments, 22, 175, 303, 508

Knieer, C. M., appointments, 23, 304, 508

Knepp, A. T., degrees, 243

Knight, A. E., appointments, 34, 314, 517

Knight, C. W., degree, 607

Knight, J. E., appointments, 9, 291, 495

Knight, Virginia H., degree, 616

Koch, A. W., degree, 611

Kник, C. T., appointments, 36, 315, 519

Kiss, R. J., degree

Knoche, C., degree

Knoppel, Norma J., degree, 231

Knosler, R. K., degree, 196

Knox, W. E., degree, 612

Knudson, R. O., degree, 247

Knudtzon, K. F., appointments, 72, 349, 555

Kobak, A. J., appointments, 85, 286, 590

Kobak, D., gift, 189

Koch, E. G., degree, 192

Koch, Elsa A., degree, 605

Koch, R. E., appointments, 284

Koch, Ruth M. S., degree, 239

Kocour, E. J., degree, 439

Kocour, G. F., degree, 457

Kochler, B., appointments, 44, 324, 528

Koeheir, L. J., degree, 612

Koenigsberg, N. M., appointment, 590

Koenigsmark, H. C., degree, 242

Koerte, N. H., degree, 611

Kohl, Margaret, appointment, 129

Kohldstedt, D. W., scholarship, 624

Kolm, M. L., degree, 613

Kolar, R. G., degree, 605

Kolb, P. C., degree, 243

Kolben, A. C., degree, 611

Koller, A. E., appointments, 20, 301, 447, 505

Koller, Ruth, degree, 243

Kolm, A. S., degree, 195

Komnik, E. A., appointments, 483, 591

Kondraty, degree, 439

Kondziela, S. W., degree, 265

Konzo,

Konzo, J., appointments, 39, 318, 522

permission to present paper on investigation, 414

publication, 437

Koonce, Hazel, appointments, 65, 343, 549

Kopecky, Ruth V., degree, 251

Koppa, T. M., appointments, 442, 590

Kopm, degree, 439

Kopita, W. H., degree, 265

Koransky, D. S., certificate, 263

Kordien, R. A., appointments, 87, 281, 592

Korinek, F. G., degree, 622

Kortendick, Sister Mary V., degree, 404

Korzen, J. M., degree, 458

Kos, F. J., degree, 621

Koscielny, Agneta C., degree, 136

Kosel, Eda, degree, 619

Kosler, L. K., degree, 601

Kotas, W. S., degree, 402

Kotler, H., degree, 439

Kott, J. H., degree, 251

Kowzky, J. D., appointments, 87, 281, 592

Koval, A. R., degree, 610
Koval, F. V., degree, 253
Koval, H., degree, 458
Kovacic, A. P., degree, 243
Kowalski, A. S., degree, 204
Kowalski, E. F., degree, 622
Koz, J. L., certificate, 620
Kozak, A. D., degree, 447
Kozak, L., certificate, 265
degree, 461
Kozma, Julianna, appointments, 24, 175, 304
Kraevenkiv, A., degree, 136
Kraheenbuehl, J. O., appointments, 34, 314, 517
Kraetsch, E. J., degree, 265
Kraft, b. d., degree, 454
Kraft, L. degree, 473
Kraetsch, E. J., degree, 265
Koza, Julianna, appointments, 34, 314, 517
Krantz, Ethel, appointment, 187
Kratz, A. P., appointments, 26, 305, 510
declination, 627
Krase, N. W., appointments, 14, 298, 502
Krasnow, degree, 265
Kratz, J. P., director of Athletic Association, 265
Kraus, M. S., degree, 265
Krauss, P. G., appointments, 20, 175, 302, 447, 506
Kraus, B. B., degree, 618
Krauss, P. G., appointments, 20, 175, 302, 447, 506
degree, 242
Kreft, A. J., degree, 619
Krejcí, E. J., appointments, 72, 349, 555
Kremer, R. J., appointments, 68, 346, 597
Krenkel, J. J., appointments, 251
Kremsk, E. V., degree, 461
Krevitt, J. M., certificate, 263
Krick, E. H., degree, 643
Kriee, Amelia, appointments, 55, 333, 449, 539
Kriee, Clarice E., degree, 249
Krieger, S., degree, 461
Krippel, J. W., degree, 135
Krimmam, A., degree, 622
Kriz, F. J., degree, 611
Krisak, Helen E., degree, 600
Krug, E. L., appointments, 75, 354, 560
degree, 320
Kroh, E. L., degree, 622
Krohn, L., certificate, 265
Krohn, L., appointments, 143, 289, 590
Kroll, Josephine A., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Kronenberg, M. H., appointments, 84, 87, 251, 345, 550, 592
degree, 120
Krouse, Ruth T., degree, 259
Krug, R. S., degree, 246
Krug, W. O., degree, 265
Krug, G. C., degree, 607
Krug, H. H., degree, 254
Krug, Marna, appointment, 120
Krug, F. G., appointments, 36, 186, 316, 448, 519
Krugell, L. E., degree, 609
Krughoff, E., appointments, 511
Krughoff, W. W., degree, 239
Krugik, J., certificate, 263
Krumdick, L. A., degree, 194
Krupa, B. T., degree, 265
Krus,R. H., degree, 254
Kurtinsinger, L., degree, 448
Kurtisanger, L. B., degree, 384
Kuzic, J. F., degree, 246
Kuzie, L. D., degree, 242
Kubacki, W. H., appointments, 72, 351, 557
Kubele, Blanche M., degree, 255
Kubica, J. J., degree, 401
Kubicek, Lilian K., degree, 239
Kubitz, O. A., appointments, 22, 185, 393, 448, 507
Kuchler, W., appointments, 142, 280, 591
Kuczewski, F. H., certificate, 620
Kudo, R. R., appointments, 25, 305, 448, 509
Kuehl, F. O., appointments, 67, 345
degree, 96
Kuehn, O. R., degree, 609
Kuehnert, M. L., degree, 104
Kuhic, Lenore V., appointments, 473, 525
Kuhlman, A. F., appointments, 46, 326, 530
Kuhn, W. C., degree, 622
Kuhre, H. J., degree, 265
Kujala, M. J., degree, 243
Kukac, M., degree, 605
Kulke, Bernice, appointment, 625
Kuln, H. J., degree, 611
Kunkel, R. E., degree, 622
Kunts, E. A., degree, 254
Kunz, J., appointments, 36, 316, 519
photol-electric cell, patent infringements, 403
technical assistance and supplies, gift for, 169
Kurkov, M. M., degree, 622
Kutschner, M. S., degree, 286
Kurt, Helen B. J., degree, 254
Kurth, M., degree, 262
Kurts, Mrs. Edith D., appointment, 31
Kusch, P., appointments, 36, 177, 316, 448, 520
degree, 191
Kunz, Marian, degree, 253
Krieger, S., degree, 461
Krippel, J. W., degree, 135
Kritman, A., degree, 622
Kris, F. J., degree, 611
Krisak, Helen E., degree, 600
Krogh, Olu L., appointments, 75, 354, 560
degree, 120
Krohn, L., degree, 622
Krohn, L., certificate, 265
Krohn, L., appointments, 143, 289, 590
Kroll, Josephine A., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Kronenberg, M. H., appointments, 84, 87, 251, 345, 550, 592
Krouse, Ruth T., degree, 259
Krugler, R. S., degree, 246
Krugler, W. O., degree, 265
Krug, G. C., degree, 607
Krug, H. H., degree, 254
Krug, Marna, appointment, 120
Krug, F. G., appointments, 36, 186, 316, 448, 519
Krugler, L. E., degree, 609
Krughoff, E., appointments, 511
Krughoff, W. W., degree, 239
Krugik, J., certificate, 263
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Laird, C. H., degree, 402
Lake, E. J., appointments, 58, 183, 335, 449, 541
Lakin, H. S., degree, 241
Lamb, C. A. Jr., degree, 618
Lambert, C. N., appointments, 79, 348, 553
Lambert, Lucille, degree, 136
Lamb, B. G., appointments, 84, 278
Lambright, J. S., degree, 610
LaMotte, C., appointment, 184
Lampe, Lola W., degree, 249
Lampert, A. L., certificate, 622
Lampert, Verla M., degree, 251
Landis, Doris A., degree, 608
Land, Gallivan addition, ownership, 141
Hart, M. M., mortgage, 141
foreclosure recommended, 472
report of progress, 231
settlement, 170
Martin, W. B., foreclosure of mortgage, 117
wheat allotment contract, 420
Nally, J. D., mortgage, 141
control, Railroad authorized to work out solution, 170
property bid in, 437
Pennsylvania Avenue, ownership, 141
title guarantee policy, 226
Percival, C. A., lease, 94, 229, 230
Percival, Mrs. Eta L., lease, 209, 230, 595
Rosalawn Cemetery, exchange of lots, 209
tract west of Stadium, draining, contract, 104
University, use by unemployed, 207
See also Farms.
Landa, Anna J., degree, 458
Lang, D. S., degree, 613
Landis, H. B., degree, 619
Landis, P. N., appointments, 18, 184, 300, 447, 508
Landim, V. O., degree, 612
Landscape Architecture, budget, expense, 56, 334, 549
say, 58, 336, 541
curriculum, admission, 156, 158
degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts authorized, 150
laboratory fees, 534
Landscaping, committees, 201, 458
President's House, discharged, 369
Lane, P. L., appointments, 123, 349, 555
Lane, R. E., degree, 239
Lang, A. L., appointments, 44, 324, 528
Lang, D. R., appointments, 19, 174, 300, 447, 504
Lang, G. B., appointments, 22, 175, 303, 507
Lang, H., degree, 262
Lang, J. M., appointments, 85, 279, 590
Lang, W. H., degree, 402
Lang, Frances M., degree, 605
Lange, L. A., degree, 510
Lange, P., degree, 195
Langhoff, S. E., fellowship, 210
Langman, B. S., degree, 445
Langner, M. E., certificate, 620
Language and Literature, University Studies, publication of extra number, appropriation, 567
Lanham, E. T., appointments, 35, 315, 518
retirement, 285
Laning, Erma L., degree, 255
Lansford, Mrs. Louise W., appointments, 75, 354
Lansford, W. M., appointments, 37, 317, 520
Lapid, G. G., degree, 619
Lapidus, Ronia appointments, 348, 553
Lapin, M., certificate, 620
degree, 156
Lapin, R., C.P.A. certificate, 361
Larkin, E. A., degree, 605
Larkin, L. C., certificate, 263
Larkin, Marguerite D., degree, 605
LaRoc, G. H., Jr., degree, 611
Larrabee, D. M., appointment, 497
Larsen, B., scholarship, 479
 Larson, D. E., degree, 609
Larson, E. F., degree, 243
Larson, Harold W., appointments, 65, 343, 549
Larson, J. A., appointment, 129
Larson, J. R., degree, 458
Larson, L. M., appointments, 20, 302, 506
Larson, R. F., appointments, 35, 315, 518
Larson, W. M., degree, 172
Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology, budget, expense, 63, 341, 546
salary, 56, 344, 549
clinical faculty, 84, 278, 589
LaSalle-Wacker Building Corporation, bonds, 171
Lash, A. F., appointments, 85, 279, 500
Lashier, Virginia E., appointments, 44, 324
Lashley, J. H., degree, 243
Laskov, M. H., degree, 265
Laskow, M. R., degree, 606
Latham, F. A., degree, 96
Latham, O. F., degree, 405
Lathrop, G. E., degree, 605
Law, correspondence courses, 374
Lattimore, R., appointment, 389
Lauer, W. M., appointment, 447
Lauffer, A. G., degree, 622
Laughter, Frances M., appointments, 123, 294, 493
Lavicka, W. L., degree, 609
Lauret, J., degree, 616
Law, College of, appropriations, special, 102, 567
budget expense, 5, 287, 491
library, 74, 353, 559
salary, 56, 334, 539
summer session, 187, 450
degrees conferred, lists, 119, 137, 196, 248, 386, 458, 613
fees, laboratory, 536
students of other colleges, 91
time of entrance, 154
Law, G. C., appointments, 61, 178, 339, 544
Law, P. M., appointments, 179, 279, 590
Lawder, H. L., certificate, 263
degree, 117
Lawrence, E. D., member of advisory committee, 396
Lawrence, Ethel O., degree, 616
Lawrence, F. H., degree, 619
Lawford, D., degree, 249
Lawrence, W. C., C.P.A. certificate, 361
Lawrence, W. B., degree, 407
Lawrence, W. S., Jr., degree, 611
Lawson, B. C., appointment, 31
Lawson, E. H., degree, 619
Lawson, Elizabeth L., degree, 250
Lawson, H. H., degree, 456
Lawson, Mary F., appointments, 62, 188, 339, 544
Lawson, Mildred M., degree, 132
Lawyer, Ruth, degree, 505
Laxson, Dorothy M., degree, 191
Leaman, J. A., degree, 439
Leach, R. L., degree, 622
Lead sheaths, investigation, 33, 203, 516
Leader, W., degree, 254
Leamon, E. M., degree, 384
Leaver, A., appointment, 68
Leases, Frame, C. L., Dental Supply Co., 399
Irwin, H. P., extension, 499
Johnson-Randolph Co., 505
Medical Building, 575
Moore, E. M., 126
Percival, C. A., 94, 229, 230
Percival, Mrs. Eta L., 595
School, P. J., 17
Speckman, C. D., 379
Leases, cont'd.

White, S. S., Dental Manufacturing Co., 399
Wienken, J., 412
Wilson, C. A., 317
Leasure, A. D., degree, 243
Leaves of absence: Ackerman, J., 188
Ashby, R. C., 587
Bachem, A., 419
Balsciro, J. A., 227
Carrigan, Honor, sick, 227
Case, H. C. M., 396
extension, 420
Crum, Ruth, 572
Daniels, A. H., 487
Dodge, A. F., 167
Dorjahn, J. A., 571
Fitzsimmons, Cleo, 572
Griffith, S. E., 128
Hansen, M. L., 30
Hillebrand, H. N., 432
Houchens, Josie B., 209, 451
Huff, G. A., 432
Johnson, E. U., 411
Johnston, Mrs. Neil C. B., 451
Jordan, G. L., 411
Kampmeier, O. P., 586
Kennedy, J. W., 571
Kneier, C. M., 431
Miles, R. H., 372
Morrow, G. R., 188
Norton, E. A., 587
Norton, L. J., 372
extension, 420
Oldfather, W. A., 282
Packard, Bessie, 571
Parr, Rosalie, 372
Paton, R. F., 128
Rodebush, W. H., 397
Rossa, W. L., 410
Ross, V. A., sick, 160
Rotheburger, Ruth, 411
Ruehe, H. A., sick, 372
Sandford, P. W., 571
Seybolt, R. F., 450
Shepard, F. F., 159
statistics amended, 370
Stevens, F. L., 571
Swain, J. W., 572
Waite, Edna, 471
Wardall, Ruth A., 420
Wasserman, M. J., 432
extension, 420
Westergaard, H. M., 571
White, J. M., sick, 159
Wilcox, B. H., 411
Woodruff, Sybil, 478
Leavitt, R. N., degree, 246
Leavitt, S. S., degree, 439
Lemnart, Ruth, appointments, 85, 279, 590
Leck, W. C., degree, 609
Lectures, budget, 7, 289, 493
Lederer, F. L., appointments, 66, 344, 549
head of department, 588
Lederman, I. H., certificate, 620
Levens, S. V., degree, 601
Lembo, S. A., degree, 255
Lembo, L., degree, 255
Lee, A. R., appointments, 21, 175, 304
Lee, B. A., degree, 242
Lee, C. W., degree, 239
Lee, D. M., degree, 191
Lee, E. N., degree, 251
Lee, Edna A., degree, 194
Lee, E. E., appointments, 28, 308, 450, 572
Lee, Frances E., degrees, 421
See also Brockway, Mrs. Frances L.
Lee, H. Q. H., degree, 195
Lee, Robert Ernest, degree, 246
Lee, S. C., appointments, 43, 50
degree, 261
Lee, W. O., degree, 242
Leedy, H. A., appointments, 316, 520, 625
Leeke, Lillian J., degree, 239
Leevy, R., degree, 404
Leff, A., degree, 439
Leffler, M. T., appointments, 468, 502
degree, 255
Legal Counsel. See Counsel, University
Lettau, S. E., degree, 251
Leggett, J. R., degree, 605
Legler, J. A., degree, 439
Legislative budget, 1933-34, tentative, 142
Legislature, visit, appropriation, 167
Legrand, F., appointments, 24, 176, 304
degree, 405
Lehman, M. R., appointments, 15, 173
degree, 261
Lehmann, A. H., degree, 609
Lehmann, E. W., appointments, 43, 373, 527
Lehmann, S. L., degree, 612
Lehsten, A. R., von, appointments, 60, 61
Lechwald, C. J., certificate, 620
Leichenger, H., appointments, 86, 281, 591
Leidenheimer, J. L., degree, 611
Leifermann, K. R., degree, 610
Leigh, W. H., scholarship, 479
Leighton, M. M., letter, 471
Leighty, R., degree, 421
Leisering, K. G., degree, 243
Leiserson, A., degree, 605
Leitch, Ruth E., degree, 251
Leiter, O. C., appointments, 26, 306, 510
Leland, B. J., appointments, 473, 522
degree, 457
Leine, J. A., degree, 607
Lemberg, D. A., degree, 439
Leone, Ellen B., degree, 255
Leone, F. D., degree, 261
Lemon, R. C., certificate, 620
Lenc, H., degree, 616
Lendino, A. J., degree, 265
Lendrum, J. T., appointments, 34, 374, 518
Lenon, J. B., Jr., degree, 134
Lenoir, J. J., appointments, 23, 175, 204, 304
degree, 599
Lentz, Lula B., degree, 239
Leonard, A., appointments, 415, 527, 533
Leonard, Maria, appointments, 16, 293, 497
Leonard, Maria I., degree, 606
Leonard, Naomi, appointments, 8, 291, 495
Leonhard, D. F., scholarship, 479
Lepek, A., appointment, 248
Lepak, J., appointments, 68, 346, 551
Leppa, F. W., appointments, 298, 302
degree, 459
Leprosy treatment, research, expendable gift fund, 12
Lerner, B. H., appointments, 582, 590
Lerner, D., degrees, 172, 439
Lerner, H., degree, 265
Lesage, C. H., appointments, 123, 280
Lesar, H. H., degree, 604
Lescaikski, Harriet, degree, 451
Lescher, F. M., appointments, 57, 336, 540
Lescoke, Mary A., appointments, 10, 292, 293, 496, 499
Lesner, Sister Mary S. V., degree, 601
Lessler, H. P., degree, 610
Lessner, Anne, degree, 251
Lethean, Frances M., degree, 136
Leutwiler, Kathryn E., degree, 605
Leutwiler, O. A., appointments, 35, 314, 477, 518
Levan, A. B., degree, 619
Levanz, Gertrude A., degree, 616
Levin, B. M., appointments, 86, 281, 591
Levin, Dorothy R., degree, 239
Levin, Ethelyn, degree, 251
Levin, L., degree, 619
Levin, L. L., degree, 613
Levin, M., certificate, 620
Levin, N., degree, 197
Levin, S. O., certificate, 263
Levin, Sara, appointment, 129
Levine, A. H., degree, 439
Levine, A. J., certificate, 263
Levine, A. J., appointments, 442, 590
Levine, J., degree, 194, 603
Levine, S., degree, 96
Levine, V., appointments, 86, 267, 346, 390, degree, 461
Levings, Katherine K., degree, 239
Lewis, S. A., appointments, 66, 84, 279, 344, 549, 589
Lewisohn, M. J., degree, 619
Lewisohn, R. M., degree, 619
Levite, Gertrude, degree, 616
Levy, B. J., see Leland, B. J.
Levy, Carol S., degree, 616
Levy, H., appointments, 21, 185, 302, 507
Levy, H. M., appointment, 281
Levy, J., certificate, 263
Lewis, A. degree, 654
Lewis, Blanche L., appointments, 53, 332, 534,
Lewis, C. H., degree, 246
Lewis, Catherin L., degree, 251
Lewis, Clarissa O., appointments, 76, 354, 560, degree, 584
Lewis, E. F., appointments, 49, 328, 320
Lewis, E. R., degree, 622
Lewis, Frieda, degree, 253
Lewis, J., straw purchased from, 94
Lewis, Julia E., degree, 616
Lewis, Julia M., degree, 239
Lewis, K. E., certificate, 263
Lewis, Lall D., appointment, 62, 339, 1345
Lewis, L. E., degree, 248
Lewis, M., appointment, 129
Lewis, Mary E., contract for instruction of, 413
Lewis, W. J., degree, 605
Lewison, M., appointments, 84, 278, 589
Levy, Maxine F., degree, 616
Levitt, S. F. H., degree, 385
Levi, G. C., degree, 500
Liability, University, under Workmen's Compensation Act, 146
Liberal Arts and Sciences, College of, Acting Dean appointed, 276
Associate Dean appointed, 276
addition, subjects recommended, 157
required, 156
budget, 12, 296, 100
second semester, 172
curriculum, applied optics, discontinued, 231
Dean appointed, 477
degrees conferred, lists, 118, 134, 193, 237, 385, 401, 456, 603
Department of Geology and Geography, name changed, 432
Division of Biological Sciences, organized, 432
expendable gift funds, 12, 296, 100
Liberman, W. V., degree, 251
Librarians, departmental, 355
Library, appropriations, foreign publications, 419
special, 567
books and pamphlets, list, C.W.A. projects, 454
budget, 74, 353, 558
gifts, 357, 412
Library School, association, gift, 470
Sharp scholarship, established, 161
fund, 359, 476, 565
budget, expense, 5, 287, 491
salary, 55, 333, 539
second semester, 377
Library School, cont'd.
summer session, 187, 449
degrees conferred, lists, 119, 137, 249, 204,
265, 281
time of entrance, 154
Library Science, budget, 55, 333, 539
summer session, 187, 449
scholarship, awards, 266, 624
Sharp, established, 161
fund, 359, 476, 565
Lichtenberger, Cleo, appointments, 75, 354, 560
Lichtheinsteine, B. W., degree, 439
Lichtman, W. F., degree, 611
Lieberman, I., degree, 246
Lieberman, S. M., degree, 461
Lieberman, S., degree, 619
Lierman, Helen L., degree, 248
Lifschultz, S. B., degree, 444
Lifvendahl, R. A., appointments, 85, 279, 590
Liggett, J. P., degree, 251
Light, budget, 77, 356, 358, 562, 564
Lilley, A., degree, 224
Lilly, E., and Company, gift, 372, 470
Limarzi, L. R., appointments, 67, 345
Limbert, G. B., and Company, black steel pipe purchased, 367
Limberg, R. A., degree, 385
Lineicome, A., appointments, 8, 290, 494
authority, signatures, President of Board, 201, 227
Secretary of Board, 201
Lincoln, W. B., C.P.A. certificate, 188
Lincoln Avenue, drainage project, University to accept an assessment, 141
storm drain, action deferred, 117
appointment, 567
Lincoln Hall, Theatre, rental fee, 423
Lincoln Sand and Gravel Company, gift, 230
Lind, K. N., awarded Plym fellowship, 227
Lindall, W. E., degree, 239
Lindeborg, R. G., degree, 248
Linden, C. A. C.P.A. certificate, 100
Lindenmeyer, Dorothy L., degree, 616
Linder, H. R., degree, 610
Lindgren, J., appointments, 9, 15, 201, 495
Lingren, R. S., C.P.A. certificate, 430
Lindquist, C. E., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Lindquist, W. E., degree, 193
Lindsay, D. C., degree, 251
Lindsay, D. C., degree, 243
Lindsey, J. F., degree, 519
Lindsley, D. W., subjects, 123, 175
Lindstrom, D. E., appointments, 21, 44, 50,
51, 305, 321, 329, 330, 509, 525, 533, 535
Linc, H. E., degree, 247
Linczky, S. H., degree, 622
Link, F. H., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Linsley, C. M., appointments, 44, 52, 324,
330, 538, 536
Liptonski, A. V., degree, 265
Lipnitzky, S. J., certificate, 263
Lipow, E. G., degree, 251
Lips, J. G., degree, 259
Lipschultz, M. J., degree, 607
Lipschultz, R. L., degree, 265
Liptstein, M. C., certificate, 263
Liquor, intoxicating, regulation, Committee, 436
University policy, 424
Lisunby, Doris, degree, 251
Lithlerynd, N. J., degree, 257
Litman, S., appointments, 28, 308, 512
Litchet, J. E., degree, 605
Litt, H. D., degree, 243
Litt, S., appointment, 85
Littig, Amy, appointment, 65
Little, B. N., degree, 251
Little, J. R., appointment, 502
Little, O. D., contract for instruction of, 138
degree, 248
Little, R. M., degree, 242
Littlejohn, Lois L., degree, 605
Littler, M. D., degree, 194
Littleton, A. C., appointments, 27, 29, 307, 309, 511, 513
Litvan, I., appointments, 163, 350, 555
Lively, Doris I., degree, 248
Livingston, G. S., appointments, 84, 278, 589
Lloyd, Dorothy G., degree, 250
Lloyd, J. W., appointments, 48, 321, 328, 526, 532, 543
Loan funds, administering, appropriation, 430
alumni, addition, 93
Chicago departments, 230
Class of 1907, rules, 104
gift, 509
interest, regulations, 482
James, Margaret L., 80, 360, 566
medicine, gift to, 234
Moraas, principal received, 593
Senate committee on unemployment relief, establishment and administration, 137
transfer to Carter-Pennell operating fund, 436
Woman's Athletic Association, 104, 422
Locke, J. F., appointment, 21
degree, 192
Locke, S. C., degree, 251
Locke, Lela, degree, 194
Locklin, D. P., appointments, 29, 309, 512
Lockling, W. B., degree, 261
Locks, gymnasium, appropriation, 431
deposit fee, 431
purchase, 455
Lomotive headlight, gift, 413
Lodge, F. A., degree, 611
Lodge, Louise F., appointments, 24, 176, 305, 609
Leffler, Elizabeth F., degree, 616
Lesquid, B. H., degree, 611
Logan, C. E., degree, 253
Lohman, K. B., appointments, 58, 336, 541
Lohr, R. E., degree, 197
Lohse, F., appointments, 408, 503
Lombardi, A. P., degree, 241
Long, A., degree, 607
Long, Mrs. Bertha J., appointments, 77, 163, 335, 561, 619
degree, 119
Long, C. B., degrees, 247, 603
Long, D. A., degree, 402
Long, Gladys H., degree, 251
Long, H. A., degree, 602
Long, J. A., degree, 619
Long, L. J., appointments, 29, 177, 186, 309, 442, 513
Long, L. R., degree, 251
Long, M. M. de, degree, 621
Long, Mary A., degree, 239
Long, R., appointments, 357, 563
Longerich, H. P., degree, 251
Longmire, F. E., appointments, 51, 330, 535
Longwell, Edna W., appointment, 129
Loomis, F. W., appointments, 36, 315, 510
Loomis, Metta M., appointments, 77, 356, 561, retirement, 569
Looney, C. T. G., degree, 602
Loox, Edna M., appointments, 442, 549
Lorenz, M. O. W., degree, 609
Lorenz, W. A., degree, 608
Lotimer, Lenore J., degree, 239
Loring, H. S., degree, 400
Losse, W. G., degree, 612
Loseff, S. A., degree, 172
Loseff, I., degree, 137
Louden, Wilma M., degree, 619
Louderback, H. B., degree, 243
Lowe, R. H., appointments, 38, 308, 513
Love, E. I., appointments, 57, 335, 540
degree, 133
Love, L. L., degree, 439
Loveless, G. W., degree, 613
Loveless, J. S., contracts for instruction of, 289, 307
Loveless, J. S., degree, 239
Loveless, J. S., contracts for instruction of, 289, 307
Loveless, Jeanette K., degree, 239
Loveless, K. M., degree, 457
Lovelette, B. M., degree, 215
Low, A. A., appointments, 67, 345, 559
Low, F. D., degree, 457
Low, Clara M., appointments, 65, 343, 549
Low, H. J., degree, 610
Low, Margaret F., degree, 251
Lowell, J. W., appointments, 427, 591
Lowman, June K., degree, 616
Lowry, W. M., appointment, 625
degree, 605
scholarship, 479
Lowy, H. A., degree, 622
Lu, C. M., degrees, 193, 459
Luby, D. V., degree, 244
Lucas, Lucile E., degree, 614
Luce, Ethel J., degree, 616
Luce, A. H., degree, 612
Luce, M. A., degrees, 25, 186, 305, 509
Ludmerer, S., degree, 619
Ludtke, S., degree, 265
Luedke, W. G., degree, 247
Luetzelschwarz, E. J. S., appointment, 625
degree, 610
Lukas, G. E., appointments, 27, 267, 308, 512
degree, 405
Lukes, R. V., degree, 607
Lumber, purchase, 421, 455, 594
Lumsden, H. M., degree, 134
Lumsden, R., appointments, 294, 498
Lumsden, W. K., appointments, 9, 291, 495
termination, 283
Lund, Edythe E., degree, 616
Lundahl, L. J., degree, 403
Lundeberg, H. V., degrees, 134
Lundgren, C. L., appointments.
Lund, Edythe E., degree, 616
Lundahl, L. J., degree, 403
Lundeberg, H. V., degrees, 134
Lundgren, C. L., appointments, 60, 187, 337, 338, 440, 543
Lundholm, E. F., degree, 622
Lundquist, W. E., appointment, 625
Lurie, Fanny M., degree, 239
Lush, Esther L., degree, 403
Lusk, F. B., appointments, 163, 279, 589
Lustig, J., certificate, 263
Luther, A. C., degree, 242
Luther, Mary Z., degrees, 254, 455
Luther, R. H., degree, 243
Luther, Wilhelmina, appointment, 33
Luthy, F. R., degree, 605
Lutter, H. D., degree, 610
Lutton, A. V., degree, 247
Mattinghaus, H., appointment, 15
Lybbey, A. H., appointments, 20, 185, 302, 506
Lybsen, Mrs. A. H., gift, 230
Lyddon, D. W., degree, 239
Lydy, C. M., degree, 607
Lyrly, G. A., degree, 385
Lyles, Annie H., degree, 603
Lynan, F. P., degree, 265
Lynch, Helen M., appointments, 464, 545
Lynch, F. P., degree, 610
Lynge, M. A., degree, 254
Lynge, R. T., degree, 175
Lyon, Dorothy M., degree, 251
Lyon, K. C., appointment, 38
degree, 258
fellowships, 266, 479
Lyon, V. W., degree, 192
Lyon Metal Products, Inc., padlocks pur- chased, 455
Lyons, A. M., degree, 244
Lytle, E. B., appointments, 21, 31, 185, 302, 506
Lytle, Nathalia, scholarship, 479
McAdams, E. J., C.P.A. certificate, 188
McAdams, J. D., Jr., degree, 253
McAfee, J. M., degree, 610
McAllister, Mary J., degree, 401
McAllister, W. G., appointments, 23, 185, 304, 548
McArthur, S. W., appointments, 87, 281, 592
McAuley, Grace, degree, 251
McDonald, E. L., appointments, 43, 50, 323, 329
McBride, Elizabeth, appointments, 29, 300, 513
McBride, Gladys M., degree, 253
McBride, M. L., degree, 619
McBride, O. L., degree, 246
McBurney, C. E., Jr., degree, 618
McCabe, Dorothy G., degree, 401
McCabe, L. C., degree, 191
McCullum, J. P., appointments, 616
McCullum, Mabel
McCole, Dorothy
McCormick, J. D., degree, 456
McCormick, L. E., degree, 121
McCormick, G., degree, 195
McCormick, Marjorie M., degree, 390
McCord, Catherine
McCord, D.
McCord, H., degree, 239
McEoin, T. P., C.P.A. certificate, 100
McEoin, W. M., degree, 509
McCullough, Mrs. Frances, appointment, 296
McCulley, Winifred A., degree, 540
McCullough, H. E., degree, 456
McCune, Joseph A., degree, 616
McCune, W. G., appointments, 23, 317, 339
McCune, Winifred A., degree, 251
McDannel, J. A., degree, 242
McDaniel, C. M., degree, 606
McDaniel, H. L., degree, 437
McDaniel, R. Jr., certificate, 253
McDermott, H., degree, 618
McDermott, I. A., degree, 248
McDermott, Helen L., degree, 458
McDonnal, Donald J., appointment, 239
McDonald, P. A., degree, 458
McDonald, Sara E., degree, 616
McDougal, M. S., appointments, 56, 334, 450, 540
McDowell, Julia E., appointment, 130
McDowell, P. W., degrees, 239, 601
McElroy, D., appointments, 390, 555
McElroy, J. W., degrees, 248
McEndress, M. E., degree, 259
McEvoy, Elizabeth F., appointments, 7, 290, 494
McFadden, E. J., degree, 623
McFarland, H. S., degree, 193
McFarlane, S. H., appointments, 25, 176, 305, 448
McGregor, R. W., degree, 134
McGrew, C. G., degree, 253
McGuffin, M. S., degree, 242
McGuigan, H. A., appointments, 68, 346, 552
McGuire, D. E., degree, 605
McGuire, Mary M., degree, 466
McHarry, Lisette J., appointments, 31, 187, 311, 370, 390, 514
McHenry, W. D., degree, 600
McIntire, F. C., degree, 616
McIntyre, Mrs. Grace, degree, 195
Melver, Catherine, degree, 614
McKean, J. J., degree, 608
McKee, Mary A., appointments, 53, 331, 537
McKee, Mary S., degree, 251
McKee, W. A., appointments, 83, 130, 278, 558
McKeen, A., degree, 230
McKelvey, F. H., member of advisory committee, 128
McKelvey, Mary F., degree, 248
McKenna, C. M., appointments, 87, 282
MacKenzie, W. J., degree, 613
McKinley, H. A., appointments, 123, 289
McKinley, W. E., hospital endowment fund, 80, 360, 566
professorship fund, 26, 307, 511
investment, 280
securities transfer, 434
McKinley Hospital, appropriation, deficit, 275, 276
referred to Executive Committee, 234
budget, expense, 79, 289, 359, 493, 562
salary, 79, 293, 499
endowment fund, 86, 360, 566
equipment, appropriation, 102
estimated income, 3, 285
executive staff, 158
operation, report, 382
steam line, purchases, 595
McKinnon, Ivan H., degree, 605
McKinnon, K. S., degree, 405
MacKinnon, Effie, degree, 599
McKnight, J. M., degree, 609
McKnight, R. L., degree, 242
McLaughlin, Jane R., appointments, 67, 345, 550
McLean, L. A., degree, 613
McLean, R. C., degree, 609
McLelly, Laura, appointment, 130
McLennan, Dorothy M., degree, 613
McMahan, J. W., appointments, 28, 176, 308, 464, 512
degree, 120
McMahon, J. E., Jr., degree, 612
McMichael, P. C., degree, 617
MacMillan, C. D., degree, 239
MacMillan, E. A., degree, 610
MacMillan, J. C. Jr., appointments, 85, 279, 586
McMillan, W. L., degree, 258
fellowships, 470
McMillin, O. C., appointments, 25, 306, 510
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McMillen, L., appointments, 357, 563
McMullen, R. L., appointments, 49, 328, 532
McNabb, Mrs. Nellie M., appointments, 177, 267, 300, 442

See also Myers, Nellie

McNally, A., appointment, 87
McNeely, Evelyn E., degree, 600
McNeely, H. R., Jr., degree, 241
McNeil, Sister Mary D., degree, 460
McNeil, Ellen, degree, 456
McPherson, Ruth A., degree, 251
McQueen, M. B., degree, 439
McRoberts, Edith S., appointments, 75, 353.

McTaggart, Berniece K., degree, 251
McTaggart, Marguerite M., degree, 403

McAulioch, M., bod. appointment, 442

McWilliams, Mrs. Jennie L., appointments, 62, 440, 545

Ma, S. Y., degree, 384

Macer, J. C., Jr., degree, 613

Macleod, H. J., appointments, 35, 314, 518

Macleod, Janet L., degree, 458

Mack, S., degree, 119

Mackelden, L. C., degree, 605

Mackie, J. R., degree, 401

Mackin, J. G., degree, 262

Maclean, M. E., degree, 192

Macpherson, Julia O., degree, 617

Macuff, A., degree, 132

Maddan, E. E., appointment, 83

Madden, W. J., degree, 256

Mader, C. K., degree, 246

Maffa, A. J., degree, 616

Mager, H. S., degree, 244

Magneto, Rosa W., degree, 197

Magnusson, Alma, degree, 616

Magor, R. B., degree, 136

Maurine, Dorothy, degree, 605

Mahome, R. W., degree, 239

Maintenance, budget, expense, 77, 356, 562

salary, 348, 553

Major, definition, 156

Makowski, H. I., degree, 619

Malachowsky, Florence V., appointment, 71

Malan, S. F., degree, 246

Maleandro, Johanna, degree, 239

Malcom, R. B., appointments, 87, 281, 592

Maley, R. F., degree, 603

Maley, W. F., certificate, 620

Malinosky, A. T., degree, 244

Malinschrodt Chemical Works, purchase, 94

Mallrich, Bertha, degree, 194

Mallrich, J. H., degree, 194

Malmberg, J. M., degree, 385

Malig, A. H., degree, 605

Maloni, Olga L., degree, 616

Malotte, H. H., degree, 244

Mann, D. L., certificate, 263

Mallett, G. G., degree, 606

Malter, B. T., degree, 385

Mamer, L. M., degree, 253

Manciller, P. M., degree, 600

Mandel, M. M., degree, 131

Mandelville, M. J., appointments, 27, 307, 450, 512

Manelis, S., certificate, 263

Mangold, Evelyn E., degree, 248

Manion, R. R., degree, 612

Manley, Betty B., degree, 605

Manley, E. J., appointments, 60, 338, 543

Manley, G. L., degree, 618

Manley, V. C., degree, 121

Mann, Clara M., degree, 248

Mann, F. I., member of advisory committee, 128, 306

Mann, L. H., degree, 457

Mann, Mary A., appointments, 75, 354, 560, 624

Mann, V., degree, 616

Manning, C. E., degree, 603

Manning, D. J., degree, 242, 602

Mansowit, D., appointments, 483, 591

Manzke, A. H., degree, 251

Maple Avenue, See Pennsylvania Avenue.

Maps, purchase, 480

soil survey, printing, 105

Marable, Mary H., degree, 250

Marberry, R. B., degree, 456

Marcus, L. L., degree, 622

Marcus, S., degree, 619

Marcussen, Camilla K., degree, 133

Marr, Elsie M., degree, 136

Maren, A. E., degree, 402

Markers, entrance to campus, 369

Markert, R. B., degree, 360

Marketability of fluid milk, expendable gift fund, 41

Markland, C. E., appointments, 558, 564, 626

Markein, B. C., degree, 616

Marks, Hannah, degree, 134

Marks, M. B., certificate, 263

Maroney, Anne M., degree, 616

Marquardt, G. W., appointments, 282, 592

Marquardt, Philomena L., degree, 609

Marr, Jane E., degree, 617

Marr, Lillian, appointments, 33, 134, 336, 542

Marsh, Elizabeth J., scholarship, 266

Marshall, R. S., appointments, 49, 52, 328, 331

Marsh, W. T., appointments, 46, 326, 530

Marshall, A. G., appointments, 84, 87, 281, 492

Marshall, D. C., degree, 104

Marshall, G. M., Jr., degree, 617

Marshall, H. J., degree, 244

Marshall, M. W., degree, 609

Marshall, R. G., certificate, 620

Marshall, W. A., appointments, 85, 280, 592

Marshall, W. J., degree, 244

Marshall Field and Company, carpets and vacuum cleaner purchase, 577

Maritig, R. B., appointments, 21, 175, 464

degree, 460

Martin, C. H., degree, 606

Martin, C. P., degree, 193

Martin, Florence E., degree, 191

Martin, J. R., degree, 127

Martin, W., degree, 135

Martin, J. F., appointments, 74, 352, 558

Martin, L. W., appointments, 85, 280, 590

Martin, Marian H., appointments, 56, 324

Martin, Mary J., degree, 251

Martin, Mildred A., appointments, 19, 174, 300, 504

Martin, R. B., degree, 248

Martin, R. D., degree, 611

Martin, E. E., certificate, 620

Martin, Ruth M., degree, 605

Martin, S. M., degree, 251

Martin, T. J., degree, 611

Martin, W. B., mortgage, foreclosure, complete, 117

wheat allotment contract, 420

Martin, W. C., degree, 279

Martin, W. T., appointments, 22, 175, 448

degree, 599

fellowship, 266

Martinson, P. A., degree, 242

Marvel, C. S., appointments, 14, 184, 298, 447, 509

Marvin, C. S., appointment, 123

Maryan, H. O., appointments, 85, 280, 590

Masek, A., degree, 619

Maslan, L., degree, 610

Mason, A. S., degree, 262

Mason, J. W., appointment, 626
Mason, L. L. J., degree, 456
Mason, M. E., degree, 191
Mason, M. L., appointments, 64, 342, 553
Mason, R. H., degree, 401
Mason, R. S., degree, 457
Masonry, reinforced brick, investigation, 180, 202
Mason, N. A., degree, 439
Masson, J. C., C.P.A. certificate, 572
Mast, Alice D., degree, 248
Mast, C. L., Jr., degree, 247
Mast, F. W., degree, 254
Masters, W., degree, 197
Masterson, LaVerne, appointments, 68, 346, 552
Matella, J. V., degree, 242
Matthews, Bonita C., degree, 680
Mathis, Margery
Mathis, R., degree, 196
Mathews, H. R., degree, 131
Math of, 158, 166
Mathers, N., degree,
Mathes, L. I., degree, 131
Mathes, H. I., degree, 131
May, R.
Maxwell: W.
Maxant, W. H., degree, 680
Mauzey, A. J., degree, 328
Matthews, M.
Meadors, H.
Meadors, A.
Mechanical Engineering, additional grant for research project, 436
Medical Park Association, office space, medical park association,
Medical Library, furniture, report on condition, 463
Medical and Dental Laboratories, elevators, referred to committee, 463
Medical and Dental Laboratories, contract for examination, 435
Medical and Dental Laboratories, building, expense, 572
Medical and Dental Laboratories, staff members taking University courses, 161
Medical and Dental Laboratories, scholarships, 63, 341, 547
Medical and Dental Laboratories, fees, staff members taking University courses, 161
Medical and Dental Laboratories, research in ultra-violet and x-ray, 189
Medical and Dental Laboratories, laboratory fees, schedule revised, 572
Medical and Dental Laboratories, library, budget, expense, 74, 333, 558
Medical and Dental Laboratories, salary, 77, 356, 561
Medical and Dental Laboratories, foreign publications, appropriation, 419
Medical and Dental Laboratories, office space, medical park association, 434
Medical and Dental Laboratories, Rhea scholarship, fund, 80, 359, 565
Medical and Dental Laboratories, research funds, 64, 341, 547
Medical and Dental Laboratories, sales and services, estimated income, 285, 489
Medical and Dental Laboratories, student loan fund, gift to, 234
Medical and Dental Laboratories, time of entrance, 154
Medicine, Department of, budget, expense, 545

clinical faculty, 549

name changed from Internal Medicine, 550

Medications. See Internal Medicine.

Medinzen, H. degree, 265

Medley, Esther V., degree, 618

Medrow, Mrs. Ethel V., appointment, 75

Medee, Leona B., degree, 608

Meeker, R. W., degree, 254

Meier, Alta M., degree, 606

Meisheimer, H., certificate, 620

contract for instruction of, 480

Meislahn, degree,

Meliza, Cleo L., appointments, 53, 332, 475

Melma, Mrs. Cleo M.

Mellon, E. H., degree, 143

Melnick, P.

Melody

Melnick, P.

Mellon E.

Meier, Alta M., degree

Meeker, R.

Meece, Leona B., degree

Meltzer, Mrs. Clara R., appointments, 19, 391, 447, 505

Metcalfe, C. L., appointments, 10, 301, 516

Metcalfe, H. R., degree, 605

Meter, L. V., degree, 132

Meters, electric, purchase, 576

water, appropriation, 596

Methane gas, research, expendable gift fund, 32

special cooperative fund, 39

Meter, H. L., degree, 261

Metterhausen, Mrs. Alice K., appointment, 204

degree, 296

Metz, A. R., appointments, 87, 281, 592

Metz, G. C., degree, 618

Metzdorf, F. R., degree, 253

Meizer, Mary A., degree, 248

Meydrech, F. R., degree, 402

Meyer, A. K., degree, 439

Meyer, Bernadine H., degree, 251

Meyer, Bernice L., degree, 251

Meyer, C. E., appointments, 15, 173, 298, 457, 507

degree, 120

Meyer, Mrs. Clara R., appointments, 48, 51, 387, 329, 311, 534

Meyer, Mrs. Cleo M., appointment, 534

See also Meliza, Cleo L.

Meyer, D. M., degree, 385

Meyer, Esther, appointments, 73, 352, 557

degree, 457

Meyer, F. L., degree, 607

Meyer, H. E., degree, 458

Meyer, H. L., appointments, 87, 281, 592

Meyer, J., appointments, 84, 279, 589

Meyer, K. A., member of committees, 201, 468

selection of President, 203

study budget of Chicago departments, 203

Meyer, L. W. A., appointments, 16, 174, 299

Meyer, M. K., degree, 416

Meyers, E. L., appointments, 15, 173

degree, 460

Meyers, L., certificate, 263

Meyers, Lulu B., appointments, 44, 342, 529

Meyerson, S., appointment, 130

Michael, Edna A., degree, 254

Michael, G. W., appointments, 8, 291, 495

Michael, Viola M., appointments, 45, 325, 529

degree, 598

Michaels, W. H., appointment, 49

Michaum, Marie L., degree, 605

Michaud, R., appointments, 23, 304, 508

Michel, D. D., degree, 601

Michelmann, Flora D., degree, 132

Middleton, Evelyn B., degree, 616

Middleton, L. G., degree, 513

Midwest Canning Corporation, gift, 147

Miele, C. W., degree, 239

Mies, Mildred, degree, 248

Mikalukacz, Monica M., degree, 405

Mikkola, H. A., degree, 265

Mistle, C. R., degree, 511

Mishburn, Marie E., degree, 403

Milens, C. A., degree, 245

Miles, A. P., degree, 239

Miles, H. P., appointments, 21, 303, 448, 507

Miles, K. W., degree, 239

Miles, Margaret E., degree, 613

Miles, R. E., appointments, 58, 336, 449, 541

leave of absence, 432

Milhane, D. W., degree, 258

Military, Armory annex proposed, 462

budget, 62, 340, 545

clothing and equipment, balance reappropriated, 586

unexposed balance, 82, 276

deposit fund, 81, 361, 567

equitation, budget, 545

classes, 454

overcoats and gloves, balance reappropriated, 586

overcoat fund, unexposed balance, 82, 276

revolving fund, 62, 340, 545

uniforms, budget, 62, 340, 545

contracts, 116, 224, 378

Military Banda, appropriation, expense and equipment, 431

Bradley bequest, 401

payment deferred, 420

budget, expense, 5, 287, 407

salary, 63, 340, 545

recipient of Sousa Memorial Library, 138

uniforms, deposit fund, 81, 361, 567

Military training, resolution, Bloomington Presbyterian, 436

students with physical defects, regulations for corrective work, 206

Milk, dry skimmed, investigation, 230, 378, 544

finding, marketability of, expendable gift fund, 41

lactic acid, research fund, 64

supply and demand, St. Louis, cooperative study, 573

toxins, research fund, 64

Milko, J. A., degree, 456

Millard, I. I., degree, 622

Millbrook, May 1, appointments, 62, 339, 545

Miller, Anna I., degree, 255
Miller, B. B., appointments, 66, 343, 549
Miller, C. F., appointments, 17, 299, 503
Miller, C. H., degree, 505
Miller, Clara M., degree, 248
Miller, D. L., degree, 607
Miller, D. S., degrees, 266, 439
Miller, Derek, O. E., degree, 194
Miller, E. L., degree, 460
Miller, Mrs. Elizabeth P., appointment, 549
Miller, P. C., degree, 249
fellowships, 486, 479
Miller, F. H., degree, 259
Miller, F. T., appointment, 184
Miller, Norate E., degree, 251
Miller, G., appointments, 65, 342, 548
Miller, G. A., appointments, 21, 302, 506
published, list of first volume of works, appropriation, 567
Miller, G. L., degrees, 385, 600
Miller, H. D., Jr., certificate, 263
Miller, H. L., appointed to Board of Examiners in Accountancy, 593
Miller, H. R., certificate, 263
Miller, I. A., degree, 612
Miller, J. G., Jr., degree, 605
Miller, J. S., degree, 439
Miller, L., appointments, 44, 324, 528
Miller, L. F., degree, 239
Miller, Mary J., degree, 458
Miller, Mary L., degree, 245
Miller, May D., appointment, 130
Miller, N., degree, 253
Miller, N. C., degree, 246
Miller, O. W., degree, 609
Miller, R. D., scholarship, 479
Miller, R. F., appointment, 503
degree, 239
Miller, Shirley S., appointment, 130
Miller, Sonia, degree, 239
Miller, T. L., degree, 612
Miller, W. U., certificate, 620
degree, 623
Miller, W. W., degree, 384
Milles, G., appointments, 68, 345, 551
degree, 461
Milligan, Agnes I., degree, 616
Millikan, G. G., degree, 384
Milliken, Mrs. Margaret E., appointments, 65, 344, 549, 591
Milliner, L., degree, 617
Mills, S., appointments, 9, 749, 291, 342, 493, 548
Mills, C. F., member of advisory committees, 128, 396
Mills, Helen L., degree, 239
Mills, K. W., appointment, 390
degree, 194
Mills, M. E., degree, 265
Mills, Mary V., degree, 518
Mills, R. G., degree, 260
Miltz, M., degree, 621
Miham, V. G., appointments, 10, 301, 505
Minard, E. E., degree, 608
Mine ventilation, C.W.A. project, 434
Minear, Mary A., degree, 616
Minter, T. G., degree, 612
Miners industries conference on home building, invitation, 471
Mines, investigation, cooperative, budget, 522
Mint, Anns P., degree, 244
Miner, Elvis L., degree, 609
Mining and Metallurgical Engineering, department name adopted, 482
Mining Engineering, budget, expense, 32, 312, 516
salary, 35, 315, 519
department, clause of name, 482
laboratory fees, 91, 364
Mink, E. H., degree, 194
Mink, Myrtle, appointment, 130
Minor, definition, 156
Minor, L. S., degree, 616
Minsk, R. S., degree, 616
Mloduszewski, Eleanor D., degree, 622
Mirabella, J. W., degree, 239
Mishkin, H. L., appointments, 123, 281, 592
Mishkin, I., certificate, 263
Missman, C. E., degree, 245
Missner, L. L., degree, 254
Mizeika, V. A., degree, 605
Mitchell, A., degree, 253
Mitchell, D. R., appointments, 35, 315, 519
work for Illinois Emergency Relief Commission, 478
Mitchell, D. C., degree, 456
Mitchell, D. W., degree, 441
Mitchell, Estuine E., degree, 254
Mitchell, H. H., appointments, 45, 345, 520
Mitchell, J. E., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Mittelberg, Agnes A., degree, 248
Mittelberg, Wilma C., degree, 136
Mizelle, J. D., appointment, 474, 510
Moherley, Jane, degree, 239
Mock, F., appointments, 17, 299, 503
Mockler, L., scholarship, 440, 479
Moe, J. A., degree, 256
Moelmann, J. M., degree, 614
Moench, R. G., degree, 244
Moffett, Evelyn M., appointments, 123, 326, 390, 484, 495
Moffit, A., appointments, 75, 354, 539
Mogensen, F., C.P.A. certificate, 361
Mohar, N. R., degree, 259
Mohlenbrock, W. D., certificate, 620
Mohr, P. E., appointments, 35, 315, 518, 564
change of status, 459
Mohr, C. O., degree, 599
Moisture in colloidal materials, gift for research, 567
Moldavsky, L. F., degree, 134
Molden, Dallagene, 239
Molecular ray, research, expendable gift fund, 37
Moll, S. E., degree, 616
Molloy, J. P., Jr., appointment, 130
Monologue, J. T., degree, 193
Monacdesi, L., degree, 616
Monolithic concrete walls, investigation, 572
Moenroe, W. S., appointments, 30, 32, 187, 310, 312, 449, 514, 515
Monument Chemical Company, gift for research, 470
Montgomery, B. E., degree, 439
Montgomery Elevator Company, contracts, 435
Mood, R. G., appointments, 18, 174, 300, 504
Mood, A. L., appointments, 13, 297, 501
Moon, G. R., appointments, 64, 293, 342, 497, 547
Moon, R. M., degree, 611
Moon, W. F., degree, 618
Moore, Audrey A., degree, 605
Moore, Mrs. Augusta, appointments, 9, 291, 405
Moore, D. G., degree, 602
Moore, Dorothy M., degree, 605
Moore, E. A., lease, 139, 399
Moore, E. S., appointments, 65, 584, 178, 279, 343, 548, 589
Moore, F., appointments, 20, 174, 185, 302, 506
Moore, G. E., appointments, 21, 185, 103, 507
Moore, G. T., degree, 247
Moore, H. F., appointments, 38, 317, 521
Moore, H. K., degree, 608
Moore, Helen L., degree, 458
Moore, I. T., certificate, 263
Moore, Mary W., degree, 244
Moore, Maxine, degree, 605
Munger, Stella C., appointments, 48, 337, 531
Mun, Mary J., degree, 256
Munnecke, R. A., degree, 456
Muno, F. J., degree, 622
Muno, R. C., degree, 265
Munro, D. F., appointments, 20, 175
degree, 261
Munro, Ethel L., degree, 244
Munsch, W., scholarship, 593
Munson, Natural history, 266
Munson, Viola A., appointments, 151, 343.
540
Murcie, L. S., C.P.A. certificate, 430
Murphy, F. G., appointments, 85, 280, 592
Murphy, G. T., appointments, 179, 281, 592
Murphy, School Music, $30, 250
Murphy, H. C., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Murphy, Iva G., certificate, 620
Murphy, J. C., degree, 262
Murphy, W. A., degree, 239
Murphy, J. W., Company, electric switchboard meters and charts purchased, 576
Murphy, L. W., appointments, 26, 306, 459, 510
Murphy, R. E., degree, 257
Murphy, R. P., degree, 608
Murray, Ann G., degree, 194
Murray, F. H., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Murray, L. A., appointments, 123, 174
degree, 590
Murray, W. E., degree, 608
Murray, W. G., appointments, 83, 278, 588
Murray, A. J., degree, 197
Murrell, T. M., appointments, 17, 299, 593
Museums, See Classical, European Culture,
and Natural History
Music, School of, appropriations, special, 567
budget, expense, 56, 334, 540
salary, $8, 336, 542
summer session, 187, 449
curriculum, admission, 156, 157
degrees, Bachelor of Science in Public
School Music, 418
conferred, lists, 254, 385, 618
fees, laboratory, 264
rental of practice organs, 365
special changes, 168
students not in School of Music, 91
fellowship, award, 92
pianos, tuning and repairing, contract, 378
Musical instruments, repair and replacement,
appropriations, 567
Musick, A. R., degree, 608
Musick, H. T., degree, 254
Mutimer, A. G., degree, 612
Myer, E. W., appointments, 72, 359, 556
Myers, G. E., degree, 253
Myers, H. A., degree, 605
Myers, Nellie, appointment, 56
See also McNabb, Mrs. Nellie M.
Myers, S. E., degree, 247
Myers, W. H., degree, 259
Mylonas, G. E., appointments, 17, 57, 184
Myronas, H., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Myrna, R., degree, 610
Mytar, W. W., degree, 402
Naber, G. V., degree, 617
Nachman, B. M., degree, 610
Nachtman, B. E., appointments, 69, 347, 553
Naezer, C. R., appointments, 19, 173, 298,
degree, 502
Nagy, F. E., Jr., appointment, 85
Nagle, Sybil K., appointments, 78, 357, 563
Nakamura, F. I., appointments, 45, 325, 529
Najefski, I. A., degree, 607
Nally, J. D., mortgage, 141
comptroller authorized to work out solution,
170
property bid in, 437
Napieralski, V. J., degree, 265
Nardine, Elizabeth G., degree, 617
Narodick, P. H., certificate, 263
degree, 266
Naseef, J. R., degree, 135
Natinck, Olga, degree, 605
National AHP Corporation, agreement, 207, 573
National Research Council, gifts, 93, 367
grants to members of faculty, 160, 596
National Warm Air Heating and Air Condi-
tioning Association, agreement, extensions,
228, 573
gift, 230
Natural History Museum, budget, expense,
12, 296, 500
salary, 206, 510
Natural History Survey, cooperative investiga-
tion, insecticides, 452
Neuman, A. C., degree, 457
Naurock, W. C., degree, 622
Naviaux, L. R., degree, 622
Naylor, W. K., appointments, 340, 370
Needleman, Louise L., degree, 252
Neal, Lilian L., degree, 239
Nearpass, E. E., appointments, 58, 335, 541
Nearby, R. B., degree, 252
Netchow, M. J., certificate, 620
degree, 619
Nedzel, A. J., appointments, 68, 346, 551
Neece, C. W., certificate, 263
Neely, R. C., degree, 609
Neer, C. J., degree, 239
Neeseman, H., degree, 96
Neet, A. W., degree, 120
Neff, B. E., degree, 605
Nehl, Betty J., degree, 605
Nehf, A., certificate, 263
Neikrug, D., degree, 625
Nield, H. W., appointments, 23, 175, 303, 508
degree, 459
Nelson, B. H., appointments, 83, 86, 268,
346, 390, 465, 591
degree, 193
Nedjali, Daisy V., degree, 619
Nelson, Louise, degree, 605
Nelson Concrete Culvert Co., sewer pipe pur-
chased, 413
Nelson, A. C., degree, 406
Nelson, Beulah G., appointments, 71, 349.
554
Nelson, C. B., degree, 245
Nelson, C. J., degree, 608
Nelson, C. R., degree, 247
Nelson, Catherine L., appointment, 626
degree, 605
Nelson, Ethel M., degree, 239
Nelson, Mrs. Florence, appointments, 9, 291,
405
Nelson, H. E., degree, 403
Nelson, H. L., degree, 616
Nelson, H. W., appointment, 123
degree, 261
Nelson, Hazel M., appointments, 66, 343, 549
Nelson, Helen V., degree, 266
Nelson, Inga L., degree, 614
Nelson, J. E., degree, 259
Nelson, J. W., degree, 193, 459
Nelson, L., degree, 608
Nelson, Mary L., degree, 605
Nelson, R. A., degree, 494
Nelson, Severina E., appointments, 18, 300,
504
Nelson, T., appointments, 84, 279, 589
degree, 178
Nelson, T. F., certificate, 620
Nelson, W. C., degree, 247
Nereim, T. J., degree, 620
Nebbitt, G. B., degree, 401
Nebbitt, R., contracts for instruction of, 148,
421
Neeler, D., degree, 244
Nesty, G. A., appointment, 626
Neuber, Anna L., appointments, 10, 293, 497
Neuber, Anna L., appointments, 5, 293, 497
Neumer, Donna E., degree, 616
Neureuther, A. W., degree, 406
Neurology, Psychiatry, name of department changed to Neuropsychiatry, 590
Neuropsychiatry, budget, expense, 63, 341, 546
salary, 67, 345, 550
clinical faculty, 85, 279, 590
name of department changed from Neurology and Psychiatry, 590
Nebraska Street house, Noyes, sale, 104
Nevens, W. B., appointments, 46, 326, 530
Nevins, B. L., degree, 616
Neville, R. P., appointments, 16, 298, 502
degree, 258
New Gymnasmum, rental fee, 423
Newberger, C., appointments, 85, 279, 590
Newcomb, M. A., degree, 618
Newcomb, E. R., appointments, 7, 335, 540
Newcombe, H. L., appointments, 27, 307, 450, 512
Newell, R. H., degree, 96
Newell, W. F., degree, 244
Newkirk, Bernice degree, 243
Newkirk, R. F., degree, 616
Newlon, B. R., Jr., degree, 609
Newman, W. V., appointments, 124, 390
Newmarch, Mrs. Anne C., appointments, 37, 317, 521
Newmark, N. M., appointment, 521
discharge, 506
Newton, W. H., appointments, 442, 509
Nichtman, S. J., appointments, 345, 591
Nicholas, C. A., degree, 404
Nickel, M. A., appointment, 219
Nichols, R. J., appointments, 390, 473
Nicholson, A., appointments, 58, 335, 541
Nicholson, D. G., appointments, 15, 173, 184, 298
degree, 590
Nicholson, H. P., appointments, 36, 315, 519
degree, 259
Nicholson, J. A., appointments, 22, 185, 253, 509
Nicholson, P., degree, 243, 613
Nickel chromium research, expendable gift: fund, 33, 239
Nickell, Paulina, appointments, 48, 327, 531
Nickell, Rosa M., appointments, 44, 374, 529
Nickerson, A. J., appointments, 37, 317, 521
Nickley, Katharine L., degree, 135
Nicol, W. C., degree, 242
Nicolas, P. M., degree, 193
Niehaus, E. C., degree, 241
Nielsen, Lilian V., degree, 616
Nielsen, Myrtie K., appointments, 124, 347, 532
Nielsen, P. E., appointments, 34, 314, 518
Nielsen, Shirley E., degree, 616
Nieman, M., degree, 622
Nienhagen, H., certificate, 620
Niemann, S. M., appointment, 134
Nietzch, Katherine L., degree, 239
Niezgodzki, A. J., degree, 622
Nilsen, R. E., degree, 402
Nilsen, L. E., degree, 609
Nims, I. M., degree, 439
Nix, M. L., degree, 250
Nobes, C. W., degree, 245
Noble, Florence E., degree, 250
Noble, Mary J., degree, 239
Noble, Mildred, appointments, 19, 174, 300, 504
Noble, Virginia L., scholarship, 470
Nooekeer, D. S., degree, 244
Noggle, W. L., appointments, 75, 353, 559
degree, 456
Nolan, A. W., appointments, 31, 311, 515
Nolen, Beatrice M., degree, 252
Nolen, H. W., degree, 612
Non-Illinois students, scholarship requirement, 155, 472
recommndation to rescind, 430
Non-recurring appropriations, budget, 79, 567
Norbury, Wilma L., degree, 255
Nordine, Florence A., degree, 193
Nordwall, Dorothy, appointments, 48, 326, 532
Norinsky, Bertha, degree, 252
Norrkittis, Mary V., degree, 253
Norman, Adele J., appointments, 390, 497
Normand, Dorothy M., degree, 605
Norris, F. H., Jr., degree, 612
Norris, Helen L., degree, 250
Norris, J. H., degree, 194
Norris, L. D., degree, 609
North, C., member of advisory committee, 506
Northup, D. W., appointments, 34, 347, 552
Northwestern University, partnership with, dissolved, 300
publication of Illinois Law Review, 374
Norton, Alma A., degree, 252
Norton, E. A., appointments, 44, 324, 528
leave of absence, 587
Norton, Helen R., appointments, 8, 291
resignation, 582
Norton, L. L., appointments, 42, 50, 322, 329, 526, 533
leave of absence, 372
extension, 369
Norsvald, Mildred A., degree, 456
Nozak, M. W., degree, 239
Notes, Sheldon, settlement, 425
Notestine, Mrs. Helen B., appointment, 73
Novak, M. B., degree, 254
Novick, M. M., degree, 239
Novotny, Adel J., degree, 255
Novotny, Gladys A., degree, 252
Nowakowska, Janina, degree, 241
Nowlin, O. J. B., degree, 613
Nowles, F. B., appointments, 70, 71, 72, 349, 350, 554, 556
Noyes, W. A., appointments, 14, 287, 501
Noyes house, sale, 104
Nozaki, A. R., degree, 601
Nugent, G. W., degree, 239
scholarship, 366
Nussbaum, W. J., degree, 191
Nussbaum, Barbara, degree, 528
Nussell, Virginia C., degree, 239
Nutting, H. G., degree, 403
Nye, P., degree, 402, 613
Nye, W. A., degree, 96
Nylander, W. F., appointments, 71, 72, 349, 350, 555
Oakes, H. F., degree, 96
Oakley, Mrs. Louise G., appointment, 517
See also Gibson, L. Louise.
Oakley, T. D., degree, 121
Oakley, T. D., degree, 121
Oatbott, F. M., degree, 104
Obando, Mrs. Helen, appointments, 47, 50, 388, 336
Obando, W. L., Jr., degree, 248
Oberlink, D. R., degree, 239
O'Brien, E. R., degree, 245
O'Brien, M. B., appointment, 130
O'Brien, Margaret E., degree, 239
O'Brien, P. J., certificate, 620
Obstetrics and Gynecology, budget, expense, 63, 341, 546
salary, 67, 345, 550
clinical faculty, 85, 279, 590
Ocass, W. J., certificate, 461
Ocenasek, J. C., appointments, 74, 179, 352, 558
Ochs, G. M., degree, 156
O'Connor, Dorothy K., degree, 239
O'Connor, V. J., appointments, 87, 282
Odel, C. W., appointments, 30, 181, 310, 419
Oden, R. J. E., appointments, 87, 281, 502
Odenwellner, Rowena A., scholarship, 266
Oder, C. R. L., appointments, 20, 174
Odell, W. A., appointments, 34, 313, 517
Olech, E., appointments, 72, 350.
Oldfather, W. A., appointments, 10, 293, 407
Oldberg, E., degree, 618
Oldberg, C., degree, 607
Olen, H. C., appointments, 10, 293, 407
Off, C. R., degree, 282
Offenbacker, F. R., degree, 616
Office equipment appropriation, special, 567
Olson, Henry M., degree, 385
Olson, C. P., appointments, 128, 196
Olson, Herman R., degree, 609
Olson, L. M., degree, 254
Olson, Selma M., appointments, 204, 408
Olson, T. A., degree, 610
Olwin, Beth, degree, 230
O'Malley, J. E., certificate, 620
degree, 265
O'Malley, Violet A., degree, 616
Oman, L. J., degree, 618
Omeletski, Victoria, degree, 609
Ondrus, T., degree, 245
Oneal, G., degree, 250
Oneal, Mrs. Mary, appointments, 8, 201
O'Neill, Josephine F., degree, 252
O'Neill, D. A., degree, 616
O'Neill, P. J., degree, 134, 407
O'Neill, R. J., degree, 608
Ongemach, J. L., degree, 244
Operation, 1933-35, budget, 154
Operative Dentistry, budget, expense, 70, 348, 554
salary, 72, 350, 555
Ophthalmology, budget, expense, 63, 341, 546
salary, 68, 345, 551
clinical faculty, 85, 280, 591
Optics, applied, curriculum discontinued, 231
Oral and Plastic Surgery and Oral Pathology, budget, expense, 70, 348, 554
salary, 72, 350, 555
Orata, P. T., appointment, 391
Orata, V. A., degree, 600
Orayce, E. G., degree, 612
Ordinances, regulation, 426
Orencia, C. M., degree, 456
Organizations, non-University, use of University premises and facilities, rules, 424
student and faculty, use of University premises and facilities, rules, 423
Organs, rental fee, 365
O'rioff, M. P., degrees, 134, 439
Orlovich, R. B., appointments, 19, 174, 301, 505
Orr, A. E., degree, 133
Orr, Sister Mary M., degree, 250
Orth, G. G., degree, 252
Orth, O. S., appointments, 23, 175, 303, 508
Orthodontia, budget, expense, 70, 348, 554
salary, 72, 350, 556
dental graduate, budget, expense, 70, 348, 554
salary, 73, 351, 557
fund, balance appropriated, 586
unexpended balance, 8a, 276
Orthopedics, budget, expense, 63, 341, 546
salary, 70, 348, 553
clinical faculty, 85, 280, 592
name of department changed from Orthopedic Surgery, 569
Orthopedic Surgery, name of department changed to Orthopedics, 569
Osborn, R. A., degree, 252
Osborne, J. R., degree, 133
Osborne, Josephine M., degree, 250
Olsberg, F. C., appointments, 19, 174, 300, 504
Osgood, Frances H., appointments, 26, 306
Osgood, W. R., degree, 261
O'Shea, D. D., degree, 609
Osman, W. J., degree, 612
Ostrom, M. L. H., appointments, 84, 278, 589
Ostray, R. J., degree, 622
Otis, H. J., degree, 243
Otis, Margaret E., degree, 255
Otolaryngology, See Laryngology.
Ott, E. K., degree, 192
Outhouse, Julia P., appointments, 47, 51, 330, 333, 334, 335, 534
Overgaard, J., appointments, 53, 187, 340, 546
Overman, O. R., appointments, 46, 336, 530
Owen, J. H., degree, 104
Owen, J. L., appointments, 408, 626
Owen, R. L., degree, 136
Pharmacy, College of, con't.

Mrazek prize, withdrawn, 421

survey of schools, unexpended balance, 82
time of entrance, 186, 448

Phelps, Rose B., appointments, 56, 333, 539

Phifer, C. H., appointments, 69, 347, 553

Phillips, D. E., degree, 514

Phillips, D. W., appointments, 443, 556

Phillips, J. H., degree, 240

Phillips, W. L., degree, 260

Phillips, Marian L., degree, 240

Phillips, Mrs. Pauline V., appointments, 8, 201, 568

Phillips, S. A., appointments, 17, 299, 503

Philosophy, budget, expense, 260

Philp, F. W., appointments, 14, 184, 298, 447, 501

Photo-electric cell, patent infringer, 401

Photographic and Blueprinting Laboratory, budget, expense, 77, 356, 562

salary, 78, 358, 564

Photographs, members of the faculty, 138

Physical Education, School of, admission, special physical and medical examinations, 155

budget, 50, 337, 543

second semester, 178

summer session, 187, 449

degrees conferred, lists, 196, 255, 519

expendable endowment income fund, 337, 543

fees, skating, 373

May fies fund, 59, 337, 543

proficiency examinations, 206

requirements, change, 206

Physical Education for Men, appropriation, special, 477

budget, expense, 50, 337, 543

salary, 66, 338, 543

summer session, 187, 449

fees, laboratory, 91, 364

skating, 373

special, change, 168

requirements, change, 206

Physical Education for Women, budget, expense, 59, 337, 543

salary, 62, 339, 544

summer session, 188, 450

fees, faculty wives, 424

laboratory, 91, 365

skating, 373

requirements, change, 206

Physical examinations, admission to University, 155

Physical Plant, appropriation, Civil Works projects, 410

special, 507, 580

budget, expense, 77, 336, 562

salary, 78, 357, 552

Chicago, budget, expense, 77, 356, 562

salary, 78, 358, 564

drainage project, 375

expendable gift funds, 562

lumber purchase, 421

name changed from Supervising Architect's Office, 568

rental fees, 433

Supervising Engineer, appointment, 167

Physics, budget, expense, 32, 312, 516

salary, 36, 315, 519

second semester, 177

summer session, 186, 448

expendable gift fund, 33, 312

fellow, 266, 479

laboratory fees, 91, 365

change, 168

Physiological Chemistry, budget, expense, 63, 341, 562

salary, 58, 347, 552

gifts for research, 377

Physiology, appropriation, kymographs, 418

budget, expense, 32, 416, 500

salary, 22, 203, 507

second semester, 175

clinical faculty, 562

Division of Biological Sciences, 432

laboratory fees, 91, 365

change, 168

Medicine, College of, budget, expense, 63, 341, 516

salary, 69, 347, 552

second semester, 178

Gellhorn, E., appointed professor, 100

Plano, L. J., degree, 385

Planos, repair and replacement, appropriations, 567

contract, 378

Platt, C. L., degree, 613

Pico, D. J., degree, 605

Pico, J. J., appointments, 415, 522

Pickels, G. W., appointments, 34, 313, 517

Pickens, Louise M., appointments, 48, 327, 531

Picker, L., degree, 622

Pickering, W. L., degree, 383

Pickell, L., degree, 244

Piel, J. H., degree, 607

Pieper, J. L., appointments, 44, 324, 528

Pierce, L. E., degree, 618

Pierce, N. H., appointment, 84

retirement, 83

Pierce, R. R., Jr., degree, 402

Pierson, Carols E., degree, 600

Pierson, Irene D., appointments, 10, 293, 497

Pierson, P. S., degree, 386

Pietrangelo, Angelina R., appointments, 24, 176, 185, 305, 509

Piette, E. C., appointments, 280, 591

Pichard, E. B., appointments, 51, 330, 535

Pilgrim, J. F., degree, 244

Pilka, H. J., appointments, 65, 178, 342, 548

Pilikis, Helen J., certificate, 622

Pilots, L., appointments, 68, 84, 279, 346, 551, 589

Pinsenshaum, A., appointments, 62, 340, 545

Pipe-joint fitter, patent, royalties, 583

Piper, D. E., degree, 458

Pipes, cast iron, investigation, gifts, 208, 422

expendable gift fund, 13

sealing joints with bituminous compound, investigation, 245

sewer, expendable gift fund, 33

gift for research, 576

purchase, 413

steel, purchase, 367, 576

water, appropriation, 580

Pirok, F. N., appointment, 168

degree, 244

Pigler, A., L., certificate, 620

degree, 406

Pittenger, W. E., degree, 406

Pittman, C. E., degree, 386

Planitz, H. E., degree, 600


Platt, J. W., appointments, 87, 282

Platz, Nellie L., degree, 250

Pleshar, Helen A., degree, 252
Plotkin, I., degree, 622
Plotkin, O. M., degree, 461
Plunk, T. M., degree, 248
Plym, F. J., fellowships and prizes in architecture, fund, 80, 350, 565
awards, 227, 574
Poetry prize, fund, 80, 360, 566
Pofcher, P. E., degree, 240
Poggi, Edith M., appointments, 20, 301, 505
Pohler, G. M., appointment, 503
Pohlmann, E. E., degree, 616
Poirrot, Dorothy M., degree, 616
Polland, Edwin, budget, expense, 77, 356, 562
wages, 357, 563

Political Science, Babcock fellowship, fund, 80, 360, 566
budget, expense, 12, 296, 500
salary, 230, 304, 508
second semester, 175
summer session, 185, 448
correspondence courses, 374
Polk, D. J., degree, 616
Polk, R. K., degree, 605
Polk Street, 758, storeroom, lease, 370
Pollack, E. M., degree, 254
Pollan, radiation effect on, research fund, 12
Polley, Jennie E., degree, 614
Pollock, R. P., degree, 402
Pokson, J. A., appointments, 35, 314, 518, 564
change of status, 469
study of Power Plant, 579
Poncher, H. G., appointments, 68, 346, 551
Ponden, Wilma E., degree, 132
Ponzer, E. R. D., degree, 386
Pool, G. H., degree, 403
Pool, Mrs. Helen N., appointments, 43, 323
Poore, Mabel A., degree, 252
Pope, Eleanor L., degree, 402
Pope, B. W., mortgage, extension, 400
reduction, 472
Pope, W. T., appointments, 38, 318, 521
Popell, I. R., degree, 623
Poppen, J. L., appointment, 69
Porcelain, research, expendable gift fund, 32
Port, E. G., degree, 225
Port, S. L., degree, 240
Porte, S., degree, 456
Porter, Betty, appointments, 391, 550
Porter, C. E., contract for instruction of, 398
Porter, Mrs. Emma, death benefit, 102
Porter, F. M., appointments, 34, 314, 518
Porter, Frances, degree, 605
Porter, H. W., degree, 244
Porter, Maxine B., degree, 605
Portland Cement Association, agreement, 397, 572
change, 412

Potash, gift, 377, reduction, 400
Potash Export Company, gift fund, 44
Potich, A. degree, 386
Potokar, W. W., degree, 245
Potter, G. V., degree, 610
Potter, I. S., degree, 262
Potter, K. A., appointment, 44
Potter, L. A., degree, 457
Potter, P. J., degree, 612
Potthoff, E. F., appointments, 30, 187, 310, 449, 524
Potter, Velma E., degree, 241
Potuto, Lucille, degree, 622

Powell, A. L., appointments, 23, 143, 175, 185, 204, 304, 391, 448, 465, 508
deregree, 508
Powell, B. F. Jr., degree, 242
Powell, D., degree, 240
Powell, Dorothy, degree, 240
Powell, E. Elizabeth, appointments, 66, 344
Powell, H., appointments, 357, 563
retirement, 483
Powell, I. R., degree, 254
Powell, Marian L., degree, 240
Powell, Mary L., appointments, 391, 515
Powder, expense, 77, 356, 562
Powder car, purchase, 229
Power Plant, development, 438
insurance, study of, 383
operation, study of, 383
study, authorized, 469
continued, 579
Power service agreement, 579
Powers, C. W., appointments, 17, 209, 503
Powers, G. H., appointments, 34, 314, 518
Powers, L. D., appointments, 124, 352, 557
Prange, H. C., degree, 254
Pratt, C. H., degree, 8, 290, 494
authority, signature, President of Board, 201, 419, 577
Pratt, J. C., Jr., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Pratt, R. B., degree, 406
Praiz, L. H., degree, 240
Presel, K. J., degree, 242
Prere-medical curriculum, admission, application
for, 15
Premises, University, rules for use, 423
Prentiss, L. K., degree, 242
President of Board, delegation of signature, 200, 469, 575
President of University, Acting, elected, 235
salary, 368, 564
authority, commission traffic policeman, 400
confer degrees, 225, 272
extend institutional courtesy, American
Historical Association, 399
make adjustments in budget, 2, 283
organize extension courses, 374
submit appropriation bill, 1933-35, 154
take steps for changing of State Route
10, 400
operating budget for rest of current fiscal year, request to present, 154
power plant, study of, 438
salaries, study of, 2
scholarship requirement for non-Illinois
students, additional information, 418
selection of, committee, 203
deferred, 172, 182
statements, University financial require-
ments, 214
use of intoxicants by students, 424
Willard, A. C., appointment, acceptance,
476
election, 473
salary, 473
President's House, cost, 221
history, 221
landscaping, committee discharged, 369
uses, 222
President's Office, budget, expense, 7, 289, 493
salary, 290, 494
Press, See Printing and University Press.
Presson, W. M., degree, 242
Pressure, granular materials, investigation,
515
Preson, Jennie L., degree, 605
Prettyman, Sarah J., degree, 245
Price, Dallas, contract for instruction of, 413
Price, E. V., degree, 132
Price, Esther F., appointments, 76, 355, 560
deregree, 459
Price, L., degree, 461
Price, S., degree, 461
Price, S. S., degree, 605
Pridde, G. H., degree, 457
Pride, E. W., degree, 616
Pride, Louise A., degree, 616
Prielaman, D. L., degree, 243
Principals, public school, fees charged for University courses, 161
Pring, G. D., degree, 613
Pringie, E. B., degree, 246
Proctor, L. H., budget, 7, 289, 493
paper purchased, 229, 595
soil survey reports, 40, 320, 523
Proficiency examinations, 410
Profits, Steinmetz, 206
Printing press, purchase, 594
Privetz, Elch, H., pharmacy, 421
Proficiency examinations, 410
Proficiency, dental education.
Proficiency examinations. Physical education.
Professions and degrees. Chemical Engineer, 159
Engineering, lists, 260, 600
Professional work, members of staff, 161
Professional work, members of staff, fees, 161
Professors, visiting, budget, 259, 493
Proctor, N. H., appointments, 67, 344, 550
Psychological tests, freshmen, appropriation, 577
Psychology, budget, expense, 70, 348, 558
salary, 72, 351, 556
Psychos, serum, investigation, 547
research fund, 341
Purcell, L. H., appointments, 57, 335, 549
Provoost, budget, expense, 7, 289
salary, 8, 290, 494
Pruther, M. J., appointments, 46, 326, 530
Prudent, Mrs. Inez, appointments, 295, 327, 328, 400, 531, 532
Prueitt, A. E., degree, 457
Public, Agnes B., degree, 516
Psychiatry, See Neuropsychiatry.
Psychological tests, freshmen, appropriation, 577
Psychology, budget, expense, 12, 296, 500
salary, 23, 304, 508
second semester, 175
summer session, 188, 448
expendable gift funds, 12, 296, 500
fellows, lists, 121, 266, 479
laboratory fees, 91, 356
research, animals, gift, 234
unexpended balance, 82
Public relations, budget, 289, 403
expense, 356, 562
wages, 358, 663
Public Health, State Department, office space in College of Medicine, 209, 434
See also Pathology, Bacteriology, and Public Health.
Public Information, budget, expense, 7, 289, 493
salary, 11, 204, 408
Public School Music, Bachelor of Science in, 418
Public school teachers, fees charged for University courses, 161
Public Speaking, See Speech.
Public Utilities, fellowships and scholarships, fund, 585
research fund, budget, 511
Public Utilities and Transportation, budget, expense, 26, 306
salary, 29, 309

Public Utilities and Transportation, cont'd.
second semester, 177
department discontinued, 569
expendable endowment income funds, 29
scholarships and fellowships, fund, 80, 359
list, 210
Public Welfare, Department of, loan of equipment to, work of dental interns, 104
staff appointments, 103, 120
Public Works Administration, proposal, funds for Illinois Union Building, 438
Public Works Fund, letters concerning, 387
Public Works of Art Project in Chicago, gift, 596
Publications, Carnegie Institution, gift, 474
foreign, appropriation, 410
salary, 40, 389, 533
Pulley, Elizabeth R., degree, 252
Purcell, Madeline H., degree, 609
resolution, submitted to Board or Executive Committee.
See also Contracts.
Publishing, general, budget, 7, 289, 493
Puckett, Marcia K., degree, 605
Puerta, J., degree, 97
Puerto, R. K., degree, 383
Putnam, Kate M., appointments, 69, 347, 553
Putnam, Madeline H., degree, 609
Putnam, W. J., appointments, 37, 317, 520
Putnam, H., appointments, 124, 178, 550
Putnam, R. E., degree, 263
Putey, R. V., degree, 242
Pyle National Company, gift, 413
Pyrex laboratory glassware, purchase, 105, 147, 189, 229, 375, 435, 480
Quarterly reports, auditors, 114, 202, 231, 381
Quarterly reports, comptroller, 108, 139, 160, 229, 380, 400, 414, 435
Quenn, G. S., degree, 459
Quill, L. L., appointments, 14, 184, 298, 446, 502
Quilling, F. L., degree, 372
Quindry, L. A., degree, 132
Quinn, Dorothy S., degree, 605
Quinn, J. K., scholarship, 266
Quinn, L. C., trust fund under litigation, 453
Quirk, T. T., appointments, 20, 301, 505
Quisenberry, J. H., appointments, 45, 325, 529
Quistman, G., degree, 97
Quistman, P. A., degree, 97
Rabe, K. J., degree, 246
Rabens, L. A., appointments, 84, 279, 589
Rachlin, L. L., degree, 264
Racster, L. V., degree, 130
Rada, M. E., degree, 246
Radcliffe, D. G., degree, 603
Rademacher, L. E., degree, 600
Radiation effect on pollen, research, expendable gift fund, 12
Radio carrier systems, suppressed wave, patent, 105
Radio Station, appropriations, equipment, 411
mechanical changes, 168
budget, expenditure, 89, 493
salary, 11, 294, 498
power, allocation, 168
increase, 72, 413
special committee, 400
Radiology, budget, expense, 63, 341
See also Roentgenology.
Radner, D. B., certificate, 263
Rafferty, J. N., degree, 439
Ragins, A. B., appointments, 427, 591
degree, 172
Ragins, O. B., appointments, 84, 279, 589
Rahg, W. M., degree, 226
Rahn, H., appointment, 626
Rahn, W. E., degree, 568
Ralls, steel, investigation, 373
insurance, 377
expendable gift fund, 33, 312, 516
special fund, 38, 318, 522
Ralph, Margaret F., degree, 136
Railway Engineering, budget, expense, 32, 312, 516
salary, 37, 316, 520
expendable gift fund, 33, 516
laboratory fee, 91, 363
Rainey, Evelyn, appointment, 49
See also Dahl, Evelyn R.
Ralph, Dorothy M., appointments, 24, 176, 185, 304, 509
Ramer, L. O., degree, 602
Ramey, A., degree, 240
Ramey, Juanita, degree, 240
Ramos, Gloria L., degree, 252
Ramsay, J. A., appointments, 24, 176, 185, 304, 509
Ramsay, R. J., appointments, 46, 326, 530
Ramey, Harrison H., appointment, 130
Randall, G. S., appointments, 51, 330, 515
Randall, J. G., appointments, 21, 302, 506
Randall, J. L., appointment, 505
Randall, Leta F., degree, 120
Randels, Mary G., degree, 136
Ranft, H., degree, 252
Rankin, F. H., appointments, 43, 323, 525
retirement, 283
Raphael, C. J., degree, 337
Rappaport, Charlotte T., degree, 458
Rapp, A., appointments, 17, 174, 299, 503
degree, 460
Rapp, Mrs. Esther L., appointments, 18, 300, 504
Rappaport, B. Z., appointments, 86, 279, 589
Rappel, F. J., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Rapport, J. S., degree, 252
Rascher and Betzold, laboratory supplies purchased, 160
Rash, Lois L., appointments, 43, 50 degree, 242
Rawbaum, M., degree, 608
Rasmussen, C. T., degree, 612
Rasmussen, S. W., degree, 616
Rassweiler, M. R., appointments, 36, 177, 316, 542
Rathert, Ruth E., degree, 613
Rathje, T. A. C., degree, 134
Rathiff, R. C., degree, 244
Rattner, T. H., degree, 252
Rattner, H., appointments, 84, 278, 391, 548
Rauch, L. A., degree, 135
Rausch, Mildred R., degree, 248
Raushenberger, J. W., degree, 195
Rauworth, B. S., contracts for instruction of, 138, 413
degree, 615
Rawlings, Mrs. Dorothy S., appointment, 450
Rawlings, Mrs. Nellie, appointments, 67, 345
Ray, E., degree, 240
Ray, Harriet, appointment, 130
Ray, V. A., degree, 195
Rayner, W. H., appointments, 34, 314, 517
Rea, C. E., appointment, 99
Rea, J. J., degree, 193
Rea, Lucille E., degree, 253
Rea scholarships, Medicine, fund, 80, 359, 565
Read, H. J., degree, 606
Read, Mildred M., degree, 613
Read, Mary E., degree, 385
Read, Mrs. W. G., appointment, 456
Reagan, C. W., appointments, 10, 293, 497
Reagan, F. P., appointments, 64, 346, 548
Reagan, G. W., appointments, 30, 197, 310, 514, 626
Ream, N. J., degree, 608
Reappropriation, unexpended balances, 82
Reanick, P. D., degree, 456
Reasor, C. U., degree, 244
Receipts, University, schedule, 220
Recital Hall, rental fee, 423
Reck, H. J., degree, 244
Recorder, budget, 9, 292, 496
Recreational facilities fees, 444
rules for use of, 424
Rector, T. C., degree, 241
Reed, J. A., degree, 194
Reedell, R. G., degree, 618
Redman, C. B., degree, 252
Redman, L. D., degree, 252
Redmond, F. H., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Reece, Anita R., degree, 240
Reed, C. H., appointments, 14, 184, 298, 502
Reed, J. B., appointment, 465
Reed, J. C., appointments, 35, 315, 518
Reed, R. H., appointments, 43, 323, 527
Reed, Ruth, degree, 241
Reed, T. A., degree, 622
Reed, W. J., certificate, 263
degree, 461
Reeder, O. W., degree, 252
Reeder, W. L., degree, 618
Reedy, J. H., appointments, 14, 184, 298, 502
Rees, Dorothy D., degree, 248
Reese, Edna M., degree, 241
Reese, W. H., degrees, 118, 326
Reeser, Harriet M., degree, 613
Reeves, Reith R., degree, 241
Refrigerating unit, Woman's Residence Hall, purchased, 477
Regan, J. F., Jr., degree, 240
Registrar, reporting of fees, discontinued, 93
Registrar's Office, budget, expense, 7, 289, 493
salary, 9, 292, 466
Chicago, budget, expense, 289, 493
salary, 203, 497
Registration, correspondence courses, rules, 410
decrease in enrollment, report, 100
University High School, deposit fee required, 593
Rehm, J. B., appointments, 13, 172
degree, 260
Rehm, Ruth E., degree, 613
Rehm, S. F., degree, 244
Rehr, Ruth E., degree, 605
Reich, Mrs. Caroline B., gift, 576
Reich, H. A., degree, 402
Reich, H. J., appointments, 34, 314, 517
Reich, J., etching of R. L. Stevenson, 576
Reichman, A. H., degree, 605
Reichmann, Laura L., degree, 240
Reine, F. C., degree, 613
Reid, E. A., appointments, 34, 314, 517
Reid, Mrs. Mabel, appointment, 70
Reid, R. B., degree, 240
Reid, W. W., degree, 613
Reifler R.

Reierson, R. L., C.P.A. certificate, 361
Reifman, M. S., degree, 457
Reinemer S. N., degree, 616
Reinish H., degree, 629
Reitz J. W., appointments, 124, 322, 329, 333
Reliable Plumbing and Heating Company, contracts, 117
Relief, student employment, federal funds, 446
Relief Committee, Champaign County, use of University land, 207
Remennik, Nadejda, degree, 622
Rempefer, R. W., fellowship, 479
Remenchik, N. degree, 622
Renard J. N., degree, 616
Renfrew, C. L., degree, 194
Renaud, C.

Research, agricultural-industrial, appropriation, 81
Research and Educational Hospital, decoration, 594
Research Building, elevators, contract for, 435
Reservoir, water storage, C.W.A. project, 433
Residence, regulations, General Assembly scholarships, 456
Residences, correspondence courses, 410
Residence halls, women's, budget, expense, 77, 79, 358, 359, 552
Reserve, water storage, C.W.A. project, 433
Resignations, cont'd.
Roberts, Nettie M., 582
Stone, Elizabeth O., 582
Stauser, E. B., 582
Re
See also Declinations.
Retirements, Adams, P., 569
Weak, J. G., 582
Brentlinger, E. P., 283
Carlisle, C., 569
Danes, A. H., 569
Davis, H. L., 588
Davis, J., 569
Denninart, C. C., 283
Dreman, V., 283
Freeman, C. Y., 283
Gallie, D. M., 282, 283
Gill, H. I., 589
Hamilton, Mrs. Alice V., 283
allowance increased, 373
Hainlin, J. A., 83
Hieronymus, R. E., 83
Hill, C., 83
Jones, W. C., 83
Keichum, M. S., 569
Kilgore, D., 283
Klein, J. A., 569
Lanham, E. T., 283
Loonis, Meta M., 569
Lumsden, W. K., 283
McMillan, L., 283
Moore, F. L., 283
Peterson, N., 283
Pierce, N. H., 83
Powell, E., 283
Rankin, F. H., 283
Robinson, M. H., 283
Savage, T. E., 569
Schofield, F. E., 83
Shaw, J. B., 180, 283
Showers, T., 53, 283
Sprinkle, D. C., 83
Vandeventer, J. H., 283
Waldo, E. H., 569
Ward, H. L., 589
Rettinger, L. J., degree, 403
Retzer J., degree, 613
Revenue Committee, access to University records, 218
Revolving accounts, budget, 289, 493
Revolving funds, University, 362
budget, Agriculture, 40, 316, 320, 523
Dentistry, 50, 348, 554
Military, 62, 340, 544
Rew, C. L., appointments, 24, 175, 185, 509
Reynolds, E. E., appointments, 298, 447, 502
Reynolds, E. E., degree, 609
Reynolds, T. S., degree, 262
Reynolds, T. A., appointments, 391, 588
degree, 134, 440
Reynolds, Katherine M., degree, 605
Reynolds, Martha J., degree, 440
Reynolds, Ruth J., degree, 253
Reznek, G. H., appointments, 391, 550
degree, 449
Reznick, B. Z., appointments, 85, 280, 591
Reznick, L., degree, 622
Reznick, S., degree, 97
Rhea, K., appointments, 343, 443, 548
degree, 262
Rhetoric, correspondence courses, 374
Rhine, M. R., degree, 262
Rhinoology, 5th Laryngology.
Rhoads, Merle M., appointments, 8, 290, 404
Rhode, C. S., appointments, 46, 52, 326, 331, 530, 536
Rhodes, P. A., degree, 119
Rhodes, R. S., degree, 242
Rice, A., degree, 205
Rice, Barbara F., degree, 617
Rice, P. M., degree, 440
Rice, V. S., degree, 244
Rice, W. D., degree, 457
Re

Rice, W. M., degree, 613
Rice, H. A., degree, 655
Rich, G. J., appointment, 130
Richards, C. T., degree, 386
Richards, D. B., degree, 609
Richards, G. G., C.P.A. certificate, 261
Richards, M. E., degree, 284
Richardson, P. L., degree, 247
Richardson, W., degree, 246
Richardson, Eleanor L., appointment, 14
Richmond, S. I., degree, 440
Richte, I. B., certificate, 620
Richards, C.
Richart, F.
Richmlnd, A.
Richart
Rieoda.
Richards, P. E., degree, 247
Rigg, R. E., degree, 403
Riegel, W. E., member of advisory board, 128, 129, 396
Ridge, Ma. Tabitha J., appointments, 9, 297, 495
Riley, A., degree, 564
Rigolo, A. E., degree, 618
Rinard, Harriet V., degree, 605
Ring, Rosella E., degree, 240
Rising, P., exchange of lots in Roselawn Cemetery, 209
Risk, R. K., appointment, 163
Riskind, L. A., degree, 72
Ritch, C. O., appointments, 163, 281, 592
Ritt, A. E. F., degree, 386
Rittenhouse, Marjorie, degree, 605
Ritter, W. A., degree, 611
Ritterbusch, F. M., degree, 622
Rittmeyer, E. H., degree, 194
Ritzlin, P., degree, 252
Rives, Dorothy E., degree, 240
Roadstrun, Mrs. Angela, appointments, 45, 525, 530
Robbins, A. Ione, appointments, 8, 291, 495
Robbins, Blanche V., degree, 602
Robbins, E. T., appointments, 45, 54, 325, 330, 529, 536
Robbins, Helen P., degree, 190
Roberson, W. V., degree, 196
Roberts, Anna M., degree, 250
Roberts, B., certificate, 620
Roberts, C. E., degree, 242
Roberts, C. W., appointments, 19, 174, 300, 504
Roberts, E., appointments, 45, 325, 529
Roberts, H. D., degree, 386
Roberts, H. D., degree, 406
Roberts, J. C., degree, 131
Roberts, M. O., degree, 613
Roberts, Nettie M., appointments, 10, 203
resignation, 582
Roberts, P. C., appointments, 27, 308, 512
Roberts, Mrs. Velma L., appointments, 63, 340, 546
Robertson, Carita, appointments, 64, 188, 339, 544
Robertson, Eleanor M., appointments, 75, 354, 560
Robertson, L. L., degree, 458
Robertson, R. M., degree, 622
Robertson, Teresa J., appointments, 65, 343, 549
Robertson, W. S., appointments, 20, 185, 302, 447, 506
Roeby, N. T., degree, 607
Robins, L. S., appointments, 86, 281, 591
Robinson, Anna B., appointments, 31, 311, 515
Robinson, Florence B., appointments, 58, 336, 541
Robinson, H. degree, 194
Robinson, J., degree, 193
Robinson, M. H., degree, 240
Robinson, M. H., appointments, 28, 186, 308, 512
retirement, 383
Robinson, F. B., degree, 458
Robinson, V. W., appointments, 20, 175, 302
Roche, A. V., appointments, 24, 176, 304, 448, 509
Rochell, N., degree, 622
Rodebush, W. H., degrees, 14, 297, 501
leave of absence, 397
Rodeheaver, J. N., Jr., degree, 257
Rodents, research, expendable gift fund, 12
Rodgers, Catherine M., degree, 240
Roekey, F. S., appointments, 21, 302, 447, 506
Rodriguez, A., degree, 252
 Roeder, S. D., degree, 606
Roehl, Mrs. Blanche H., appointment, 154
Roentgenology, budget, expense, 70, 348, 546, 574
salary, 73, 351, 552, 557
Roesel, K., appointment, 245
Roessler and Hasslacher, chemicals purchased, 94
Rogers, Carloy R., appointments, 22, 175, 303
Rogers, Della M., appointments, 37, 316, 520
Rogers, Mary B., degree, 194
Rogers, Ora C., degree, 131
Rohkohl, G. W., degree, 246
Rokusek, F. E., appointment, 60
Rolf, C. W., appointments, 20, 301
Roller, E. H., degree, 616
Romance Languages, budget, expense, 12, 296, 500
salary, 23, 204, 508
second semester, 175
summer session, 185, 448
fellow, honorary, 267
fellows and scholars, lists, 266, 429
laboratory fees, French, 364
Spanish, 675
Romane, J., degree, 265
Romanus, Margaret L., degree, 191
Rome, S., certificate, 263
Ronnals, F. S., appointments, 21, 185, 302, 447, 506
Rondals, J. G., degree, 264
Ronchetto, F. J., degree, 609
Rorkey, H. B., appointments, 465, 510
degree, 241
scholarship, 267
Ronstrom, G., degree, 440
Roof, Medical and Dental Laboratories, reports on condition, 366, 381, 483
Men's Old Gymnasium, repair, 94
Roofing and Insulation Co., Champaign, purchases, 590
Rooks, E., degrees, 119, 613
Rooney, E. J., appointments, 427, 590
Roos, F. J., appointment, 550
Roscoe, W. L., appointments, 58, 336, 541
leave of absence, 419
Root, W. C., degree, 245
Rosen, S. J., degree, 643
Rosaen, A. W., appointments, 77, 356, 561
Rosborough, J. R., degree, 402
Rosen, E., degree, 241
Roe, Freda F., degree, 405
Rose, G., certificate, 263
Rose, M. D., continuation in service, 570
Rosen, M. F., appointments, 85, 286, 590
Rose, S., C.P.A. certificate, 188
Rose, W. C., appointments, 14, 184, 297, 501
Rosenfeldd, H. C., certificate, 620
Roseh, Ruth V., degree, 456
Rosen, H. F., degree, 406
Rosenfeld, J. M., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Rosenblum, H. L., degree, 608
Rosenberg, Mildred, appointments, 68, 124, 346, 551
Rosenthal, S., certificate, 620
Rosenblum, F., appointments, 86, 280, 591
Rosenbloom, Rebecca, appointments, 73, 178
Rosenblum, S. H., appointments, 163, 279
Rosenbloom, L. B., degree, 241
Rosenfield, D. R., degree, 622
Rosenfeld, H. C., certificate, 620
Rosenthal, I. H., degree, 262
Rosenblum, M. J., degree, 440
Rosenblum, R. L., degree, 631
Rosenhull, Margaret A., appointments, 143, 311, 518
Rosenwald Museum of Science and Industry, chemistry exhibit, loaned, 397
Roskopf, M. S., degree, 118
Rosenk Ann A., degree, 616
Ross, E., degree, 772
Ross, E. F., degree, 246
Ross, Ellic J., degree, 265
Ross, G. B., degree, 611
Ross, H. H., degree, 261
Ross, H. M., appointments, 80, 280, 592
Ross, J. W., member of advisory committees, 128, 399, 514
Ross, R. C., appointments, 47, 50, 55, 322, 349, 391, 526, 535
Ross, B. L., degree, 235
Ross, V. A., appointments, 62, 339, 545
leave of absence, sick, 160
member of McKinley Hospital executive staff, 128
Ross, W. C., degree, 622
Rossier, J. H., degree, 244
Rossier, L. G., appointments, 67, 69, 345, 348, 550, 553
R.O.T.C. uniforms, contracts, 116, 224
Roth, J. B., certificate, 630
Roth, Louise S., degree, 253
Roth, R. L., degree, 617
Rothenberg, H. B., degree, 613
Rothenberger, Ruth M., appointments, 76, 355, 560
sick leave, 411
Rothgeb, D. E., degree, 609
Rothwell, Edna P., degree, 240
Rotschafer, B. W., scholarship, 479
Roubinsek, Dorothy C., degree, 240
Round, O. H., degree, 233
Roupas T. N., degree, 605
Rourke, Ellen M., degree, 405

Route 10, traffic, 400, 437
Row, C. F., certificate, 620
Rowand, A. B., degree, 248
Rowe, A. E., degree, 613
Rowe, A. R., degree, 253
Rowe, C. G., appointments, 24, 175, 304, 509
Rowe, V. H., degree, 248
Rowland, Mrs. Inez L., appointments, 124, 175
Rowley, F. C., degree, 105
Rowley, Janet G., degree, 605
Rowley, Marie M., degree, 616
Roy, Florence, See White, Mrs. Florence R.
Roy, N. H., appointments, 39, 318, 532
Royvants, R. F., and Buswell patents, 581
Rozendaal, Hendrine, appointments, 391, 559
Rozmer, M., degree, 241
Ruben, L. J., degree, 246
Rubenstein, H. L., degree, 613
Rubenstein, J. A., Jr., degree, 240
Ruben, Leone A., appointments, 16, 173, 298, 502
Rubin, A. C., degree, 611
Rubin, H. A., degree, 265
Rubin, H. M., appointments, 87, 282
Rubin, H. X., degree, 97
Rubinson, A., degree, 265
Rubenstein, R., certificate, 620
Ruby, J. C., appointments, 60, 187, 338, 449, 543
Ruby, Rebecca F., degree, 605
Ruch, F. L., appointments, 23, 304, 448, 508
Rucker, H. J., appointments, 31, 314, 515
Ruckman, Kathleen, appointments, 75, 355, 550
Rudick, C. K., degree, 611
Ruder, K. R., degree, 610
Rudolph, A. H., appointments, 443, 590
Rudolph, H. J., degree, 248
Ruehle, H. A., appointments, 46, 326, 530
sick leave, 372
Ruemmele, R. F., degree, 622
Ruestmann, Viola L., degree, 240
Ruet, Marie M., degree, 255
Ruff, W. W., degree, 612
Ruth, F. E., degree, 134
Rumana, H., degree, 458
Rumble, A. W., degree, 403
Rumana, H., degree, 172
Rummel, C. G., awarded Plym fellowship, 574
degree, 254
Rumsey, Mary B., appointments, 22, 175, 303, 626
Rund, Sister Mary M., degree, 240
Rund, Mrs. Thelma L., appointments, 46, 326, 351, 530
Ruge, Dorothy, degree, 240
Runyon, Gertrude, appointment, 130
Rupert, H. B., degree, 252
Rupprecht, E. T., degree, 248
Rus, A. F., degree, 136
Rusk, H. P., appointments, 45, 325, 529
Russell, S. Jr., degree, 104
Russell, C. P., degree, 609
Russell, E. D., degree, 136
Russell, F. A., appointments, 27, 307, 450, 511
director of Athletic Association, 82, 367
Russell, H. G., appointment, 124
degree, 133
Russell, Mrs. Lucile B., appointments, 46, 326, 530
Russell, M. K., degree, 241
Russell, W. H., degree, 245
Russell, Ruth E., degree, 136
Russell, W. H., degree, 616
Russel, Sister Mary S., degree, 384
Ruth, W. A., appointments, 49, 326, 532
Ruther, Helen E., degree, 403
Rutherford, E. L., degree, 613
Rutherford, Margaret, degree, 134
Sanitary District, Urbana-Champaign, permission to lay sewer, 420
Sanitary research, budget, 500
expendable gift fund, 32
Sanner, E. R., degree, 136
Sanow, M. B., degree, 265
Santarelli, F., degree, 605
Santi, J. A., degree, 244
Saphir, O., appointments, 86, 280, 591
Sapkin, L., degree, 265
Sapor, G. E., degree, 244
Sapora, N. L., degree, 135
Sargent, E. H., and Company, purchases, 457
laboratory supplies, 160
pyrex laboratory glassware, 229, 435
Sarkiss, A. O., degree, 474
Sarkissian, A. O., appointment, 474
degree, 509
Sarma, F. P., appointments, 87, 281, 592
Sarsfield, E. A., degree, 385
Sass, Elma T., degree, 252
Sator, W. M., degree, 224
Satterfield, P., contracts for instruction of,
138, 413
Sauer, E. L., appointments, 124, 322, 349,
577, 533
Sauerwein, H. H., degree, 245
Saul, Wilma F., degree, 241
Sanders, Mrs. Alta G., appointments, 17,
27, 300, 504, 512
Sanders, C. W., degree, 136
Sanders, Dorothy M., degree, 252
Sanders, Evelyn C., degree, 240
Savage, E. T., appointments, 20, 301, 505
retirement, 569
Saville, M. M., appointments, 465, 626
Sawell, J. R., degree, 244
Sawyer, A. L., appointments, 66, 344, 549
Sawyer, C. E. J., degree, 608
Sawyer, L. E., appointments, 55, 333, 538
Sawyer, P. W., degree, 619
Sawyer, R. A., degree, 613
Sayles, W. A., degree, 440
Sayer, J. F., degree, 621
Sazaklinski, V., degree, 254
Scale studies, agreement, 207
extended, 573
budget, 318, 522
expendable gift funds, 312, 516
Scanlan, Mary M., appointments, 74, 352,
558
Schaad, J., appointment, 301
Schaar and Company, purchases, chemicals, 94
laboratory supplies, 160
pyrex laboratory glassware, 308
Schacht, F. W., appointments, 143, 282
Schaefer, E. L., degree, 120
Schaefer, Elisa L., degree, 616
Schaeffer, T. F., degree, 244
Schaffner, O. G., appointments, 58, 336, 541
Schaffner, D., degree, 456
Schanel, C. J., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Scharf, M. T., degree, 622
Schaeffer, L., certificate of admission, 457
Schauer, M. J., degree, 622
Schau, E. J., C.P.A. certificate, 361
Scherrer, J. E., appointments, 76, 355, 560
Scheller, M. J., certificate, 620
Scheller, R. S., memberships of advisory committees,
128, 396
Schlock, T. B., degree, 240
Schlick, W. D., appointments, 37, 355, 540
Scheff, M. C, appointments, 327, 590
degree, 97
Schein, J. R., degree, 243
Schein, Elizabeth M., degree, 256
Schein, M., degree, 601
Scher, A. C. F., degree, 605

Saatoff, J. A., degree, 242
Sahtman, M. I., degree, 97
Sabo, J. P., appointment, 61
Saherman, M., degree, 47
Ryan, W. G., degree, 617
Ryan, Mrs. Mary L., appointments, 48, 325,
53
Ryan, A. J., degree, 193
Ryan, A. J., agreements, 193, 196
St. Germain, M., degree, 456
Ryan, Mrs. Mary L., degree, 617
Ryan, A. J., degree, 193
Ryan, A. J., agreements, 193, 196
Saddington, J. P., appointment, 61
Sabo, J. P., appointment, 61
Saherman, M. I. degree, 47
Ryan, W. G., degree, 617
Ryan, Mrs. Mary L., appointments, 48, 325,
53
Ryan, A. J., degree, 193
Saikley, A., degree, 456
St. Germain, M., appointment, 143
St. Ledger, H., degree, 610
St. Louis, milk supply and demand, cooperative study, 573
Sakelson, A. J., degrees, 193, 196
Salary, Acting President, committee, appointed, 235
report, 368
budget, 6, 154, 288, 492
reappraisal in, 483
reduction, 210
Saling, S., degree, 451
Salinger, M. D., estimated income, 285, 489
Saling, R. J., degree, 246
Salter, J. E., degree, 134
Saltiel, T. F., appointments, 86, 281, 591
Salwin, L. N., degree, 249
Salwin, Lilian L., degree, 240
Salman, C. E., degree, 246
Samie, Fredericka F., degree, 605
Sams, L. H., degree, 610
Samuell, Dale E., degree, 190
Samuelson, A. T., C.P.A. certificate, 190
Samuelson, F. W., degree, 616
Sand, C. A., degree, 622
Sandberg, E. L., C.P.A. certificate, 106
Sandberg, J. M., degree, 97
Sandberg, Virginia F., degree, 605
Sandell, S. J., degree, 243
Sanders, A. F., contract for instruction of,
202
degree, 609
Sanders, K. R., degree, 244
Sanders, Lucile R., degree, 240
Sanders, Mary G., degree, 240
Sanders, W. H., appointments, 36, 186, 316,
448
Sanderson, Elizabeth W., degree, 614
Sandford, W. P., appointments, 17, 184, 300,
504
leave of absence, 571
Sandin, E. V., appointments, 19, 174, 184,
300, 504
Sandifer, Kathryn M., degree, 613
Sandretto, Mary V., degree, 402
Sandwell, M., appointments, 78, 357, 583
Sandhi, C. H., appointments, 76, 355, 501
Sanfilippo, P. D., degree, 97
Sanford, C. W., appointments, 30, 187, 310,
449, 514
degree, 261
Sanford, G. W., appointments, 28, 177, 308,
443
degree, 599
Sangwin, Helen J., degree, 193
Sloan, R. C., degree, 244, 602
Slobutsky, C., degree, 402
Smith, Betty S., degree, 617
Smith, C. M., appointments, 39, 318, 522
Smith, C. O., appointments, 124, 280, 590
degrees, 242, 602
Smith, Carl Fenton, degree, 458
Smith, Carl Francis, degree, 613
Smith, Charles S., degree, 605
Smith, Clyde S., degree, 247
Smith, D., appointments, 37, 316, 520
Smith, D. A., Jr., degree, 240
Smith, D. L., appointment, 392
degrees, 248
Smith, D. N., degree, 252
Smith, D. W., degree, 245
Smith, E. E., degree, 242
Smith, E. Evelyn, appointments, 48, 327, 531
degrees, 291, 495
Smith, E. J., degree, 191
Smith, Elizabeth L., degree, 241
Smith, F., appointments, 25, 305, 509
Smith, F. R., degree, 97
Smith, G. D., appointments, 44, 324, 529
Smith, G. E., certificate, 263
Smith, G. W., degrees, 242, 602
Smith, H. A., degrees, 118, 258
Smith, H. B., degree, 605
Smith, Helen Louise, degree, 458
Smith, Henry A., degree, 132
Smith, Hubert A., degree, 254
Smith, Irene, degree, 252
Smith, J. D., continuation in service, 282, 570
Smith, J. E. Jr., degree, 248
Smith, J. E., degree, 617
Smith, Janice M., appointments, 48, 51, 327,
330, 531, 534
Smith, Jean, appointments, 197, 321, 329,
525, 533
Smith, K. A., degree, 244
Smith, K. L. E., appointment, 85
Smith, L. H., degree, 383
Smith, L. R., degree, 616
Smith, L. T., appointments, 124, 280, 590
Smith, Mabel F., appointments, 392, 484, 564
Smith, Mary A., degree, 600
Smith, Mary E., degree, 617
Smith, Mary H., degree, 605
Smith, Mary I., degree, 617
Smith, Mildred L., degree, 252
Smith, P. A., degree, 609
Smith, P. B., degree, 243
Smith, P. D., C.P.A. certificate, 188
Smith, P. W., appointments, 69, 347, 552
degrees, 263
Smith, R. B., C.P.A. certificate, 430
Smith, R. F., appointment, 29
career, 266
Smith, R. L., degree, 97
Smith, Raymond S., appointments, 43, 324,
528
Smith, Robert Alvin, degree, 605
Smith, Robert Archie, certificate, 263
degree, 461
Smith, S. C., appointments, 8, 290, 494
Smith, S. F., appointment, 427
Smith, S. R., certificates, 621
Smith, T. L., degree, 605
Smith, Thelma, appointments, 66, 343,
549
Smith, V. M., degree, 121
Smith, V. T., degree, 261
Smith, W., appointments, 496, 547
Smith, W. B., degree, 132
Smith, W. D., degree, 611
Smith, W. H., appointment, 626
Smith, W. O., degree, 246
Smith-Hughes, budget, summary, 39, 310, 361, Virginia Act, estimated income, 285, 489
Smith-Lever Act, estimated income, 285, 489
Smith-Lever Extension, budget, salary, 51, 330, 534
Smith-Lever Fund, budget, expense, 40, 310, 543
salary, 51, 330, 534
Smith Memorial Hall, rental fee, 423
Smock, H. B., degree, 242
Smogolaski, Cathryn C., appointment, 67
Smucker, M. F., degree, 247
Smutki, E. C., degree, 616
Snedl, C. E., degree, 240
Snell, Mary E., degree, 252
Snedken, Elmer W., appointment, 130
Snider, C. F., appointment, 626
Snider, E. J., appointments, 44, 324, 528, degree, 608
Sokolowski, M., degree, 265
Snively, E. D., degree, 655
Snively, W. D., degree, 605
Snow, C. M., appointments, 73, 352, 557
Snyder, L. C. K., appointments, 78, 357, 563
Snyder, Lois M., degree, 601
Snyder, Marjorie R., degree, 252
Snyder, R. E., degree, 609
Snyder, R. A., degree, 623
Social Hygiene, See Criminology.
Society of American Florists and Ornamental Horticulturists, gift, 93
Sociology, budget, expense, 12, 296, 500
salary, 25, 305, 509
rural, 50, 320, 533, 535
derr, semester, 176
summer session, 186, 448
scholarship, 414
Sodergren, Agnes C., degree, 257
Soderstrom, Faye M., appointments, 257
Sokolowski, J., degree, 242
Sohi, W. E., degree, 261
Soil Survey, maps, printing, 105
purchase, 480
reports, printing, budget, 40, 320, 523
Soldinger, M. A., degree, 194
Solomon, A. H., degree, 135
Solomon, A. F., appointments, 85, 279, 590
Solomon, D. R., degree, 265
Solomon, Virginia M., degree, 616
Soloway, S. S., appointments, 84, 279, 590
Soltzer, D. L., degree, 618
Soltyr, J., appointment, 130
Somnia, D. E., degree, 242
Somers, L. A., appointments, 49, 52, 328, 331, 533, 536
Somers, M. E., degree, 252
Somerville, J. E., degree, 254
Sommer, C. S., appointment, 124
degree, 97
Sommer, O. J., member of advisory committees, 128, 396
Sommer, R. E., degree, 252
Sondag, R. F., degree, 400
Sonkin, E., certificate, 265
Sorensen, Marie, appointments, 66, 343, 549
Sorensen, degree, 256
Sound, absorption by materials, investigation, 131, 160, 267, 374, 433
C. A. project, 434
South Memorial Library, acceptance, 138
South, Mary F., appointments, 67, 345, 550
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, bonds, 425, 435
Sowder, Bonnie, degree, 250
Spain, Irene M., degree, 252
Spalding, W. M., degree, 610
Spangler, Virginia L., degree, 616
Spanish, correspondence courses, 374
laboratory fees, 91, 365
Sparks, B. W., degree, 608
Sparks, C. M., appointments, 36, 177
degree, 262
Sparks, M. E., degree, 456
Sparks, S. R., Jr., degree, 136
Spatny, V. Z., degree, 252
Speckman, C. D., lease, 379
Speelman, M. L., appointments, 16, 174, 299
fellowship, 279
Spear, J. A., degree, 240
Spector, A. N., degree, 245
Speech, laboratory fees, 91, 365
Speed, R. D., certificate, 263
Spence, J. M., degree, 264
Speltin, E. G., degree, 611
Sperring, Clara, degree, 609
Sperring, G., hearing on Lincoln Avenue storm drain, 117
Sperry, F. D., appointments, 28, 177
Sperry, T. M., degree, 260
Sperry, Geneva H., degree, 194
Spiegel, M. J., degree, 97
Spiesman, I. G., appointments, 84, 278, 589
Spiker, Donald F., appointment, 130
Spiller, A. L., degree, 262
Sperri, R. U., degree, 622
Sprei, C. J., appointments, 51, 330, 535
Sprei, W. E., degree, 197
Spoon, Margaret H., appointments, 76, 355, 561
degree, 459
Sporleer, Faye, appointments, 46, 325
Spradling, Zita H., degree, 619
Sprague, R. E., degree, 606
Springer, C. H., appointments, 34, 314, 518
Springfield Avenue, paving, 481
Springfield Avenue house, remodeling, 92, 130
Sprinkle, D. C., appointments, 49, 329, 533
retirement, 83
Spryza, S., degree, 609
Squires, H. W., degree, 135
Sruogin, Albina, appointments, 68, 346
Stack, J. A., degree, 248
Stach, Mildred T., degree, 197
Stack gases, agreement, extended, 202
budget, 39, 316, 522
expansible gift fund, 32, 312, 516
investigation, 422
patent, application authorized, 150
publication authorized, 471
Stadium fund, certificate, 171
Stadler, Therese M., appointments, 416, 497
Staehle, Mrs. Ida M., appointments, 78, 359, 565
Staehle, D. W., degree, 606
Staff, contributions unemployment relief, 137
fees, University courses, 161
salaries, readjustment, 183
summer session, 183, 446
Stafford, G. T., appointments, 60, 187, 338, 449, 543
Stagman, J., degree, 134, 440
Staley, Dorothy, degree, 614
Staley, H. A., degree, 256
Staley, R. B., degree, 609
Staley, C. E., State, appointments, 60, 187, 338, 543
Stalmin, Alfreda K., degree, 255
fellowship, 266, 479
Stainaker, C. C., appointments, 29, 177, 309, 443, 513
Stamberg, O. E., degree, 606
Stamler, M., certificate, 263
Steel frames, welded joints, investigation,
Steam line, University Hospital, purchases,
Stein, degree, 407
Steinberg, H. E., degree, 601
Steinberg, H. S., degree, 619
Steiner, Anne B., degree, 450
Steiner, E. J., certificate, 263
Steiner, H. K., degree, 606
Steiner, L. M., degree, 486
Steiner, R. B., degree, 611
Steinert, Eva, degree, 255
Steinmeyer, H. P., appointments, 163, 349, 555
Stengel, M. R., degree, 613
Stengel, Mildred, degree, 606
Stenzel, F. O., degree, 267
Stephen, Ida H., appointments, 70, 348, 553
Stephen, R. M., appointments, 71, 351, 550
degree, 623
Stephens, C., appointments, 11, 294, 498
Stephens, E. E., degree, 246
Stephens, E. R., degree, 121
Stephens, I. C., degree, 246
Stephens, V. R., appointments, 87, 281, 592
Stephenson, R. K., degree, 611
Stenzel, A. E., degree, 262
Sterne, H. S., degree, 610
Sterner, Vivian J., degree, 240
Stines, W. W., Jr., degree, 606
Stineberg, H. E., degree, 385
Sterrett, R. K., appointment, 392
Stevens, B., degree, 193
Stevens, Edith M., degree, 384
Stevens, F. L., appointments, 13, 297, 501
sick leaves, 371
Stevens, R., degree, 610
Stevenson, E. H., degree, 606
Stevenson, H. M., degree, 240
Stevenson, W. D., degree, 618
Stevenson, R. L., etching, 576
Stevenson, R. V., degree, 262
Stewart, M., C. L., request, 203
Stew ist, C. L., appointments, 42, 50, 322,
329, 526, 533
Stewart, Helen, appointments, 76, 355, 560
Stewart, J. T., degree, 246
Stewart, Pauline M., degree, 458
Stewart, R. W., degree, 568
Stiger, 122, degree, 240
Stice, Mrs. Hilda R., appointments, 29, 309,
513
Stice, R. A., degree, 240
Stiebler, Mildred E., degree, 248
Stiegemeyer, Ann D., degree, 252
Stiegemeyer, Barbara C., degree, 132
Stiegemeyer, Louise E., degree, 32
Stiegemeyer, Mildred C., degree, 242
Stiegman, C. A., appointments, 408, 502
Stiegman, Dorothy A., degree, 616
Stiel, Margaret C., degree, 403
Still, Helene, degree, 253
Stillman, Mrs. Miriam, appointments, 9, 291,
495
Stillwell, C. W., appointment, 14
Simson, C. H., degree, 248
Siquel, Minnie A., degree, 252
Sith, F. R., Jr., degree, 606
Stiven, F. B., appointments, 58, 187, 336, 541
Stock Pavilion, rental fee, 443
Stocker, S., degree, 265
Stocking, Helen F., appointments, 65, 343,
548
Stoofer, H. J., degree, 599
fellowship, 266
Stokes, J. H., degree, 610
Stokes, Catherine M., degree, 616
Stoltzenburg, Marjorie A., degree, 253
Stone, C. E., appointment, 449
Stone, D. L., appointment, 125
Stone, Elizabeth O., resignation, 583
scholarship, 480
Stone, F. L., appointments, 85, 279, 590
Stout, C. N., degree, 258
Stutz, R. E., degree, 133
Stutgen, Dorles C., appointments, 19, 174, 300, 304, 350, 356
Sublett, M. H., degree, 102
Suckow, Katheryn, degree, 614
Sudder, J. J., contract for instruction of, 413
Sudduth, Mrs. Mary P., appointments, 45, 325, 353
Sudrow, G. D., degree, 240
Sugar, C. degree, 450
Sullane, J. A., appointments, 86, 287, 591
Sullins, M. W., degree, 104
Sullivan, Alice H., appointment, 23
Sullivan, Dan J., degree, 385
Sullivan, Daniel J., degree, 457
Sullivan, Mrs. Evalene K., appointment, 31
See also Kramer, Evalene.
Sullivan, Helen B., appointments, 204, 397, 505
Sullivan, Lorna A., degree, 132
Sullivan, Mrs. Margaret C., appointments, 59, 348, 544
Sullivan, Marian J. L., degree, 456
Sullivan Chevrolet Company, cars purchased, 367
Sulphur dioxide, See Stack gases.
Summer cooling, investigation, 239
research residence, publication of paper on, 437
Summer session, budget, 183, 446, 546
fees, Dentistry, 228
staff, 183, 446
University High School, 189, 433
Summers, Beulah F., appointment, 18
Summers, Mary M., degree, 616
Summers, W. L., appointments, 56, 187, 334, 450, 539
Summerville, M. J., appointments, 57, 345, 530
Sun, T., degree, 119
Superintendent of Business Operations, budget, expense, 77
salary, 78
Superintendents, public school, fees charged
for University courses, 161
Supervising Architect, Office of, budget, expense, 77, 356
salary, 78, 357
expendable gift funds, 77, 356
name changed to Physical Plant
Department, 508
Supervision and High School Instruction, budget, expense, 30, 310, 513
salary, 30, 310, 514
Suppiger, E. W., appointments, 37, 377, 521
Surgery, budget, expense, 63, 341, 546
salary, 69, 347, 552
clinical faculty, 86, 281, 592
See also Oral and Plastic Surgery.
Surveys, scientific, fees for staff members
taking University courses, 161
Suter, M., degree, 191
Sutherland, R. T., degree, 609
Sutherlin, Kathryn J., appointments, 59, 336, 542
Sutter, J., contract for instruction of, 379
Sutton, A. H., appointments, 20, 301, 505
Sutton, D. G., degree, 606
Sutton, O. B., degree, 457
Sutcliffe, E., contract for instruction of, 378
Svare, J. C., degree, 265
Swenson, Margaret T., appointment, 130
Swain, J. W., appointments, 21, 302, 447, 506
Swain, T. W., degree, 249
Swain, W. F., Jr., degree, 606
Swann, S., Jr., appointments, 38, 317, 521
Swanson, A. E., degree, 118
Swanson, C. G. A., degree, 612
Swanson, Dorothea M., degree, 609
Swanson, E. E., appointments, 144, 278, 588
Swanson, Eloise E., degree, 616
Swanson, Frances E., appointments, 10, 293, 497
Swanson, G., appointments, 72, 350, 555
Swanson, J. W., appointments, 18, 306, 447, 504
Swanson, Margaret G., degree, 606
Swanson, O. E., degree, 613
Swanson, P. E., degree, 177
Swarthout, Evelyn, degree, 616
Sweerien, Mrs. Nary J., appointments, 46, 581
Swetz, C., degree, 606
Swenson, H. M., appointment, 144
Swenly, Mark Edith S., appointments, 19, 244
Swen M.
Sweet corn investigation, 41, 131, 148, 207
Sweet, E., appointments, 57, 335, 541
Sweeny, degree, 616
Swearien, Mrs. Nary J., appointments, 46, 581
Swartz, C., degree, 606
Swartz, B. degree, 606
Swanson, P. E., degree, 241
Swanson, Frances E., appointments, 144
Swanson, Eloise E., degree, 241
Swan: E. E., appointments 144, 278, 588
Tabaka, Bernardine, appointment, 130
Tablets, honors display, regulations, 574
Taborn, Edna, degree, 606
Taborn Edna, degree, 606
Tablets, honors display, regulations, 574
Szymon, G., degree, 512
Sweetcorn, subsidies authorized, 586
Symbols, bud et, meaning 6 288, 492
Sword, Virginia E., degree, 616
Switzer, Shirley R., degree, 616
Switzer, Shirley R., degree, 616
Sweedler, E. C., degree
Swanson, Dorothy M., degree, 609
Swanson, Eloise E., degree, 616
Swanson, Frances E., appointments, 10, 293, 497
Swanson, G., appointments, 72, 350, 555
Swanson, J. W., appointments, 18, 306, 447, 504
Swanson, Margaret G., degree, 606
Swanson, O. E., degree, 613
Swanson, P. E., degree, 177
Swarthout, Evelyn G., fellowship, 593
Swart, J. B., degree, 606
Swartzlander, E. E., degree, 616
Swearingen, Leila F., appointments, 76, 354, 500
Swearingen, Mrs. Mary J., appointments, 46, 574
Sweedler, E. C., degree, 385
Sweeney, E. J., degree, 606
Sweat, E. F., appointments, 57, 335, 541
Sweet, Mrs. W. J., gift, 387
Sweet corn, investigation, 41, 131, 148, 207
Swen, M. H., degree, 244
Sweny, Mrs. Edith S., appointments, 19, 174, 301, 504
Swenson, H. M., appointment, 85
Swenson, P. E., contract, 234
Swisko, R., certificate, 265
Switzer, Drs. gift, 159
Switzer, Shirley R., degree, 612
Sword, Virginia E., degree, 252
Sykes, E. O., telegram to, 372
Symbols, bud et, meaning 6 288, 492
Syms, G. E., appointments, 14, 173, 298
Symphony concerts, subsidy authorized, 586
Sygel, Alice G., degree, 252
Syversen, G., degree, 258
Szabados, B., contract for instruction of, 138
Tabanka, Bernardine, appointment, 130
Taborn, Edna, degree, 606
Tabulating Machine Co., contract, 378
Taft, D. R., appointments, 25, 395, 446, 509
Tait, E., degree, 172
Tait, L., lectureship fund, 56, 334, 540
Taft, M. G., appointments, 70, 348, 553
Talbot, M. A., degree, 258
Talbot, A. N., appointments, 37, 317, 520
Talbot, Adelaide R., appointment, 525
Talbot, Alyce P., degree, 244
Talbot, Mrs. Nell S., appointments, 70, 71, 349, 554
Talbot, Sarabelle, degree, 241
Talbot, G. L., degree, 616
Tammen, Margery B., degree, 193
Tandy, W. L., appointments, 29, 177
Tanner, F. W., appointments, 13, 184, 297, 446, 501
Tanner, K. O., degree, 606
Tarnowsky, G. de, appointments, 86, 281, 592
Terry, Angeline M., degree, 616
Terry, K., degree, 172
Tasch, A. F., degrees, 234, 461
Tasch, H., degree, 252
Tate, C. E., degree, 440
Tate, J. H., appointments, 13, 172
Tatum, E. L., degree, 257
Tawney, G. A., appointments, 22, 303, 507
Taxes, Carter-Penell farms, 436
Taylor, A. G., degree, 616
Taylor, C. V., degree, 131
Taylor, Florence W., degree, 405
Taylor, K. L., degree, 250
Taylor, D. M., degree, 172
Taylor, Margaret A., degree, 194
Taylor, Miriam, degree, 252
Taylor, R. L., degree, 240
Taylor, S. Helen, appointments, 31, 311, 370, 514
Taylor, T., contract for instruction of, 117
Taylor, W. H., degree, 599
fellowship, 210
Taylor, W. K., degree, 265
Taylor, Wanda A., degree, 606
Technowitz, J. K., degree, 610
Teach, C. L., degree, 613
Teachers, other institutions, fees charged for
University courses, 161
public school, fees charged for University
courses, 161
Teague, K. R., appointments, 74, 352, 558
Tedford, D. J., degree, 617
Teel, H. R., degree, 257
Teete, Eunice Y., appointment, 416
Teete, Helen E., degree, 600
scholarship, 266
Teeters, W. O., degree, 191
fellowship, 479
Tegarden, J. N., degree, 608
Tekon, L. R., degree, 460
Telephone service fire station, 452
Tedford, J. D., degree, 617
Tedford, J. D., degree, 617
Teele, Helen E., degree, 600
scholarship, 266
Teele, Eunice V., appointment, 416
Teele, Helen E., degree, 600
scholarship, 266
Teele, L. W., degree, 240
Temple, H. W., degree, 608
Templeman, W. D., appointments, 18, 300, 504
Templeton, L., appointments, 24, 179, 352, 558
Templeton, T. L., degree, 613
Teme, Dorothy M., degree, 616
Tennant, Properties, budget, 79, 359, 565
estimated income, 285
Tennenbaum, Frieda, degree, 252
Tenney, H. M., degrees, 613
Terman, L. A., degree, 193
Terry, G. M., degree, 606
Terry, Henrietta, appointments, 392, 465, 515
degree, 599
Terry, Juanita, degree, 250
Terry, L., appointment, 68
degree, 134
Terry, K. E., degrees, 73, 352, 557
Tesar, F. J., degree, 604
Tests of welded joints, budget, 516
Tetlow, Margaret M., degree, 603
scholarship, 386
Tetlow, M. L., certificate, 263
Tewel, K. M., degree, 607
Thacker, E. A., degree, 440
Thalman, Hope B., degree, 134
Thatcher, C. C., degree, 118
Thayer, Elizabeth, degree, 240
Thies, E. E., appointments, 22, 307, 512
Theiss, Florence K., degree, 616
Theoretic and Applied Mechanics, bud et, expense, 32, 312, 516
salary, 37, 317, 520
summer session, 186, 449
expansible gift funds, 33, 312, 516
head of department, appointment, 477
laboratory fees, 91, 263
Therapeutics, chemistry, investigation, budget, 590
Thiel, Helen M., degree, 458
Trent, Virginia A., degree, 616
Trevett-Matis Building Company, bonds deposited, 412
depositary for funds, 92
transfer of McKinley endowment fund securities, 434
Trevett, R. L., appointments, 125, 173
Trick, A. H., degree, 618
Trickley, C. H., degree, 457
Trinidad, A., degree, 609
Trone, E. E., degree, 472
Tronn, Wilma A., appointments, 75, 354
Trower, R. L., Plym scholarship, 77
Trucks, maintenance, budget, expense, 498
Trotier, degree, 609
Tromer, C.
Trimble, degree, 622
Trickey, A.
Tucker, R.
Tucker, Mrs. Lucy E., appointments, 37, 216, 520
Tull, J. B., appointments, 9, 292, 496
Tuttle, Nadeen T., degree, 248
Tuttle, P., degree, 606
Twente, A. D., degree, 249
Twin City Federation of Labor, representative heard, 117
Twomey, A. C., appointments, 392, 627
Tykociner, J. T., appointments, 38, 317, 521
patent, licenses, 236
testing insulation and cables, 436
technical assistance and supplies, gift for, 169
Tyler, I. K., appointments, 187, 449
Tyler, R. W., degree, 262
Tylman, S. D., appointments, 72, 351, 556
Tylor, W. R., appointments, 25, 180, 305
Tyre, D. R., degree, 242
Tyrrell, Dorothy N., degree, 606
Udeský, H. L., degree, 619
Udeský, J. C., degree, 440
Uhl, Esther C., degree, 248
Ulfeldt, C. V., degree, 618
Ulloa, Margarita, appointments, 72, 350, 555
Ulyot, G. E., appointment, 592
Ulm, P. O., degree, 244
Ultra-violet research, budget, 547
fund, 64
gifts for, 189, 435
Ulum, Zella, appointments, 9, 291, 495
Ulvestad, A. M., degree, 458
Undem, H. L., degree, 240
Undergraduate curricula, admission requirements, 154
special, 157
Undergraduate work, members of staff, fees, 161
Unemployment relief, drainage project, 375
funds, Chicago, portions used for student loans, 230
University land, use of, 207
Unexpended balances, reappropriation, 82, 276
Uniforms, band, deposit fund, 81, 361, 567
military, budget, 62, 340, 545
contracts, 116, 224, 378
deposit fund, 81, 361, 567
Union Building, construction proposed, 461
Unit, secondary school work, definition, 155
United States Court of Customs and Patents Appeals, decision on duty-free imports, 92
United States Department of Agriculture, contracts, corn-hog reduction, 452
wheat allotment, 420
United States Fidelity and Guarantee Company, insurance purchased, 377
United States Government bonds, available trust funds invested, 162
United States Gypsum Company, agreement, 131
sale, 369, 361
Universal Appeal Company, gift, 201
Universal Atlas Cement Company, gift, 182
University business organization, committees, 182
report, 201
University Band, See Bands.
University Chorus, See Chorus.
University Council, See Council, University.
University Extension, See Extension, University.
University High School, budget, expense, 30, 310, 514
salary, 30, 310, 514
fees, courses, 162
deposit required, 593
summer session, 188
operation during summer session, appropriations, 188, 433
policy, 433
University of Illinois Library Association, gift, 470
University Press, budget, expense, 7, 289, 493
salary, 10, 293, 497
See also Printing.
University revolving fund, 362
University Senate, committee on unemployment relief, student loan fund, establishment and administration, 137
photographs of, 138
regulations governing correspondence study, 410
University Extension, recommendations, 374
University service fellowships, 267
University Statutes, See Statutes
University Studies, budget, 50, 337, 542
Language and Literature, publication of extra number, appropriation, 567
University work, fees, members of staff, 161
members of surveys, laboratories, and hospitals, 161
teachers, other institutions, 161
public school, 161
Unwiller, Cora M., degree, 402
Upchurch, Grace, degree, 250
Upson, W. V., degree, 258
Urban, F. K., degree, 430
Urbana Association of Commerce, representative heard, 117
Urbana Coke Corporation, stock, deposit and control, 146
Urbana Corporation Counsel, hearing, 117
Urbana departments, coal purchased, 378
laboratory fees, schedule, 88, 362
gas rates, 373
Urbana-Champaign Sanitary District, permission to lay sewer, 420
Urbaneck, F. E., certificate, 263
Upton, W. E., appointments, 58, 326, 542
Uterhart, H. E., appointments, 83, 278
Utilities Research Commission, agreements, 202, 392, 421
request for modification, 414
gift, 377, 422
Uteley, J. H., appointments, 24, 176, 305, 448, 509
Utt, A. M., degree, 617
Utterback, D. A., appointments, 20, 174, 301
Vacin, M. E., appointments, 83, 278, 588
Vacuum cleaner equipment, purchase, 577
Vail, H. F., certificate, 263
Valery, J. E., degree, 422
Vaky, J. R., degree, 240
Valvoda, J. F., Jr., certificate, 622
Vandervoorde, E. O., appointments, 84, 278, 589
VanArendonk, A. M., appointments, 16, 173, 298
Van Arsdell, P. M., appointments, 28, 177, 308, 443, 450, 513
VanBiesbroeck, Simone, degree, 250
VanBuskirk, Miriam A., appointment, 392
Van Camp, P. G., degree, 607
Vance, A. C. E., degree, 609
Vance, Edith D., degree, 255,
Vance, J. C., agreement, strawberry experiments, 420, 455
Vance, Katherine M., degree, 134
Van Cleve, H. J., appointments, 25, 305, 509
Vancouver Lumber Company, bonds, deposited with Secretary, 146
Vancura, J. A., degree, 244
Van Der Aue, O. E., degree, 97, 386
VanDerbeek, H. J., appointments, 36, 315, 519
Vanderkloot, A., appointments, 67, 544, 549
Van Derpool, J. G., appointments, 57, 335, 541
Vandervoort, Grace R., degree, 248
Vandeventer, J. H., appointments, 377, 563
retirement, 283
Van Deventer, W. C., appointments, 25, 176, 305, 448
Van Doren, C. A., appointments, 44, 324, 528
degree, 260
Van Duyn, D. P., degree, 258
Van Duyn, Mrs. Margaret S., appointments, 10, 294, 496
Van Dyke, J. A., degree, 240
Vanerka, C. J., degree, 246
Vanerka, J. A., degree, 244
Van Herpe, G. C., degree, 608
Van Gundy, C. O., degree, 603
VanHazel, W., appointments, 69, 347, 533
Van Horne, J., appointments, 23, 394, 448, 508
Van Kampen, A. H., C.P.A., certificate, 100
Van Ketten, E., contract, 398
VanLiew, J. M., degree, 256
Van Male, W. C., degree, 506
Vanneman, Mary E., appointments, 54, 332, 538
Varney, H. R., degree, 440
Varnum, Alice M., degree, 385
Vasconcelles, H. J., degree, 246
Vernor, Winifred, degree, 264
Verliefd, Grace R., degree,
Vestal, F. E., appointments, 34, 317, 517
degree, 459
Vech, Blanch M., degree, 255
Vech, C. W., degree, 246, 602
Veale, P. T., degree, 248
Vedra, J. A., degree, 618
Vegetable crops, investigation, 305, 528
Vegetable crops, investigation, 305, 528
William, E. degree,
Vernier, Jonna M., degree, 285
Vernon, F. J., degree, 608
Vernor, Wm. Fred, degree, 403
Vesely, A. J., certificate, 264
Vesely, L. E., certificate, 264
Vesely, Dorothy R., degree, 606
Vesely, H. C., certificate, 264
Vesely, J. R., degree, 622
Vespa, D. A., degree, 264
Vespa, N. J., degree, 264
Vessey, R. E., appointments, 69, 347
Vestal, A. C., appointments, 12, 297, 501
Vicklund, W. L., contract for instruction of, 421
Victor, A. J., degree, 606
Villiger, Vivian M., degree, 616
Vincent W., certificate,
Vincent, E. I., appointment, 139
Vencill, Genevieve, appointments, 8, 290, 495
Vencovsky, J. J., degree, 265
Ventilating and heating, investigation, 33, 39, 228, 481
Venus de Medici, marble copy, gift, 230
Vernberg, E., degree, 611
Vernieri, Joanna M., degree, 265
Vernon, F. J., degree, 608
Vernor, Wm. Fred, degree, 403
Vesely, A. J., certificate, 264
Vesely, Dorothy R., degree, 606
Vesely, H. C., certificate, 264
Vesely, J. R., degree, 622
Vespa, D. A., degree, 264
Vespa, N. J., degree, 264
Vessey, R. E., appointments, 69, 347
Vestal, A. C., appointments, 12, 297, 501
Vicklund, W. L., contract for instruction of, 421
Victer, A. J., degree, 606
Victor, W. V., degree, 193
Visionizer, purchase, 377
Visiting professors, budget, 7, 289, 493
Visitors, recreational facilities, 424
Vischer, M. B., appointments, 69, 347, 554
gift for research, 202
technical assistance and supplies, gift for, 119
Visual aid service, balance reappropriated, 586
fund, unexpended balance, 276
Vitzmu, J. E., degree, 384
Vivarium Building, name changed, 412
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree or Title</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vogel, Frances M.</td>
<td>degree, 243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vogel, Virginia E.</td>
<td>degree, 240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vogelar, C. E.</td>
<td>degree, 616</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vogt, Brothers Manufacturing Company, gift</td>
<td>230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voigt, Lida E.</td>
<td>appointments, 59, 337, 542</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voigt, Dorothy F.</td>
<td>degree, 265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voigt, LeVona</td>
<td>degree, 606</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vokacs, C. W.</td>
<td>degree, 612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voller, M. E.</td>
<td>degree, 194</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vonneck, R. H.</td>
<td>degree, 631</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von Lauer, H.</td>
<td>degree, 611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von Phacklecki, A. G.</td>
<td>degree, 458</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voorhees, Hazel</td>
<td>appointment, 416</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiris, F. B.</td>
<td>certificate, 264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voldr, E. W.</td>
<td>degree, 241</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vork, L.</td>
<td>degree, 242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wacaser, H. E.</td>
<td>degree, 244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall, E. C.</td>
<td>appointments, 71, 351, 556</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wachowski, T. J.</td>
<td>appointments, 69, 347, 552</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace, L. J.</td>
<td>C.P.A. certificate, 430</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace, G.</td>
<td>degree, 246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace, E. A.</td>
<td>memorial scholarship, awards, 104, 326, 591</td>
<td>fund, 80, 350, 565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace, G. I.</td>
<td>appointments, 13, 184, 297, 507</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace, G. O.</td>
<td>degree, 612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace, H. A.</td>
<td>degree, 610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace, H. C.</td>
<td>appointments, 87, 281, 592</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace, L. J.</td>
<td>C.P.A. certificate, 430</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace, Margaret</td>
<td>certificate, 264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace, R. N.</td>
<td>degree, 456</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walberg, M.</td>
<td>degree, 246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree or Title</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walbeitser, L. M.</td>
<td>degree, 440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walline, R. E.</td>
<td>degree, 610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall, Edna E.</td>
<td>appointments, 48, 53, 327</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall, Alice T.</td>
<td>appointments, 331, 537, 577</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall, Dorothy B.</td>
<td>degree, 256</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall, Evelyn L.</td>
<td>degree, 136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter, Mable R.</td>
<td>appointments, 25, 176</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter, Nellie</td>
<td>appointment, 130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter, J. H.</td>
<td>degree, 616</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh, Bess</td>
<td>appointments, 291, 495</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walshé, Sister Mary B.</td>
<td>degree, 254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter, G.</td>
<td>degree, 440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter, Betty D.</td>
<td>degree, 610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walther, H. H.</td>
<td>degree, 245</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walther, W. A.</td>
<td>degree, 254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walton, H. C.</td>
<td>certificate, 361</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walton, W. H.</td>
<td>degree, 440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waltz, W. E.</td>
<td>appointments, 18, 300, 447</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wansley, Frances A.</td>
<td>degree, 616</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanner, A. E.</td>
<td>degree, 618</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wandelke, R. E.</td>
<td>C.P.A. certificate, 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wane, C. L.</td>
<td>degree, 602</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanman, E. Dorothy B.</td>
<td>degree, 240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanless, H. R.</td>
<td>appointments, 20, 301, 505</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wannamaker, Claudia</td>
<td>appointment, 130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanting, L. K.</td>
<td>degree, 404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, G. F. M.</td>
<td>degree, 244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, Gladys J.</td>
<td>appointments, 52, 331, 537</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, H. B.</td>
<td>appointments, 25, 305, 509</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, Helen I.</td>
<td>degree, 617</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, L. G.</td>
<td>degree, 242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, L. M.</td>
<td>degree, 237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, R. W.</td>
<td>degree, 606</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, W. P.</td>
<td>degree, 610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wardall, Ruth C.</td>
<td>appointments, 47, 52, 327, 331, 531, 536</td>
<td>sick leave, 420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>War, J. A.</td>
<td>degree, 254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warfel, Lelia M.</td>
<td>degree, 133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waring, J. L.</td>
<td>degree, 240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warm air heating, See Furnace research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren, Charlotte E.</td>
<td>degree, 617</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren, Jane</td>
<td>degree, 601</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren, Mildred</td>
<td>appointments, 71, 349, 554</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren, W. J.</td>
<td>degree, 259</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warrick, E. S.</td>
<td>appointments, 77, 336, 561</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warsaw, Ruth</td>
<td>degree, 622</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wascher, H.</td>
<td>appointments, 44, 324, 528</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wascher, G. A.</td>
<td>degree, 403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washburn, Carolyn</td>
<td>appointments, 18, 174, 300, 504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washburn, F. L.</td>
<td>member of advisory committees, 128, 336</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, J. C.</td>
<td>certificate, 137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, R. C.</td>
<td>degree, 404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson, R. M.</td>
<td>degree, 610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wasserman, D. A. W.</td>
<td>degree, 240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wasserman, M. J.</td>
<td>appointments, 28, 186, 308, 512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leave of absence, 432, 547</td>
<td>extension, 587</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watchman, See Police.</td>
<td>Water, chemical treatment, patent rejected, 399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water mains, chart, 596</td>
<td>Water, refinement, Burks patent issued, 461</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water mains, budget, 544</td>
<td>Water, irrigation, C.W.A. project, 433 delay, 402</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water main, survey, 589</td>
<td>Water main, storage reservoir, C.W.A. project, 433 delay, 402</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water storage reservoir, C.W.A. project, 433 delay, 402</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The table above is a representation of the extracted text from the document. It may not be comprehensive and is subject to interpretation based on the provided sentences.
West Salem Experiment Field, road through, 59
Westberg, V. C., degree, 246
Westenberger, Margaret L., degree, 244
Westergaard, H. M., appointments, 24, 317, 520, sick leave, 571
Westerheide, Artrude L., degree, 252
Western Electric Co., gift, 454
Western Fuel Company, coal purchased, 378
Westgate, Marie, appointment, 72
Westland, R. E., certificate, 264
Westey, Mrs. Angie G., gift, 470
Weston, N. A., appointments, 28, 308
death benefit, 419
Westphal, Caroline, degree, 136
Westphal, Ellen L., degree, 606
West Residence Hall, purchase of vacuum cleaner, 577
Wetherbie, A. appointments, 416, 443
Wetherhold, 70, 348, 553
Wilby, J. H., degree, 249
Wheat, J. H., degree, 249
Wheat, W. G., contract with U. of A., 420
Wetzel, B. E., degree, 609
West Residence Hall, purchase of vacum cleaner, 577
Westgate, Marie, appointment, 72
Westenberger, Marjorie, degrees, 193, 600
Westover, N. A., appointments, 308, 443
Wheatley, H., degree, 617
Whalin, H., appointments, 13, 172, 184
degree, 260
Wheeler, Dorothy, appointment, 500
Wheeler, E. T., awarded Plym scholarship, 228
Wheeler, Edna B., degree, 617
Wheeler, H. E., appointments, 18, 174, 300, 447, 504
Wheeler, J. C., degree, 246
Whiteman, W. E., appointments, 75, 354, 560
Wheeler, Katherine M., appointments, 75, 354, 560
Wheeler, Madge A., degree, 252
Wheeler, Margaret R., degree, 241
Wheeler, Mary L., degree, 606
Wheeler, Suzanne K., appointments, 43, 323, 598
Westgate, Mrs. Dorothy, appointments, 62, 339
death benefit, 431
Wheeler, Helen J., degree, 240
Whisenand, G. V., degree, 254
Whisenand, J. F., degree, 254
Whitcomb, Mrs. Frances C., appointments, 302, 550
White, Adeline R., appointments, 65, 164, 342, 545
White, Mrs. Florence R., C.P.A. certificate, 100
White, Elizabeth A., degree, 252
White, Florence L., appointments, 20, 309, 515
degree, 459
White, Mrs. Florence R., appointment, 125
White, H. L., appointments, 78, 357, 564
Whitaker, R. W., degree, 240
White, J. M., appointments, 57, 78
depth benefit, 182
leave of absence, sick, 159
resolution on death, 182
White, Josephine M., degree, 606
White, M. M., degree, 404
White, R. E., degree, 240
White, R. C., degree, 244
White, R. H., degree, 240
White, S. H., appointments, 58, 336, 541
White, S. S., Dental Manufacturing Co., lease, 309
White, Vee, degree, 252
White, T. L., degrees, 119, 459
fellowships, 210, 480
Whitesell, M. J., degree, 245
Whiteside, E. F., degree, 613
Whitefield, Josephine J., degrees, 135, 256
Whitely, F. H., appointment, 521
Whiteley, Jane, degree, 617
Whitlo, C. M., appointments, 28, 176, 308, 450, 465, 512
Whitlock, Mary C., appointment, 48, 327, 531
White, H. A., degree, 257
White, June, appointment, 627
degree, 132
Whittaker, E. C., degree, 611
Whittaker, L. D., degree, 440
Whittington, Mary W., degree, 136
Whyte, J. E., degree, 240
Whit, H. H., appointment, 542
degree, 254, 255
Wick, Charlotte L., degree, 613
Wickwire, G. C., appointments, 23, 175, 303, 608
Wiczer, Lillian L., degree, 606
Widerborg, R. E., certificate, 621
Widger, S., degree, 244
Wiegand, P. C., degree, 245
Wien, M. S., appointments, 65, 343, 393, 588
Wiencek, C. S., degree, 617
Wienken, J. rental of Carter-Pennell farm, 412
Wiese, L. W., degree, 611
Wilber, M. D., degree, 244
Wilburn, H. V., appointments, 393, 590
Wilcox, Mildred E., degree, 240
Wilcox, R. H., appointment, 606
degree, 254, 255
Wicken, J. rental of Carter-Pennell farm, 412
Wiley, E., degree, 611
Willey, C. A., appointments, 34, 313, 517
Wiley, L. E., degree, 617
Wilhoit, Margaret J., degree, 256
Wilkins, A. R., degree, 613
Wilkins, G. H., degree, 609
W-L-L, See Radio Station.
Will, S. F., appointments, 24, 185, 304, 508
Willard, C. O., appointments, 33, 313, 314, 317, 494
Acting Dean of Engineering, 277
elected President of University, 473
acceptance, 476
salary, 473
Willett, Martha, degree, 240
Willett, O. B., degree, 253
Willhoit, Floy L., degree, 240
Williams, A. R., degree, 458
Williams, C. A., appointments, 20, 185, 301, 505
Williams, C. E., Company, contract, 117
Williams, C. K., degree, 606
Williamson, C. R., degree, 121
Williams, Catherine G., degree, 606
Williams, E. B., certificate, 264
Williams, E. E., degree, 248
Williams, E. H., appointments, 36, 186, 316, 519
Williams, Emily, appointments, 23, 175
Williams, Grace M., degree, 240
Williams, Hannah E., degree, 405
Williams, L. E., degree, 606
Williams, L. F., C.P.A. certificate, 100
Williams, L. F., appointment, 408
degree, 119
Woodford, L. M., degree, 97
Woodley, F. L., degree, 244
Woodroffe, Louise M., appointments, 57, 335, 541
Woodrow, F., appointments, 23, 304, 508
Woodruff, M. W., appointment, 38
Woodward, C. F., appointments, 47, 51, 327, 330, 531, 534
Wooldridge, Helene M., degree,
Woodward, C., appointment,
Woolsey, Betty
Woodworth, C. M., appointments,
Woodward, Nellie L., appointment,
Woodward, L. A., C.P.A. certificate,
Woodward, Elsie
Woodroofe, Louise
Woods, W. F., Jr., degree,
Wrench, F. degree,
Wooley, G. M. degree,
Worthington, M. H., appointments,
Worthington, J. H., Managing
Worthington, Elinor
Worthington, Mrs.
Worley, Louise degree
Woods, D. A., degree,
Woody, H. degree,
Wright, I., appointments,
Wright, L. A., degree,
Wright, P.
Wright, W. F., fellowship,
Wright, L., appointments,
Wright, M. L., degree,
Wright, Mrs.
Wright, Sheg, street lights, 596
Wrobke, F. E., degree, 617
Wucher, Virginia W., appointments, 295, 499
degree, 106
Wuesteman, A. E., degree, 440
Wupper, A., degree, 257
Wutzke, C. R., degree, 238, 603
Wutzke, Mrs. Gertrude G., appointments, 354, 560
Wyatt, E. E., degree, 613
Wybraniec, A. H., degree, 264
Wylder, L. N., degree, 612
Wyman, Ada M., degree, 606
Wyman, E. D., member of advisory commit-
tee, 126
Wyman, J. A., degree, 254
Wyne, Eleanor E., degree, 609
Wyninger, H. T., appointments, 37, 316, 520
Wysocki, W., degree, 262
X-ray, equipment, chemistry, gift, 422
fellowship, Bauer and Black, fund, 80, 355, 565
gift for research, 189
study of insulating oils, 397, 414, 421
budget, 516
salary, 523
tubes, research, expendable gift fund, 12
Yeager, M. S., degree, 252
Yakel, K. Jr., degree, 609
Yang, J. C., degree, 257
Yanniss, T. C., degree, 265
Yanowitz, L., degree, 619
Yanuskevich, F. J., degree, 193
Yapp, W. W., appointments, 46, 326, 530
Young, W. L., appointments, 245
Yarnell, H. P., degree, 244
Yarros, R. C., appointments, 83, 278, 588
Yates, C. P., degree, 612
Yates, Hazel A., appointments, 10, 293, 497
Yates, Stella B., degree, 133
Yavitz, Rose H., degree, 135
Veager, Vivian E., degree, 617
Yeast, C. E., degree, 244
Yeast, effect on digestive tract, research
fund, 64, 341, 547
investigation, 413
Yeaton, C. A., degree, 611
Yeazel, J. G., degree, 252
Yen, Y. C., degree, 135
Yonce, M.
York Company, refrigerating unit purchased,
237
Youmans, C. E., degree, 252
Young, A. and Company, reports, annual
114
quarterly, 114
Young, A. L., appointments, 43, 323, 527
Young, E. E., degree, 606
Young, E. S., appointments, 38, 317, 521
Young, F. J., degree, 619
Young, G. G., degree, 195
Young, H. G., degree, 240
Young, Hortense H., degree, 615
Young, J. O., degree, 249
Young, J. R., appointments, 24, 175, 185,
394, 609
Young, M. E., degree, 240
Young, Marian M., degree, 252
Young, O. C. T., degree, 265
Young, O. W., degree, 403
Young, P. T., appointments, 23, 304, 448,
508
Young, R. M., degree, 247
Young, Ruth, appointment, 130
Young, T. R., degree, 619
Young, W. H., appointment, 43
Young, W. W., certificate, 621
Yu, H. L., appointment, 125
Yu, S. C., degree, 459
Zabella, J. S., degree, 265
Zachary, T. M., degree, 609
Zak, Rose, degree, 255
Zalar, J. A., certificate, 264
Zaloudek, J., degree, 402
Zander, P. M., degree, 245
Zane, R. B., degree, 246
Zbornik, J. J., degree, 243
Zearing, R. L., degree, 240
Zeckel, G. I., appointments, 65, 87, 281, 342,
548, 592
gift for research, 202
Zet, W. A., degree, 243
Zeitter, M. J., degree, 617
Zeiter, W. J., certificate, 621
Zeitlin, H., degree, 97
Zeitlin, J., appointments, 17, 184, 299, 447, 509
letter on Slavonic languages, 574
Zeitlin, H., appointment, 484, 590
Zeleny, C., appointments, 25, 305, 509
Chairman of Division of Biological Sciences, 450
head of Department of Zoology, 218
letter on Slavonic languages, 574
Zelle, J., contract for instruction of, 413
Zelle, R. L., degree, 242
Zemaitis, A., degree, 247
Zeman, T. C., certificate, 622
Zempel, Caroline, degree, 668
Zentner, H. D., degree, 265
Zeolite Burks, patent issued, 461
Zerdun, R. G., degree, 264
Zerweck, Louise R., degree, 617
Zettlman, H. J., appointment, 67
Ziessel, I., appointment, 563
Zimmerly, Garnet, appointment, 563
Zimmerly, L. C., degree, 252
Ziffren, S. E., degree, 619
Zikmund, J. M., degree, 247
Zilly, Louise, appointments, 31, 311
Zimmerly, Garnet, appointment, 563
Zimmerly, L. C., degree, 252
Zimmerman, Bernice M., degree, 120
Zimmerman, F. E., degree, 618
Zimmerman, G. F. D., degree, 460
Zimmermann, L. E., certificate, 264
Zimmermann, A. A., appointments, 64, 342, 548
Zimmermann, L., degree, 132
Zimmermann, A. A., appointments, 64, 342, 548
Zimont, R. D., degree, 619
Zimring, A. J., certificate, 264
Zint, R. E., degree, 246
Zintel, G. V., degree, 245
Zitnick, degree, 622
Zeiller, W. A., degree, 244
Zolt, N., certificate, 264
Zoology, budget, expense, 12, 296, 500
Zoology, head of department appointed, 228
Zopolsky, H., degree, 265
Zupke, R. C., appointments, 60, 338, 543
Zweig, J., degree, 622
Zweig, J. E., Jr., degree, 243